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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

The News flag
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Volume Number 64
Holland, Michigan, Thursday, October 24, 1935

Tells All

About

CROWN POINT WOMAN
SHERIFF IN GRAND
HAVEN ON SATURDAY

Movie Business
First

Handed

MANAGER CARLEY RECEIVES
PRAISE FOR LATE PICTURES

-EXCHANGE MEMBERS
GET PICTURE OP FINANCIAL END OP PICTURE
BUSINESS

Mrs. Lillian -Holley, former
sheriff at Crown Point, Ind., who
made the headlineswhen John Dillinger made his famous escape with
his wooden gun from the county
jail there, was in Grand Haven
over the week-end.

Today Solons
Have Dinner

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today

At Infirmary
COUNTY SUPPLIES 40 PER

CWn«y»^

Ottawa county townships and
cities will make their own arrangeMrs. Holley, in company with ments with the county welfare re-

Fifty Years

• •

•

Ago

I

Number 43

Much Respected
STRIPED

UGHT STANDARDS

Citizen Passes

Shows Holland!

The standards of the "stop and
go” lighu on Eighth street are
Is
striped very much like a barber’s
VAU- pole, only yellow and black instead PRESIDENT

After Accident

Today
seme
VETERAN OFFICER, ED
broken pine. The watch was
timepiece fastened in

j

Will Brusse was in Chicago this
week and witnessed the big baseball game. Note:— Never thought
our former mayor and at one time
Holland’s merchant tailor, was as
interestedin the national sport so
early in life. In the old "Neal
Ball" days he was a regular Holland fan. The big game was in Chicago. Must have been in the

a

from nis former congregation PBLL, WAS MUCH BELOVED
BY ENTIRE COMMUNITY
in Milwaukee where was very
popular as he was here. He there-

Going Ahe:

of red, white and blue.

gift

fore prized the token highly.

Report OfC.ofi

WRIBDEN

CONNELLY
HIS AIDES. DIRECT __

PRAISE TO

HAVE BEEN APPOINTED^

His Career as Marshal and Sheriff

red gen
Merchant* WUI Not Bo Callod
lief administration to take care of
arm and fired a revolveralmost in
to Pay SUM for TnUp
The
board
of
health
says
that
their employables as the result of
the face of the officer. The tramp
Festival
Holland has the purest milk supply
the meeting of a supervisor’s comThe citizens of Holland and Ot- cocked his revolver to Are again,
possible, which goes to show that
mittee with the governor and state
tawa county were indeed shocked and Vaupell, hearing this, dodged,
our water system is still pure and
welfare officials Monday.
At a recent meeting of the
to hear of the death of Edward and slipping, fell, rolling down an
unadulterated.
Local units will supply 40 per
Vaupell,who was 82 years old, and embrankment into a ditch or gully. bar of Commoreo, which
cent of the required amount and "Pop" Ansen" days. He was Chi* * *
an officer of the law for a long
"The tramps undoubtedly think- annual gathoring of this oi
An article and a large picture of period of years.
the county ERA the balance from cago’s first "Grand old man" of
ing that they had killed the officer tion, many matters of imj...
Cornelius Vander Meulen appear
state and possibly federal funds. baseball.
His death was undoubtedly due or mortally founded him, fled pre were discusied, the board of
in the News, stating that the
tora waa chosen and the dil
Ihe townships sought to have the
io im accident that occurred a few cipitately, throwing away their re
voung attorney will delivera lec- weeks ago when in some unac- volver in their flight Vaupell and of the Chamber. Mr. William^
county
abolished and felt
meeting which before was WedMr. I. H. Fairbanks of Fillmore
MUSKEGON HEIGHTS MEETS they could handle welfare funds has the editor’s thanks for a lib- ture in the First Reformed church countable manner he misstepped some of the neighboring farmers Connelly, gsve his annual rofl
neaday noon. There
________
was _
a mtwm%
great
HOLLAND SATURDAY through their own agencies to bet- eral portion of some very fine on the subject, "The Trial of Je- the landing, in the large staircase gave chase, and after running a which was not only pleaidng
d?1
*mon? the netrly 100
sus,
Legal Standpoint."Mr. in his home at Thirteenth street mile and a half succeeded in captur- cause of the fine record made,
ter advantage.
who gathered,Including many
"Bailey’’sweet apples. They are
Vander Meulen has given this in- and College avenue. It is believed ing the fugitives. They were im- also because of the solid finan
Holland footballfans will have
John R. Dethmers,at a meeting the mouth-wateringkind.
guests, and the community singing
terestinglecture in Grand Rapids,
the opportunityof seeing the fines
of the board of supervisors,reportprogram was as lusty as of old.
that he endeavored to turn on the mediately taken before Justice basis the Holland Chamber]
• • •
(.rand Haven and other nearby citschool football team in the ing for the committeewhich went
light from above which illuminated Brink of Graafschap, and the white Commerce can now bout of.
sleight-of-hand performer
l rasntly-dected president, high
Jacob Fris, handled the gavel ad state Saturday at Riverview paih. to Lansing, including besides him- was going the rounds of the city ies and it has brought much inter- the stair and hall, and missing his men arraigned on a charge of petit local Chamber Is not a “fr
est and newspapercomment. The
footing,ho fell over the bannister larceny,and the negro for assault -to-mputh” organization
mirably and introduced the differ when Muskegon Heighta faces Hol- se!f George Heneveld,chairman last Thursday sellinghis tricks—
lecture is given under the auspices
to the floor below. The impact with attempt to kill. Pleading sheath of bills always staring S
ent projects, features and speakers land in a southwestern conference Af|Khf
one
for
$1.00,
two
for
$1.60.
He
town8hiP.
and
of
the
Adult
Bible
class.
game.
Albert Hyma, Holland township, found a number of foolish ones.
and the cries from the unfortunate guilty and waiving examination secretary In the face, but it
with warm enthusiasm which is
The Heights Tigers have chalked finance committee chairman, said Note: — There was no Chamber of
• • •
trait of "Jake's.”
man brought the family to his aid they were brought here and placed growing concern with the bills
Attorney Thomas N. Robinson of and physicians from the city were in the lock-up for safe keeping un- and a substantial balaacs in
Director Heeter of the high up 24 consecutivevictories this year Governor Filzgendd had made it Commerce then and no Bill Conschool gave the members an extra and in the past two years, and this plain he did not propose to jeopard- nelly at the head of a sanction Holland spoke before a very large
til the officers from Allegan ar- treasunr, augmented by many
treat by introducing his Holland season have rolled up 117 points ize Michigan’s income for relief board. These were the days of P. audience at Petoskey. the occasion
rived to take them to their county complishments industrially
to none by their opponents. Five from the federal government and
otherwise.
brass trio composed of Victor CherT. Barnum, who said “There’s u being Columbus Day, the eventful
jail- Vaupell went to Dr. Bears
The meeting
held in
day when Columbus discovered
office and on examination it was
ven, Frank Lievense and Julian teams have fallen beiore the Tigers had agreed to leave everything to sucker born every minute.”
Dr. William Haber, state admin• 4 •
America in 1492. The demonstraWarm Friend Tai
Arendshorstwith Miss Barbara in order.
found that the bullet from the negro’s pistol had entered the side ^Arthur W. Wrieden, the]
Umpen accompanist at the piano. Its goal line uncrossed despite a istrator. The set-up and per- The W. C. T. U. of Holland has tion was held under the auspices
2-to-0 defeat at the hands of Ben- sonnel of the ERA in Michigan
of his neck and came out at the dent of the organiution, presl
placed a stand on the fairgrounds of the Knights of Columbus and
The brass music delightedthe auditon Harbor last week, Holland will was not to be changed and MichiIn opening the meeting, Mr. }
back near the spinal column.
and will sell anything our folks the attorney’ssubject was "Amerence and the young folk were called
submit its defensive power to the gan was to contribute its $750,000 desire of a temperance nature. ica for Americans." The reinset“Some of the citizens of the dty den said:
back for an encore. It was simsupreme test. Backfield stars of monthly to be put with the three Note -Phil Brooks and his "7-Up’' ment of the discovery and the land"I am pleased to see such a .,
were very Indignant, and expresply another indication of the thorsions that boded no good to the sentative body at this meeting,
ough trainingthat is given in our the Heights are Milo Sukup, cap- to four millionsspent by the fed- lost o it on that stand. Fifty years ing at San Salvador was depicted
tain and fullback, and Augie Fab- eral government.
tramps were heard on all sides. there should be more of thei
ago "7- Up" was not a fluid but in pantomime by the Petoskey
public schools as this relates to
yan, left halfback.
school pupils.
music.
a
card
game.
After
supper a crowd of nearly 200 Chamber of Commerce, at
by Henry siau*hfbat functiona.la the most st|
collected at the jail, and but for the
Rev. Paul Hinkamp was called ’In the other game in which local ter of Tallmadge township,that the
Last SSpring M rs. Curtis L. Wafpresence of Sheriff John Vaupell b'liaing orgeniutlonfor any cM
The News gives considerable
upon to lead in the memorialserv- teams are involved,Hope college county s attempt to obtain inter>es to Kalamazoo to meet the est on its bank balances,was
Ottawa
,and our local officers a first class and Holland aurely hu bun lit
ices in respect to the memory of
space to the marriage of Miss
ornets in a homecoming game.
Frances Dyke, daughter of Conynchlng would have taken place position to see iust how a
three members who k had passed
mTsI
finarme^committee*
grape vine.
vine. Last
Last week
we<
tractor and Mrs. Frank Dvke and
In our otherwise orderly and quiet organisedChamber of Comi
•way during the year. These mem- Coach Bud Hinga has never defeat- Mr. Slaughter gave his opinionthe Niagara grape
ed his alma mater on the gridiron, banks designated as depositories the growth measured: Main vine, Charles Marsh, son of Mr. and
city, speeches were made and oth- works. It is the clearinghouu
7 T?rdlfJf'head of The and he believes that this is his for county funds would pay in
11
feet,
6
inches,
with
22
side
Mrs.
Frank
Marsh
of
Lansing.
er
demonstrations that tended to all matters that have to do
laundry; D. J. Du year.
terest.
arou«e those present were freely induatrial,commercial and
branchesfrom 6 to 20 inches in Both graduated from Holland High
Saar, Holland photographer, and
projecta.
Last week Hope piled up 16 first
The Ottawa county board of su- length. Beat this.
indulged in.
school. The marriage was perD»no of the Baker Furdowns to 4 and walked all over Al- pervisors went to Muskegon in a
“It is the place where the i
niture Co. These were staunch
formed by Rev. D. R. Drukker of
"No
damage
or violence was done
bion except at the goal line and body yesterday afternoon to hold a
Is winnowed from the chaff.
Eaigle Hose company won the Zeeland and the happy couple went
members and Prof. Hinkamp paid
until between 1 and 2 o’clock when
had to be content with a scoreless mint meeting with Muskegon coun•bould be in the secretary's.
hose Tayi
laying contest at the Holland on a wedding trip to Niagara
tribute to the work of these men
the posse that guarded the jail went
tie.
ty
supervisors
to
discuss
relief fair over the Columbia hose com- Falls.
In the Warm Friend Tavtrn
and pointed out that the three vaInside
to eat their lunch. The riThe high school game Saturday problems. The board convened at pany. The award was a crisp $10
"®® the conaUnt activity
"ere indicativeof the starts at 2:80 o’clock. The prelimoters then fastened the doors and
y a m. this Thursday,and after bill.
piled high, committee meetit
began battering down the building vestigatlngof projects,
f Av1 J?e ln uncertain.He inary game between the second a short meeting the annual inspec• • •
Capt. Jan Borgman, who for 35
stated that in his college work he
opposite
the
cell
that
confined
the
Former Sheriff Ed Vaupell
teams of the two schools will begin tion trip to the Ottawa countv inindustrialDosslbilities.
It .
years sailed the Great Lakes in
possibly never would have met at 12:80 o’clock.
negro and had nearly succeeded in
firmajT at Eastmanville.While The jurors for circuit court the days of sailingvessels, passed
end ess tuk but I wish to
these men, but as a member of the
term
selected from this vicinity
hastily called in. He was rushed getting inside when the officers
there the board were guests at dinnway. His last r-aft was the
praise to William M. Connelly
Exchange club he had contacted
were of Holland, Jacob Van Putto Holland hospital where he re- nlaced the negro in another cell.
handles the situationso thorn
"Wollen," a three-masted schooner.
PROMINENT ORGANIST COMES
mained
for
six
days.
Thus
frustrated
the
mob
seemed
ten,
Jr.;
Holland
township,
John
“ w“ * plc*,in* «'*•
TO HOLLAND NEXT WED. of’the “m'S,''’’10“ ‘n Ch‘r'[e De Vries; Zeeland,Phenius Coburn. Many citizens r >w in the sixties His head was badly bruised,al- to be disgustedand discontinuedits ly and admirably.Holland is
The special committeeon hospi'then boys), w!l remember the
He spoke of the Ana character of
though no bones were broken, it operations, but made the night hide- Conneftobft bSaSTSf* iim H
• • •
talization of county cases presentfine old gen‘!eman preparing„
these oeparted members and beOn Wednesday evening, Oct. 30, ed a report at Tuesday afternoon’s A egg is not laid to rest Note: fire in the rabin stove of this ship was found, and all indications ous with loud talk and the ringing also getting the enthuiutie
lieved that their influence for good
—Since that time cold storage has
pointed toward a recover)'. Tues- of the fire bell. With approachMr. Walter Blodgett will present
anchoredin midlake for the win- day morning a sudden reaction ing day ouiet was again restored j1??* aP°.n “oro* of
w»s exemplified in the slogan of .an organ recital in Hope Memorial meeting and recommended that the been invented.
county
for the present time conand industrialmen, and omh
ter.
Your
editor
was
one
of
them
the dub, namely, "Unity for Servcame and death followed rather un- and the officers spirited their pris- women in all walks of life!
chapel. The program, which is un- tinue to hospitalize adult cases
• • •
and never suffered cold feet when expectedly.
soners
away
and
they
were
taken
spoke of Uie- uncertain, der the auspices of the Hope Col- through the probate court. A
During the deluge Noah was in the captain was present. He died
bav® if50™® fthuud by Wv.im,
ties of life and that it behooves us
A great many years of his life, to Allegan in safety.
lege School of Music, will begin at schedule for physicians’ and sur- the habit of calling his wife an ark Rt 87 years.
vLi,r£P*re 10ur8e,ves for the life 8:16 o’clock. The concert is open geons fees was presented and it angel. Note:— Not so bad for 50
M‘,M un,iri”*
"The colored man claimed that
Mr. Vaupell followed the trade of
his father as harness maker and his name was Alfred Hutchins and
to the public, and no admission will waa suggestedthat msdieal and years ago. Today she might be
11
"Relative
to
industrial
porary abiding place.
be charged.
called the "China Doll.”
Two of Zeeland’s sweet young for many years the firm was lo1 il! hom* Wii at D^atur, I would like to up that -it it
He said he did not look on the Music lovers in Holland wHl re- minor surgical cases bq provided
ladies became brides at the ’same cated in a frame structure across Ala- The white men’s names were of the most difficult part!
lorby the local governmentunits.
next world as a place of idleness.
time. Mrs. Caroline Meengs be- from where the Holland theater Chas. McGinnis ind George Brown, Chamber of Commerce work,
member Mr. Blodgett as the boy
He said that on this earth we are organist of Hope church. He held . The board was asked to inquire Twenty-five Years Ago
came Mrs. Albert E. Van Lente now is, possibly a littleto the west. tramps. Marshall VaupelTs wound factonr can*! be gotten every w
mto
advisability of a county hospicompelled to work and in most
Today
his first regular position at the tal and a county surgeon and each
of Holland and Miss Jessie Brum- Some 30 years ago he built the is rapidly healing and he was not and the ones who apply first
cases work is really a pleasure He
mel was wed to Mr. Cornelius Vaupell building on West Eighth hindered in the daily pursuit of his generallythose with shad finan
church when he was 15 years old. supervisorwas asked to co-operate
•
•
•
believed that in the hereafterthere
Wiersma of this city. Mr. and street, where Spaulding’sshoe duties."
Since then Mr. Blodgett has held with the court to keep costs at a
standingor come with a stt.
Henry
DeKruif
of
Zeeland
has
would be tasks for all.
The editor of the News, although selling scheme. These must all
positions in- the Fourth Presby- minimum. The committee is com- just returned from Europe after a Mrs. Van Lente were married at store is now located. This was also
Then there was a pause of one terian church of Chicago and also
posed of Maynard Mohr, R. L. two-months’visit Albert Lahuis, the parsonageof First Reformed utilizedas a harness making es- a youngster of 13, witnessed the investigatedby Mr. Connelly
minute of silent prayer and Dr. at the University of Chicago chapCook
and Peter G. Damstra. Judge Zeeland merchant,has just pur- church. Rev. Harmelink officiat- tablishment,headquarters for buf- entire so-called "lynching bee." The there are scoru and scores of tl
Hinkamp closed the impressive el. At present he is organist in of Probate
Cora Van De Water chased a fine automobile which will ed. Mr. and Mrs. Wiersma at the falo robes, whips, trunks and such jail and fire station was then lo- Out of all these investigations
service with a pbetical supplication
the
Epworth-Euclid Methodist suggested the formation of an ad- arrive in about two weeks. In the same hour and minute said "I will” other accessoriesas go with horse cated at the northwest corner of easionallya worthwhile Indui
which brought moments of silence
Episcopal church of Cleveland,and visory board to meet with some meantime he is building a nice at the parsonage of Second Re- driving and traveling. With the Centennial park, then called "pub- project proves worth haring.
after it had been said.
is also director of the Western cases. She believes that a better
formed church. Rev. Benj. Hoff- coming of the automobile 25 years lic square.”
of them would be a detriment to
Shortly afterwards,Chairman Reserve Glee club. Mr. Blodgett understandingwould be derived barn for it. Note: It seems that man officiated. The girls had ago, harness making took a slump
The sidings from the whole south
garage”
was
not
found
in
WebFris called upon Henry Carley, genpresented the first recital on the from interviews with some of the ster’s at that time.
been friends for a long time and everywhere, and for a time robes side of the jail, which was a "leaneral manager of the Holland theHope chapel organ in June of 1929, cases.
arranged this timely wedding to- for automobiles and other auto ac- to" to the fire station, was pulled
"The Holland Chamber of <
atere, to introduce C. M. McLaren
• » •
before the organ was fully comgether. Both couples will be at cessories were added to the har- down with crowbars.
Henry Slaughter suggested that
merce has been striving to get
of Jackson, Mich., noted movie pleted.
Col. Wm. Jennings Bryan has
Your editor can still vividly pic- but the best. A small good fa*
some means be sought to get some
home to their friends after Nov. ness making.
announced that in his campaign 1. Note: — We could clutter this
man and associatedwith the Butinterest on county funds in county
Mr. Vaupell, who was born in ture the tramps being spirited is better than a poor large one, j
speaking
tour
he
will
follow
“Tedterworthcircuit, with which the HENRY LOGMAN GETS STATE banks and Peter Van Ark moved
away in a closed hack drawn by small going concern will develop,,
page up with notes but will hold
dy” Roosevelt through Indiana. it down. Al is a city father from Gronover, N. Y., came to Holland two fast horses, to Allegan county
vi * ij L»ter* are connected,
JOB
that the matter be investigated.
as many of our present plants hav«.l
with his parents at the age of 4
who told the members of the ExPerhaps he realizes that it will be
the Sixth ward,, is prominentin years. At the age of 13 he learned where the offense occurred.The
Judge Van De Water again apchange club all about the show
much
safer
to
follow
than
to
be
Henry Looman, local electrician, peared before the board Wednesthe American Legion and holds
the harness making business in his whole thing was dons so rapidly
in
<
business from a manager’sstand- has been named electrical inspector
day as to the delinquent payments
responsiblepositionat the Holland father’sshop, and he was closely and folk were so surprisedthat the
point
ing 7€ar’ ,nd
very gratify-J
of Allegan and Ottawa counties of afflictedadults. The matter
• J.• Veldman
•
Furnace Company. Niel Wiersma identified with this enterpriseuntil hotheadsforgot to make an outHesmd, in part, as follows:
Rev.
Henry
pastor
burst.
through the electrical administrais also prominent in Legion cir- 1917 when he retired.
up to the finance comMr. Wrieden dwelt at ___
The movie business is the mar- tion hoard, according to a letter re- mittee.C. E. Misner of the finance of the First Reformed church, is cles, plays the big horn in the
The man who shot Mr. Vaupell length on the grand success of thil
Mr. Vaupell, to the older resiyel of the age. The one industry ceived this morning from Mr. A.
most elated over the recovery of a
committee suggested that the state
band. He also is a protectorfor dents, will be better known as an was given a 90-day iail sentence, tulip futival and stated that b*|
add* h®8 gotten more F. Babbett, chief inspector. Mr. administrative board be requested fine gold watch which was found he has a set policy of interesting
while the minor offenders were cause of this success, the
officer of the law. He was elected
bnck bats thrown at it than most Looman states he will dispose of to make appropriations for the in a peculiar manner after much
folks in life insurance for the Vis- marshal of Holland for the first given shortercountv jail sentences. chants who have always been
any other business. If it were true his interests in the Looman Electric
hard labor. Mr. Veltman acci- ser-Brooks agency.
There was considerablecriticism
care of afflicted and crippled chiltime in 1877 and was in continuous
and the general belief was. that we Co. on East Eighth street, to An- dren in Michigan.
dentally dropped the watch in the
relativeto the sentence of the
service
until
1888.
That
was
in
were as bad as painted by some, drew Westenbrook and his son,
negro who did the shooting, but There is plenty of money in Uu
Peter Damstra of Holland, a sewer at his home and to his disthe days when Holland largely govour enterprisewould not be worth Russell Looman.
may it was soon beyond where he
A marriage license was issued erned
this was largely because authorities treasury, with judiciousspending
..rJ?f.«th® “nance committee,
itself for there was only one
having and we Would have to take
could get it. Plumbers were put to John H. Buter, 68, and Kate
Mr. Loiman also stated that unclaimed Mr. Vaupell was out of his
o V 79 ti00 ii60^ h® rai8ed on
a back alley home in order to avoid der Public Act 228, 1935, he is giv- f
to
work
digging
up
all
the
pipes Yooselaar, 68, of Zeeland. Note: marshal and one night watchman jurisdictionwhen he arrested the
the 2.5 mill allocation allowed the
to guard the entire city, and you
some of these 'brick bats.'
en as a matter of information:
man, one of those unusual interpre- chants are always the target w)
county. It was suggested that $800 and when the dommee had about If they are still living the old gen"But a great deal of good is also
That licenses are divided into 3 be added to the amount for the given up hope he found the glit- tleman would be 83 and Mrs. 73. may be sure that at certain periods tations of the law, for here was a financialhelp is needed and
during
the
saloon
age,
Marshal
spoken of the movies. It k can- classes:Class 1, for contractors
case where help was needed imdram commissioner’sdepartment,
Vaupell had his hands full allaying
ceded by many that the screen
establishedin a municipality hav- to be used in addition to federal
(Continued on Page 2)
mediately and the Holland marshal
a saloon brawl and often this was
supernaturalin its wonders but it ing a local electrical inspectionor-owas
not thinking of boundary lines
GRAND
HAVEN VOTES
funds which may be procured un- HOLLAND PIONEER, 81. HAS
done single handed and alone.
is a far cry from the nickelodeum dinance or having journeymen in der WPA.
PICTURES
SHOWN
AT
but
rather
to
help
a
neighbor
withBEEN IN TRADE 63 YEARS
BIG SUM FOR PROJECTS
The old “Market Day,” before the
of yesteryear to the modern movie their employ. The fee for this
in a few miles of the city upon
LITERARY
. Hunter Bering championed an
slland
fair
was
established,
rot
picturepalaces of today.
(Grand Rapids Press)
class license is $26, of which $25 increaseof $20,000 for the imwhose farm the crime was being
to be a day of carousing and fight"Perhaps no one thing has so is for the contractor’slicenseand provement of county roads. He
A survey of Holland’s business Bids for construction of the lo- ing between farmer boy and "city perpetrated by men with guns. Un- At a meetin
completely revolutionized
the natu- $1 for the journeyman’slicense; claimed that secondary roads in the
cal sewage disposalsystem will be
doubtedly the principalshave all Literary club
area credits James A. Brower as
blood" rather than a place where
ral processes of life as have the class 2, (limited) for rural contrac"«/« in terrible condition the oldest merchant,not only in advertisedfor in a few days, Mayor farmers’ stock, poultry and prod- passed away by this time.
Carleton Brooks
to Miller of Battto
modern motion pictures. Little dldl tors who do no work in municipali- and should be improved.
Richard L. Cook of Grand Haven,
Creek talked on his trip
age,
but
also
in years of activity.
rip through [
uce
were
sold
and
bartered
on
the
Thomas Edison realize, when he ties which have an electrical insaid today, expressinggratificaAn
interesting
little
sidelight
in
Alaska last summer. Moving pSd
Brower is more than 80, has been
threw on the walls of that little spection ordinance and who have HOLLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
tion at the overwhelmingvote in public streets. But Marshal Vau- the career of Mr. Vaupell is his tures were shown which he and
connected with the retail furniture
New Jersey studio late in the nine- no journeymen employed,the fee
favor of the project at yesterday’s pell was always able to cope with second election. He was nominatCLOSED FOR GRAND
11 -year-old daughter took. Rev.i
business63 years, and can be found
teenth centurv the first motion pic- is $6, of which $6 is for the conspecial
election. Mr. Cook said the most trying situationsin this ed unanimouslyat the Republica- Miller said that a trip to Alaskti
RAPIDS MEETING dailv in his place of business. Dursmall
town
with
eleven
"sample
tures, that the time would come tractor’s license and $1 for the necGreeley and Hanson of Chicago,
tion convention,but besides the s an ocean trip through the mounwhen the whole world would be| essary journeyman’scard. Class AN H}® teachers of Holland and ing his businesscareer, which start- designers of the system, had gone rooms."
Democrats the Patrons of Indus- Uins. Pictureswere shown of Ined
at
18, the name of the concern
After
being
marshal
eleven
moved to tears and laughter be- 8 Is a journeyman’slicense for the officials of the schools have
ahead with plans and were about
try were strong in Ottawa county d an villages, fishing villages
has changed five times, but Brower
years he became sheriff of Ottawa
cause so perfect would become thel which there is a charge of $1.
joined 4,000 other teachers of the
ready to advertisefor bids.
at that time. The organizationdid also different methods of gold
continued
with
the
firm.
Brower
county
and
served
the
usual
four
techniaue of the art
The holder of a class 1, state li- state, meeting Thursday and FriThe sewage disposal system, a
not last long but created a fusion ing were caught by the cai_
'Today, the student physlcianlcense will be allowed to work any day at £ convention of the Michi- also is one of Holland’s few re- $250,000 project, has been ap- years allowed at that time. His on candidates in this county and
Mr*. Charles K. Van Duren,
maining pioneer residents. He was
brother, John Vaupell, also a large,
can study from motion picturesthe place he desires provided that in
proved as a PWA project by the
Education association at bora in Holland in 1854.
Mr. Vaupell was the only candi- vice president,presided in the abfine
looking
man,
was
sheriff beoperations in which tne lives of municipalitieswhere there is an Grand Rapids.
federal government and $112,909
date on the Republican ticket to be sence of the president. A rummage
o
men and women are held in the inspection ordinance, he registers
All the public schools of Grand
Jill be availableto match the fore brother Ed. He later became elected.
?*>' "ill !»W Nov. 9. At « men.!
identified
with
the
Grand
Haven
and pays a fee for registratio
*3 b®, thrown open to the Peter Smallegan,55, of Forest $138,000 the city plans to raise by tannery, and after severing con- Mr. Ed Vaupell can be called ing of the Fine Art*
(Continued on Page 2)
$1 for contractor’s and 60 cents
Public. The Civic auditorium and Grove, died Thursday morning of sale of revenue bonds. The counone of Holland’s substantialciti- at 1:80 Tuesday, the -----journeymen. The holder of a 11- the Pantlindballroom will also a heart attack. Surviving are the cil is to make plans to offer the nections there, moved to Seattle, zens, among the kind of men who Mra. |iayo Hadden, gave a resume
Attorney dethmers ad.
Wash.
He
died
some
years
ago
widow
and
seven
children,
Mrs.
cense in any municipality may be opened to accommodate the
bonds for sale without delay.
not only help build Holland and
DRESSES CENTURY CLUB work under that license until Jan. la^e crowd of instructorswho will GiUls Lankheet of Overisel, Wiland was survived by two children, carry their part of the civic load, of current Broadway plays. Tnes^
o
dav the internationalaffaire grotni.!
son
and
a
daughter.
1. 1936, if all work is confined to hold their convention in Grand Rap- liam Smallegan of Forest Grove,
but are not carried away with will meet at 10 a. ra., the applied
Attorney John R. Dethmers of that municipalityonly.
Miss Helen Kate, the daughter,
Mrs. Ben Jonker, West Twentyand Nelson, Marvin, Angeline, Rusflash judgment on public affairs. education department under the,
Zeeland addressed members of the
Before any work is done, a perMiss Lida Rogers of the high sel and Pauline at home; three second street, submitted to an op- during the past week had returned He was much beloved by everyone
Century club on “Our Constitu- mit must be obtained from the lo- school, will speak on "Reforesta- brothers,Joe and Frank of For- eration at Holland hospital Wed- from Europe and stopped off at and even at the age of 82 had good leadership of Mrs. Wynand
ere and Mrs. W. J. Olive will meed]
tion" at a meeting -held jkfonday cal inspectionauthority,and when tlon aa a Project for the Biology est Grove, and John of Riverside, nesday.
Holland on her way to the west,
health and was often seen taking for the first time at 1:30 p. iS
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. complete, the wiring must pass in- Classes, telling of the project CaU and three sisters, Mrs. James
all unaware of the tragic death of
his daily walks to all parts of the and at 8 p. m.
her uncle.
Henry Geerlings. Mr. Dethmers spection. This is an important pro- which her classes are successfully Kramer of Forest Grove and Miss
city.
Myrtle
Lampen,
daughter
of
Mr.
To
your
editor
the
most
vivid
showed the constitutionto be fun- vision of the law and will be ad- conducting.
Ida Smalleganand Miss Kate
The funeral of Mr. Vaupell will MISCELLANEOUS FRIESIAN
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
A.
Lampen,
and
event in the career of Mr. Vaupell,
damentally sound as an Instrument hered to strictly.
Misa Myra Ten Cate Jill take Smallegan.
take place this Friday afternoon
PROGRAM TO BE GIVEN
Henry
J. Bos, son of Mrs. Dena was a case that took place in Fillwith which to conduct a governCharge of an English round table on
at 2:30 o’clockJrom the home, Rev.
HERE NO!
Bos,
were
united
in marriage Wedment "of the people,by the people Miss ChristineSandy, 36, died on teaching word mastery.
IP.
Rev. C. A. Stoppels, pastor of
Thomas W. Davidson,
n, pastor
paator of
nesday afternoon at 4 o’clock at
N<
and for the people.” Miss Ruth
Mias Bernice Bishop will lead a Bethel Reformed church, killed a
lursdav morning at Holland hosA
miscellaneous
aU-Friesianprotf
Hope
church,
where
Mr.
Vaupell
Van
roe home of the bride’s parents 16, 1884. Your editor was only
Keppel, presented several selectal. Surviving are her husband, discussionon home room aotirities 27-inch rattle snake Thursday
attended,officiating. Intermentgram is to be given here on Wed£d
with
Rev.
R.
J.
Danhof
officiating.
tions on the violin, accomnanied Henry
a youngster then, but witnessed the
l7 5andy:. her mother, Mrs. and assembly programs In the Jun- morning In the sand hills near ThB vows were spoken before an doings of the lynching party aa de- w'N tok® place in the Vaupell plot nesday evening, November 8,
by Mrs. Harold Karsten. Princi- Minnie
ior High school division. Robert Pigeon creek about six miles from
Holland folks acquainted with
tn Pilgrim Home cemetery.
below:
pal J. J. Riemersma presided and Mrs.
Ewia is secretary of a printing Holland. The snake was coiled altar banked with palms, ferns and scribed in the• account
Bkkesl^of
The pallbearers will be Henry language can be assured of
• •
autumn
leaves.
Preceding
the
five new members were taken into Rapi
lds_and Mrs. William Over- subsection on the manual arts di- ready to strike Rev. Stoppels’sevLuidens. John Bosnian, Frank Le unusual treat
ceremonyMiss Hazel Steketee sang The News said at that time:
the club. They are Mr. and Mrs.
en-year-old son, Bobby.
»«vic«s vision.
The program will consist of
Matt Pellegrom, Dr. A. C.
I
Ixnre
You
Truly,”
accompanied
Randall C. Bosch, Prof, and Mrs. wiH be heW Saturday at 1:30 p. ra.
Three tramps, two white and V. R. Gilmore, sj] of Holland, and sical numbers, readings,etc.,
Sopt E. E. Fell has chosen for
by
Mrs.
A.
Lampen,
who
later
playMilton Hinga, and Mrs. J. D. at the home, 177 Columbia avenue, his subject "CharacterEducation
one colored, stopped at the farm of
more than thirty adults from
FENNVILLE COLLECTED
ed Lohengrin’s wedding march. The Gernt Vanden Berge about three Fred McEachronof Hudsonville.
French.
and at 2 p. m. in the Firat Re- In the Late
Later ElemenUry Schoola.”
land and Grand Rapids taking
NEARLY
100%
TAXES
bride wore a gown of white lace, miles south of this city, and asked Funeral arrangementsare in
, The next meeting will be held
formed church. The Rev. James
charge of the Nibbelink-Notier Sponsored by the Eunice
princess
style, trimmed with clusat the home of Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Wayer will officiate. Interment
A
for somethingto eat. They were mortuary.
a local organisation,the
ters of pearls, and carried a bou- fed and departed, as the farmer
Van Verst Mrs. Kollen will read will be in Graafschap cemetery.
was
Village Treasurer Foster reports
He
is survived by the widow,
in the
quet
of
white
roses.
She
was
at•
_
o’clock in the
that about 98% of the village tended by Miss Albertha Geers, supposed, for other fields, when three sons, Herman E. of Allegan,
banquet will be given the
to his surprisehe saw them killing John and Delbert of Holland; two
-o
taxes have been collected.Fennwho wore blue lace adn carried a
William M. Connellv of Holland young pMgeomwstGrovecornA meeting of the P.-T. A. of the ville’s tax rate this year is about bouquet of roses and mixed flowers. *i» sheep and dressing them. He daughters, Mrs. Louis Vandeburg
Price
was reflected president of the
fmmediatoly started for Holland
Harrington school will be held to- five mills, while it has been as low
cents.
Ane
Schuitman was best man. The and notified Marshal Vaupell,who of Paterson, N. J.. and Mrs. Oliver
in
night at 7:30 p. m. and W;
as two and one-half mills. That is
couple left on a trip to Niagara set out to find the villains. On Reese of Hartford, Wis.
the organConnelly,secretaryof
the lowest tax rate that has been
The
Others who survive are four
to ofarriving at Vanden Berge’s farm, grandchildren,two sisters. Mrs. will hold _
of Commerce,
reported by any neighboring town
„ as toastthe tramps were pointed out to Abe Van Zwaluwsnbergof Pacific toe G. A*]
group. An intei
in years. The News might add that
0
at a dinVaupell and as he advancedto arFennvillein the fruit country is to
Miss Christine
The Maplewood P.-T. A. will hold rest them and had approachedto
be congratulated.
Sodus, N. Y^ and one
John
a meeting Friday evening, Nov. 1.
within a few feet of toe Wretehes!
Herman of Holland.
other friends, motored here and qbRev. Hinkamp Conduct* Brief Me- tained a fishinglicense at the Jonmorial Service for Exchange ker Hardware storf. They stayed
at the Log Cabin Inn on PottowatClub Membera Who Have
tomie bayou. The other in the party
Paaaed Away.
were Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Monnett,
The Holland Exchange club had Hammond, Ind., and Carroll O’Holley, the present sheriff at Crown
a sizeable audience at Warm Friend Point, Ind.
tavern Monday noon, the first
meet after changing their day of

Very Eventful.News Retells
Story of First Gunman.
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OLLAND CITY NEWS Tells All

day world, into a land of make be- soldiers by showing them the ae- are employed in it, 800 picture* are vel hall of Robin Hood or the Inlieve where we see our dreams come Uvity of Uncle Sam and that his produced a year and 50,000,00111
terior of the Paris opera houie,
true.
boys and girls were reall/ co:miag people
p
attend motion picture* week- with such perfectionthat those
“The motion picture speaks the to do their part in the great wor
fcorld ly,
l]
paying a yearly admiaaion fee who have seen it tell you that the
universallanguage.It has, doubt- conflict. And then consider the of $500,000,000. There are 22,000 picture must have been photoless, done more to spread the gos- good the motion picture did in theaten in the United States and graphed in Paris, vet all the picpel of the brotherhood of man and keeping that morale to a high $5,000,000 a year ia spent In adver- ture was made on the lot in Hollyto spread good will and understand- pitch as picture after picture was tising alone.
wood. Do you realise that each
(Continued from Page One!
ing than any other medium. Its unfolded to those boys as they
“To those who know little about scene had been rehearsed time aftbalance. Motion pictures have contributionto every walk of life returned for a few hours from the our industry,I am going to take er time, and over and over again,
changed the entire order of things. has been notable, and, day by day, firing line, tired and troubled.And you for a little trip to the inner before the director shouts ‘’cut’’
The world has ceased to be a sphere the motion picturescreen is taking they kept up the good work by shrine. The industryis divided and he is satisfied.Of course, you
not losing their patriotism,as ao
might marvel how, after all thia
of so many miles this way and so its proper place.
into three parts, the producer, the
many miles that way, far removed “Well do some of you remmeber many of us did, when the war distributor and the exhibitor. First time is put on a picture, that some
and remote to most of us and ac- the great part the motion picture ceased, but are today furnishing of all there’s the producer, who of them are as poor as they are,
cessible only to a few, for there is played in the world war. It did entertainment to those poor suf- makes the picture and prepares it but remember this that every time
director starts a picture,he
not a part or a subjectin the world more to awaken the United States ferers who are lying in American for distribution, secondly, the disbut where the motion picture cam- to a realisation that an emergency hospitals, many of them strapped tributor, who handles the physical thinks it is going to be a masterera has poked its note and revealed existed that demanded the response on their backs, and who can get selling and distributingof it, and giece, just as the artist, faced with
canvas, may produce a masit to us on the silver screen. The of every red-bloodedson of Washlast, out not least, the exhibitor.
terpie
deco or
_____
a dud.
world is at your feet, rich or poor ington and Lincoln than any other
“To the producer falls the lot of
4,With the shooting of the picalike, limited only to the sire of one factor,because of its ability
PonuntU U he whom tht dangers of the motion picture screen that’s in to paint in vivid colors the iitua- dustry need not feel ashamed of its selectingthe stories, casts, the re- ture completedcomes the cutting
search work necessary,the director of from some 30,000 to 50,000 feet
Othtrt has rendered emthous.’'
front of you.
tion as it really existed. But its war record.
“I feel that I am safe in saying and everything that pertainsto the of fihn to 5,000 to 10,000 feet that
“We
walk
with
kings,
see
emwork
did
not
stop
there.
Bo
you
OCTOBER
completionof the product ready the picture is exhibited in. Then
perors rise and fall, laugh with know that before a single airplane the motion pictureindustry has deprophciy
veloped faster than any othpi; of for the distributor. I wonder if comes the printing and titling in
was
sent
to
France
that
American
the
kids
of
the
street,
thrill
at
Big
«eftdwa«4to^ar.U44.
Hank Greenberg as he hits another films were sent over there to coun- our industries. Commerciallythe you as you sit in the critic’schair order that Norma Shearer may act
home run, sec the sun rise on the teract the propaganda that had industry has developed until it is ever stop to think the great amount with the same enthusiasm for the
tpU*mk itrikt* Road to Mandalay and set in dark- been spread by the enemy that now the fifth largest in the world. of work it takes to properly pre- cross roads town patrons as those
i bona,
sent the pictureas you see it. Just of Broadway. Remember, there
est Africa. It is to us a magic America was not coming, and that There are one and one-half billion
think of the time and research that are no “second companies’’ in the
carpet that whisks us away from American films were used to re- dollars invested in the business in
is necessary to recreate the mediaemovies.
our troubles and cares in this every- establishthe morale of the allied the United States alone, 300,000

About

Movie Business
First

Handed

MJausme

a

_

ffh&r

William Fox on the idea and he aiderable praise for tba fine picpent $900,000 making six pictures tures he has been giving Holland
such as “Red Riding Hood/’ “Jack and especially the fact thfit he
and the Bean Stalk/' “Cinderella,”gives us the latest firat Mr/ Cabetc. Now after these pictures had ley has been indeed liberal to give
their run, Mr. Fox had not grossed the use of his screens for all beone-half of what the pictures coat nevolent purposes of a public nato make. In cheeking up, we found ture, all manner of drives that are
that after six months had elapsed, promoted by authoritativesources
only 12 per cent of these women and his theater* have been the
kad gone to see the pictures they source of a great help in many inwanted made and less than 20 per stances where help was needed.
cent had sent their children.
The circuit helps promote the
“The industry that I am a part Boy Scout movement,the Red Cross
of is still growing and picturesare Community Chest service, drives
for the needy, Christmas stamp
getting bigger and better in every campaignsand i
scores of other helpway. They, too, are being pro- ful projects.
duced with an idea that they must
Mr. McLaren’s Ulk. which was
meet the approval of all classes
indeed interesting and something
of patrons. I’ll venture to say
different, was followedby questions
that you have never seen a picfrom the audience and several
ture where right did not prevail
availed themselves of further inover wrong, where a premium was
not attached to right living, and formation aa thia relates to the inside of the movie industry. Altowhere the crook, regardlessof how
gether it was a real instructive dissuccessful he was, did not eventualcourse, in fact, the entire Exchange
ly pay the price and what a stiff
’

I

:

Report OfC. of.C.
SB-UaiM Jwtwfcn^Wofwty

Rowmlt,

Shows Holland
Is Going Ahead

25th

born IISI.

(Continued from Page 1)
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ly this year it is pleasing to state

lieved that from time to time
changes should be made in the
board of directorswith a few new
members working with the old
members and so gradually quite a
number of men would become conversant with Chamber of Commerce work. He thanked the different committees who had shown
such a wonderful spirit of co-operationand the many Holland people who called at the Chamber to

ing of sunplies from several local be safeguarded with incorporafirms, for those industries,and tion. t
Dr. J. G. Huizinga, who recentmany other avenues by which
ly returned to this city, stated that
money is spent.
Mr. Wrieden hastilyenumerated he didn’t wish to criticise the fine
the Chamber’s activity on high- men and women who had made the
ways, marine projects, Tulip Fes- Tulip Festival such a grand suctival, tourist and resort possibili- cess and were untiring in their efties, airport and many Other proj- forts that were given freelv and
ects that have made the Chamber unstintingly,but he warned that

“The prints are then shipped to
the film exchanges, located in the
film centers of the country. In
Michigan, all prints arei booked
and soiuned from Detroit. They
are booked and ahipped to the duferent theatersand
ind then comet Mr.
and Mrs. Patron to pass judgment.
All their work may mean nothing,
for if you do not like the picture,
their work is a total loss. The motion picture,therefore,is dependent for its success on the good will

tainment. constructive education
Manager Carley was given con- and moments for solemn thought.

fO)(il()rcen Siptciu fj)rtm

Stouc

&

a tower of strength in aiding this certainthings had to be taken care
city and environs.After Mr. Wrie- of or it would gradually reflect on of the public.
den had finished his discourse the the city, namely that rest rooms
“The same thing is true of the
election of a new board of direc- and all such facilities should be

that the Chamber of Commerce give worthwhile suggestions. He
stars. To many of you, who have
will not have to call upon them said:
“Anyone who has the interest of tors, comprising seven retiring ample and that provisionshould be heard of the large salaries paid to
for tulip festival donations which
made so every guest could get
members, was the next in order.
the big stars, it may seem out of
they have so graciouslygiven from Holland and its environs at heart
The men elected were Arthur W. food. While the rest of the fes- order. But you, yourself, are to
year to year. He also brought out is welcome to the Chamber of Comtival
was
even
more
than
could
be
Wrieden,
Louis
Steketee,
C.
C.
blame for this very*condition. Bear
the fact that through action of merce rooms to make suggestions
Wood, Vaudie Vanden Berg, A1 expected there should be consid- in mind “that there is no price on
the Chamber and at the request of or give constructivecriticism."
erable
improvement
along
these
Mr. Wrieden thanked the mayor Joldersma and Wm. C. Vanden
the man who can make you lauph.”
large part of the merchants, a
lines.
Friday afternoon
Berg.
A star that brings the money Into
sanction commitee had been and the aldermen for their hearty
Mr.
Huizinga
also
sooke
of
a
The
“holdovers"
are
W.
L.
EaKemme entertained Mrs. Henry
co-operationduring the last three
the box office can command a price
Hutpers at her home on North formed which had saved the mer- years and he stated that not only ton, J. A. Hoover, H. S. Covell, large civic auditorium for conventhat perhaps, to your mind, is enchants thousands of dollarsin dotions
which
could
also
house
a
perState st
Andrew Klomparens and Dick Bostreet In the evening Mr.
nating money to worthless causes, had the Chamber received the fimanent “Made in Holland" exhibi- tirely without reason, but if you
and Mrs. Matt Kemme of Holland
ter.
will not go to see a picture that
stock
schemes
and
valueless ad- nancial support but the good will
and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Volkers
According to an agreement be- tion, a sort of industrialfair the
of every city official,and that is
may be first class just because one
year
round.
He
also
felt
that
the
and children visited there. On vertising.
tween
the
city
council
and
the
as it should be. It is only good
your favorite stars is playing
He stated that the merchants business methods to have the Chamber of Commerce, the mavor, city library should be moved to a of
Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs. W.
around the corner, then you cannot
building
of
this
kind
and
that
it
were
all
provided
with
desk
cards,
Haak were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Chamber of Commerce and the the city attorney and the city clerk
blame the producers for bidding
indicating that all the above-named mayor and aldermen work hand in will be directorsat all times. At should be turned into a sort of
Gua Kemme.— Zeeland Record.
against each other for the services
schemes must first receive the*
civic center and convention hall.
Mbs Alyda Kaper of Zeeland sanctionof the committee appoint- hand. These bodies cannot help the present time these directors
of the best box office bets. Hero
The suggestion of Mr. Huizinga worshippers',as we Americansare,
and Miss Marjorie Matchinakyof ed by the board of directors, and but be interrelatedas far as the are Mayor Bosch, Attorney Elbern
Parsons
and
City
Clerk
Pewas
turned
over
to
the
officials
we have only ourselves to blame
Holland spent the past week-end while thia had brought about s welfare of the city of Holland is
terson.
of the Chamber of Commerce to be for the situation
concerned.
at Ottawa, HI.
great saving of money often
Mr. Wrieden listed at least nine
By unanimous vote, members studied by them.
“Inasmuch as the public deterGerrit Hoeksema, 75, died un- some merchants thoughtlessly,or new industriesthat had begun ratified action taken by the direcAfter the election of officers, mines the success or failureof a
expectedly at his home Tuesday for other reasons^ violated thir) since the new Chamber of Com- tors to incorporate the Chamber
Secretary Connelly read his annual picture,it follows that this same
afternoon. He had residedat Jeni- rule which was in realityrequest- merce was reorganized a little over of Commerce. The board has
report, which follows in full be- public has the power to say what
xon 42 vears and had been a mem- ed by them. He stated that every two years ago. The approximate drawn necessary papers which are
low. It gives a great deal of in- kind of pictures they want But
ber of Jeniaon Christian Reformed city having a live Chamber of payroll of these industries, made ready to be forwarded to Lansing.
formationof past and future as have you done your part? Rechurch for the same period. He is Commerce endorses such sanction possible through the Chamber, has
Mr. Connelly stated the price of well as the financial standing of
member “The Shiek" of a few years
survived by his son, Jacob, and two committeeswhich work with tell- amounted to more than $300,000. incorporationwould be small and
the Holland Chamber of Com- ago? It struck a popular fancy.
grandchildren.Funeral services ing results.
Thia does not include the paying of a body handling so many projects merce. It surely is a gratifying
What was the result? Every prowill be held Friday at 1 p. m. at
Mr. Wrieden also stated he be- taxes to the city treasury,the buy- as well as financialdeals, should report.
ducer tried to make “Shiek*’picthe home and at 1:80 p. m. at Jenitures, with the result that we had
on Christian Reformed church.
a regular epidemic of “Shiek" picBurial will be in Fulton street cemPresented at Annual Meeting Friday, October 18th
tures. And so it goes from the
etery, Grand Rapids.— Zeeland
eternal triangle, mother stories,sex
Record.
stories, and all in the hope of. meetThis report covers a period of fourteen months In order to conform with the date to which the financial audit Is made. The
Cars driven by Roy Van Heuveing the popular fancy and attractHolland Chamber of Commerce executive board consistsof 15 directors, three of whom are made directorsautomaticallyby
Ian, 106 East Thirteenth street, and
ing the money to the box office,
their electionto public office, namely, the Mayor, City Attorney and City Clerk. The others are chosen by elecUon at the
Peter Hein, 54, of Grand Rapids,
The exhibitor cannot ell to his
annual
meeting.
The
Board
is
comprised
of
Arthur
W.
Wrieden,
President,
H.
8.
Covell,
Vice-President,
A.
C.
Joldersma,
eollilcd at Columbia avenue and
..... _J pt
Treasurer,
and
William
M.
Connelly,
Secretary,
Nicodemus
Bosch,
Elbera
Parsons,
Oscar
Peterson,
W.
L.
Eaton,
J.
A.
Hoover,
Eighth street Monday. No one
does not want. Why, then, do you
Andrew Klomparens, Dick Boter, W. C. Vanden berg, William Wagenaar, John Van Tatenhove and Louis Steketee. The
was injured.
not do your part and instead of
term of office of Messrs. Joldersma, Vandenberg, Wagenaar, Van Tatenhove, Wrieden and Steketee has expired and the elecstaying away from your favorite
Mr. and Mrs. V. V. Hoover and
tion to fill the vacancies Is a part of the program of this meeting.
theater, meet your theater manMr. and Mrs. Roy Young have reager, talk with him, tell him your
INDUSTRIAL
turned from a visit to Chicago.
likes and dislikes and work with
Holland has been steadily gaining In industrialemployment The entire number of new or reorganized Industries which have
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Meyhim, and both you and he may
begun
operations
since
the
Chamber
of
Commerce
was
reorganized
about
two
years
ago
la
comprised
as
follows:
Baker
er on Oct 19, at Butterworth hosbenefit. Give him the benefit of
Furniture Factories, Inc.; Charles R. Sllgh Company, Hollander, Inc., Holland Kraft Shops, Gil-Boat Company, Lake Shore
Grand Rapids, a son, Albert
your ideas for the success of his
Sugar Co., Carl E. Swift Corp., Sanitary Poultry Equipment Company and Lake ManufacturingCompany. The approximate
business, and he, if he is the right
payrollof those brought In by the efforts of the Chamber of Commerce amount to mdre than 1300,000.00annually. Employkind of a manager, will appreciate
ment has been increased to a normal basis In many of our older establlshmenta and we enter the winter with a much more
it and thank you, for only by pleassatisfactoryemployment condition than any time for the past five years.
ing you, his patrons, can he succeed. He must serve you with what
HOLLAND, MICH.
you want, or he will have no more
Up to two years ago Holland appeared to be hopelesslydivided over the propoeed location of trunklinehighway routes entersuccess than the greenhorn butcher
ing the city. This situation was Ironed out through the effortsof the Chamber of Commerce and as a reward the State
who opened a meat market in a
Highway Department allotted nearly a half million dollars worth of contractsin this section which has furnished us considerable
large Jewish neighborhoodand
employment and Is the beginning of the construction of a much needed highway layout. State Highway CommissionerVan
* Wagoner advised that he hopes to have M-40 designated as a Federal highway which will Insure Its completion next year.
stocked up with a big line of pork.
The exhibitor,in turn, will pass
US-31A via Michigan Avenue will be completed to Saugatuck before July 1st We have some assuring Information that a
these ideas on to the producer and
scenic route along the lake shore which will ultimately be designated as US-31 will be undertakenIf Federal funds are
Matinees Drily 230— Even. 7©9
he, in turn, will be guided in the
released according to plana set up by the State Highway DepartmentCommissionerVan Wagoner has made good on the
future pictures he makes. Perpromises he made at one of our road meetings a year ago, which has broken a ten-year wait for these needed Improvements.
haps not always will your judgA study Is being made by the State Highway Department on the locationof M-21 between Holland and Grand Rapids and
Fri. Sat, Oct 25-26
ment be good, for I can recall an
when a decisionis arrived at we have reason to believe that we can expect early constructionon that route.
experience I had severalyears ago
Cary Grant A Gertrude Michael ia
as president of the Theater Men’s
organization of Michigan. LeadAn applicationwas made more than a year ago for PWA funds to construct a commodious municipal dock which would
mg dub women of Michigan came
have cared for both commercialand pleasure craft It was set up as a self-liquidating project but the loan was not granted.
the idea firmly fixed in their
We were advised that it would have to be secured by the city’s credit as the prospective revenues set up were not of a conminds that we should have more
vincing volume. There has been repeated agitation for a pleasure craft dock at Kollen Park to accommodate the hundreds
children’s pictures. We finally sold
of small and large cruisersand yachts that might put In at our port If hospitablefacilitieswere provided. Holland today is
on the “black list" of yachtsmen because of the absence of these faculties.A study has been made of the needs in this
Meu. Toes. Wed. Thors.
respect and a tentativeplan made. This plan was submitted to the Exchange Club who has adopted It as one of their alms
Oct 28. 29, M. 31
for the ensuing year and will make a request to the City Council that an Item be placed In the next annual budget for Its
Dick PeweO A Baby Keeler in
construction and maintenance.
A new coast guard station la on the WPA program. The estimated cost is $62,000. The Chamber of Commerce took an
important hand In providing the site by causing the enactment of a statute providing for the transferof the necessary site.
Announcement for the taking of bids for the constructionof the stationIs expected at any time.
Through the services of our Congressmen we have secured the authorizationfor the deepening and widening of the harbor
channel and for increasing the size of the turning basin.
1W*, Oct 29, is GUEST NIGHT.

MODEL DRUG STORE
Corner River

&

8th

Holland

35c

Your

Milk of
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Filled

Full Pint

37c

MODEL

50c

Ketax

TRUSS FITTING

Wonderaoft

lodtnt

Our Specialty,An Ex-

Box of 12

S for

lipda

Correctly at the

25c

_

I

club meeting was filled with enter-

price it was.”

pert in

35c

Tooth Paste

Charge

of this

31c

Department.

PREAMBLE

—

THEATRES

Why
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Bill?

Install a

STOKOL

HIGHWAYS

HOLLAND

worry about Next Winter* Coal

The World’s Greatest Stuker—

COOC

and Save Coal

up

installed

Why

pay

more? See us about our guarantee and
our five-year Free Service plan!

No

shearing off Pins!

No

No

strippingof gears!

better Stoker

made!

MARINE

The Last Dot Post

Geo. Woldring
190 East 5th St. or Call 4347

& Sons
Holland, Michigan

Shipmates Forever

TULIP FESTIVAL

Attend the 9 o’clockperformance
awL remain as

OUR GUESTS

The Tulip Time Committee of the Chamber of Commerce rendered a very creditableaccount of its activities for 1935 and so
managed its affairs that It was deemed unnecessary this year to take subscriptionsfor the 1938 festival. Plans are now
being laid for attractionsthat wiU bring a repetitionof this satisfactoryfinancial situation.One thing that la most gratifying to the hard working committeeis the enthusiasticparticipationof hundreds of our residentswhich gives our festival

to

nee James Cagney and Margaret

MEN.

Lbdsay ia “G.

COLONIAL
THEATRE

*

events such spectacular appeal.

SANCTION BUREAU
No departmentof the Chamber of Commerce Is more distastefulto the managementthan that of handlingthe Sanction
Bureau. This bureau, which consistsof a committee of three, was formed at the behest of a number of our members who
wished to be protected against the numerous solicitations for advertising,sales schemes and donations. While we have not
had full cooperation on the part of our members, yet we have saved them thousandsof dollars and much valuable time
through the operation of this bureau. Holland has earned th e reputationof being a hard town to solicit In and many can-

I- Matinee drily at 230— Even. 7,9

vassers are accordingly avoiding It

TOURIST AND RESORT
Fri. Sat,

Oct

25-26

William Beyd

ia

West Michigan needs one big outstanding attractionto entertain its visitorsand to attract more of them. Getz Zoo at
Lakewood Farm served this purpose for many years. Two years ago we proposed a "Klein Nederland" as a municipal enterprise
but It was rejected.We have given some thought as to how th is might be financed aa a private venture. The plan Is being
studied at this time, with the hope that It may ultimately be worked out

-

Sat, Oct 26,

is

The proposal to borrow money to provide a site for an airport was rejectedat a recent elecUon but it now appear* that we
will have an airport despite that action. Our progressiveneighbor, Park Township,has acquired one of the sites that we had
under considerationand have applied for PWA funds for the constructionof a commodious port. We believe that the funds
will be forthcoming very soon as the project has been approvedby the State Board of Aeronautics.

GUEST NIGHT.

Attend the 9 o’clock performance

COUNTY BOARD

OUR GUESTS to
Shirley Temple and Lionel

and remain as

p
m

We fed that the Mayor and the City Attorney as well as the City Assessor should be members of the Board of Supervisors
and that the city charter should be amended accordingly. A committee has been appointed to prepare a charter amendment
to be submittedto the elector*.Both the municipalitiesof Grand Haven and Zeeland have members who are automatically
given a seat on the Board of Supervisors and we feel that Holland should enjoy this same advantage. It is up to our own
electors however to bring about this change.

Barrymore ia

“LITTLE COLONEL”

Bars Medium
Size Ivory

1

Soap

Food of Wheat

18c

11c 2 Heinz Soups
6 Giant Bars P. ft G. Soap 25c
1 Qt. A. G. Dressing
2 Small Oxydol
19c
1 Post Bran
10c 1 Pkg. Mince Meat

La France
Vz Bakers Cocoa
1 Log Cabin Syrup
2

AIRPORT

The Eagles Brood

2

15c 1 Pkg. Matches-

6

25c
29c
10c

boxes

10c 1 White House Coffee
21c
4 Toilet

Wheat

1

Rippled

1

Can Bean Sprouts

1

Can Chow Mein Noodles 15c

10c
10c Cut

Wax

Paper

Men. Tnsa* Oct 26-29
Pan! Mari and Asa Dvorak in
|

Dr. Socrates

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
YEAR ENDED JULY

31, 1935

Cash
Wed.

Than, Oct

19-91

DOUBLE FEATURE
Withenia
THIS IS THE LIFE”
fane

Disburse-

GENERAL FUND
TULIP TIME FUND _______________________
10,478.17
TOURIST AND RESORT FUND ------------ — --- 1,040.57

-

..

Lowe in

« 6,496.06
6,377.81

TOTALS ___________________________________
$18,606.06
•GASH BALANCES AT JULY 91, 1990 WERE REPRESENTED BY
Cash on Hand ---------------------- — ------------Petty Cash ----------------------- -- ------

1

ments

Receipts
--------------------------------$ 7,09131

605.67
$18,478.04

Excess of Cash Balances
ReceiptsOver August
Disbursements 1,1984
9414.06
1 597/25
278.23
4,095.86

48490
$5,1284)1 ‘

-

On deposit in Holland City State Bank ------------------Due Oils— Warm Friend Tavern ----------------------------Total

31,

1985

WAS REPRESENTED BY

Certificate of Indebtedness No. 992— Holland City Depositors Corporation________________
Trust Certificate No. 1752-PeopleeState Bank..
Trust Certificate No. 4500-PeoplesState Bank.

31,1985
$1,011.83
4,869.09
484.90
*$5,815.82

.-$ 4.75
... 13.62
— 5,795.05
... 2.00
—

---

IMPOUNDED GASH NOT RECORDED ON BOOKS AT JULY

—

$687.31

Cash
Balances
July

-----

$5,916.82

4
4

98.49

10197

We Redeem

All

25c
19c

or

Green

Beans

2 for 19c

CITY COOPERATION
The outstanding success of the Chamber of Commerce In Its new industry activities was made possiblethrough the fine cooperation on the part of the city administration.With a continuation of that spirit we feel that we will be able to fill the
remainder of our usable vacant factory buildingsduring the coming year as we have a number of good prospects at this
time. The financial statement given below is a summary of a complete audit made by Maihofer ft Moore which It open for
inspectionto any members wishing to peruse it

25c

Omar Flour Coupons on a

Purchase of Omar Flour.

m
THE HOLLAND OTT NEWS
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WHEREAS, the said property is
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Early June
STATE OF MICHIGAN
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In the Matter of the Estate of it may again be placed upon
fruit farm, 2 miles from city, has an arm bouquet of white ros«s. ern speedy car.
Mrs. E. A. Dangremond, Edna
Janke Mulder, Deceased.
C. Penney Co. in Holland.Mr. and a 4 to 5 room dwelling,garage, 2 Miss Alma Lutigheid, a close
tax roll and thereby be a benefit
Mrs. De Groot are making their hen houses and chicken runs, 423 friend, acted as maid of honor. She Dangremond,Mrs. Harold Dangre- Ben A. Mulder and Andrew Ste- to the CUy of Holland,
home at 1660 Wendler avenue, S. feet frontage on good road, 150 wore a gown of b'ige crepe and mond and daughter, Betty Lou, and ketee, having filed in aaid court
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVW., Grand Rapids.
their netition, praying for license ED, thaFthe City of Holland
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THE PROBATE COURT FOB In the Matter of the Estate of
heartiestcongratulations.
Mothers of Knickerbocker memdriveways, he caught several drivTHE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Marines Van Klink, Deceased.
The
guests
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ers going at a great rate of speed.
bers met Monday afternoon at the
At a session of said Court, held
Ben Steffens, having filed in said
Knickerbocker house for the first FOR SALE) — Homefleld Electric H. J. Hoffman.Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Mr. Vos stated that alao a great at the Probate Office in the City
Court his petition prsytog that
meeting of the Knickerbocker
Shoe Hospital, 14 years at 317 Butler, Mrs. H. Wever, Mr. and many local folks were driv- of Grand Haven in the said CounMothers’ club this fall. Plans were Central Ave., Holland. New Cham- Mrs. Dato Tazelaar, Mr. and Mrs. ing too fast No arrests were ty, on the 22nd day of October, the originalcommissionon claima
be revived,to allow further time
discussed and Mrs. Frank Price, pion machinery.Illness reason for John Bartels, Rev. and Mrs. H. W. made, but the Jehus were given
A. A. 1985.
Pyle, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Elzinga friendlywarning. When the road 'Present: Hon. Cors Ven De Wa- for filing claims against said espresident,presided.
tfo34
tate.
and daughter, Muriel, Mr. and has been completed, however, Mr.
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School.** ^

FOODT1
fumioHM

£

Yet!
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nXZft

Modern

TIRE HOSPITAL

iaStlWenwi

TUNA FISH-

•J.00
1

,125c

CHERRIES^irtOc
A

M

flour

„

A

—

..

;

>

CATSUP -

Company

10c

NEWS

25c

3 cans

TOMATOES W4,ity
PUMPKIN

PADW
lAmll

’

K

-

AC

-

<c&Rf
^

Cnu

+

BEANS

WANT-ADS

SOUPS IT0’

faMfa^nlhdies'
Fresh Marshmallows

Candy

Orange

Ginger

Snaps

-

-

14c

___

10c

box 20c

Mince Meat
Tim. pkgs. 25c
Fancy Cheese sMcm, lb 14c

-

-

Tea, Mission

C.

THOMAS STORES

1

2011

1

j

-

Bide la comfort thU winter.
FItmImm Mving* la baylac
and dUatflbatlacgif* axtra
aloM at lower prleM.Coma

AUTO SUPPLY

&

T»rc$tonc SERVICE STORES
^

ffcll Cache Fates afWrwtow

-wy Mmiay mmtng^ftAQ^WKdFJktmmk

Holland,

Mich.

Phone 3662

Len Steketee, Mgr.

selling.

Mich.

o

-

Miss Ida Heidema of Billings,
Mont., was honored at a party at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. Veenhoven of North Holland. Hostesses were Louise and Theressa Veenhoven. Prizes were won by Miss
Anna Donze and Jack Veen. Consolation prizes went to Fred Van
Noorden and Miss Ida Heidema.

190^East 8th

St.

2

Five Piece

«

1 < Hoosier

Kitchen Cabinet

—

2

-

All Leather Davenports

3

4

Leather and

1

•

Mahagony Settee

1

•

Love Seat

2

- Slightly

5

•

Library Tables

3

-

Round Oak Dining Room Tables

1

•

Eight Piece

2

-

Oak Dining Room

«

Black Leather Couch

1

•

Cotton Mattress

1 -

DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
Grant A Huizenga, Gr. Rapids
Eye-Ear— Noso— Throat
Peoples State Bank Building

with Spring and Mattress

QUICK CASH—

KATE SMITH OVER
WABC

Baby Crib and Mattress

Loans $25 to $3(fo.
Livestock— Furniture.
Holland Loan Association,over
Ollies Sport Shop.
Autos

7:30 P. M.

—

WANTED TO BUY OLD GOLD,

De Vries-Dornbos Co.

---

40 East 8th Street

-

Boiling Beef

:

3417

Iwl

The popular singer and comediold jeweliy, dental gold: sfeiy
, Kate Smith, is on the air on condition. HIGHEST PRICES
_
Thursday PAID
A. andP. Miss

_

of „

H,

and a

Tender Ribs

ll-15c
lb.

Hamburger

12

Mrs. Herbert Wybenga, Mr. and
service given on dead or disabled
Mrs. Ray Fris of Zeeland, Mr. and horses and
eoiws. Notify ns promptandcc
Mrs. Edward Hieftje, Jr., and ly. Phone
Phone 9745, collect HOLdaughter, Sherell Sue, and John LAND RENDERING WORKS.
Hieftje of Battle Creek, Charles
Gress of Sparta, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Hieftje, Walter; Wallace and Miss
WATCH REPAIRS, cleaning main
Donna Hieftje, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
springs, balance staffa, jewels.
Hieftje and daughters, Shirley and
75c each. H. J. FINCH, Jeweler,
Marian, and Mr. and Mrs. John
Kammeraad and daughter, Elvina. 15 East 8th St

Suite

lb.

lb.

11c

Jeweler
(Licensed b^ U. S. Government)

|

Sirloin Steak

Beef Liver

quality beef

young tender

Ring Bologna

20c

lb.

9c

lb.

25c

Ib.

22c

ib.

18c

lb.

15c

lb.

18c

2 lbs. 25c

Frankfurters med. size

lb. 15c

Fresh Dressed Chickens

lb.

Rib Pork

Chops

Fresh Liver

Mince

Ham

20c

It is Farther Ordered, That pubnotice thereof be given tor publication of a copy of this order, for

three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the Hol-

land City News, a newspaper
printed tnd circulated in said county.

CORA VAN DE WATER,
A

Judge of Probate.
true copy.
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.
Euiires Nov. 9.

8TATBOF MICHIGAN

Judge of Probate.
A true copy:
Harriet Swart,
Register of Probate.

Pine Lodge Assembly,
* corporation,
Defendant.

I

JAt

Michigan:

a session of said Court, held
In this cause it appearing from
at the Probate Office in the City
the petition on file herein,for tho
of Grand Haven in said County, on
sale and disposalof the assete and
ithe 22nd day of October A. D. 1935.
the dissolutionof said corporal'
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wathat there are certain
ter, Judge of Probate.
members of said corporate..,
In the Matter of the Estate of creditors interested in said corporaRoth Kieft, Deeeaaed.
tion, it is hereby ordered that said
IJ Peter G. Damstra, having filed
petition will bo hoard on thein said court his petition praying 80th day ef November, AJ>. IfSbt
that said court adjudicateand de- at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
termine who were at the time of said day, or as soon thereafter
death the legal heirs of aaid de- counsel can be heard. Further, M
ceaaad and entitledto inherit the service be had by mailing aN.,
real estate of which said deceased of said notice to each member

seized.

died
..
It it Ordered, That the

said corporation,and credit
their laat known addresses,
2^ fty ff November. A.D. 1935. further, that a copy of said (
m the forenoon, at be published in the Holland
said Probate Office, be and is here- News, a newspaper publ' '
byeppointedfor hearing said pe- the County of Ottawa,
.

Michigan, for three

lb.

25c

Sausage

lb.

18c

three successiveweeks previous to
said day of hearing, in the “ ‘

sliced

lb.

15c

ed!

ft?-'

i

.

jet.

.

___

_

V
Judgoof

j

sembly^ a corporation,for the sale
of the assete, and dissolution.
Suit pending in the Circuit Court
for the County of Ottawa, State

THE PROBATE COURT FOR

OTTAWA

Plaintiffs,
vs.

I In the matter of the petitionof
the Recover of the Pino Lodge As-

Expires Nov. 9—15790

THE COUNTY OF

H

lt is Further Ordered, That pub- weeks, once in
lic notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of ibis order, for

BUEHLER BROS., be

:

lie

notice thereof be given by pubTHE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE
lication of a copy of this order for
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
three successiveweeks previous to
IN CHANCERY
said day of hearing, in the Holland
Edward N. Freyling,and
City News, a newspaper printed
Peter J. Kriekard,
and circulatedin said county.

12V2c

lb.

27th day of Novombor, A. D. 1988,
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
said probate offleo, be and is hereby appointed for hearing said pe- ^

It is Further Ordered, That pub-

I STATE OF MICHIGANl

Pork Roast center cuts
Short Spare Ribs
Bacon Squares
Pork Loin Roast
Boneless Beef Steak

It is Ordered, That the

lic

Holland, Michigan

celebrated Pillow good, but we can clean and
his sixtieth birthday anniversary fluff it as good as it was origiMonday, was honored at a party at nally. After use in a sick room be
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Louis sure to have them renovated. Dial
Hieftje. 657 Central avenue. Guests 8625, Model Laundry.
were Mr. and Mrs. John Boeve and
children, Ted and Dolores Ann; ATTENTION—Stock owners. Fret

Damaged 9x12 Congoleum Rugs

1 -

-

WE CANT MAKE A POOR

o

choice cats

(Beit Center Cuts)

Edward Hieftje,who

Oak Davenports

1

Beef Roast

3tc48

Everhardt. Jean Rooku, Grace Hour*— 10 to
2 to 4:30
Dykstra, Theressa, Louise and Ja- Phone: Office 3669: Residence 211
net Veenhoven and Jack Veen.

Bedroom Sets

Baby Buggies
Twin Bed Complete

Mich.

Inc.

CORA VAN DE WATER,

SALE)— Three cows and one
bull. JAS. KAURZINSKY’S farm

on M-89, Allegan,

BROS.,

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

FOR

Donze, Edward Dubbeldeman, of
ven, Henry Heidema, Miss Heidema were Misses Ada Donze, Ruth

Holland

Phone 2905

dema, Fred Naarden, Marinus
Henry Veenhoven,John Veenho-

BUEHLER

Material, Old Iron, Radiators,Old
Batteries and other Junk. Best
arkot price; also feed and sugar

Guests were John and Gilbert Hei-

Used Furniture Bargains

*

ter, Judge of Probete.

Mrs. Mell Lutigheid,Mr. and Mrs. Vos warns that the speed law will
Mr. and Mrs. John Bartels enISAAC KOUW
In the Matter of the Estate of
Nick Rozeboom, Eleanor New- be strictly enforced. The majority
tertainedwith a miscellaneous
Real Estate for 30 Years.
Janke Mulder, Deceased
shower in honor of their daughter. City, Resort and Farm Property. house, Alma Lutigheid,Joe Over- of the folks surely ought to be with
It appearingto the court that
Miss HenriettaBartels. JPrteU List your farm or house and lot beek, Jay Peters, Lewis Hoffman, the deputy in this important mat- the time for presentationof claims
B. J. Hoffman, Howard Krone- ter of preventing accidents and against said estate shonld be limwere won by Louis Hoeksema,Mrs. with me. I buy, sell and trade.
meyer, Barbara Tazelaar,Bobby saving lives. It is not an uncom- ited, and that a time and place be
Ben Bartels, Miss Esther Bartels,
31 West 8th St.
Tazelaar. Earl Butler, Clissiar mon thing here recently to see cars appointed to receive, examine and
Miss Cora Assink and Robert BarHolland, Michigan
tels. Guests were Misses Pearl,
4tc43 Butler, Mrs. Anna Nyhuis, Juliana passing through town at speeds adjust all claims and demands
Ter Avest and LucillePegg.
of 45 to 60 miles per hour. With against said deceased by and beEsther, Yvonne, Clarabelle.KathMr. and Mrs. Wallace Kempker three very dangerous and busy in- fore aaid oburt:
erine, Audrey and Joyce Bartels, FOR SALE)- -Plymouth Rock pullets, just starting to lay. TOM gave a farewell supper last week. tersections and with the large
Cora and Dorothy Assink, JuVus,
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
Anthony.Ernest, Robert and Rog- DROZD, 1V4 miles west of Bravo, Wednesday evening, in honor of number of school childrencrossing said deceased are required to preer Bartels, James Herman and Ber3tp43 Melvin Veenhuiswho returned to this road in the morning and aft- sent their claima to said court at
his home at Flint after spending ernoon, it must be clear to every- said Probate Office on or before the
nard Assink, Eugene Jekel and
the summer monins
months in namuion.
Hamilton one that
inai something
someming musv
oe uonc
must be
done 26th day of Pebrnary, A. D. 1986,
Louis Hoeksema, Mr. and Mif*. FOR SALE — Boys’ tan overcoat; ine
size 10; very good condition;at Their guests were Howard Hoff- if accidents are to be prevented.
John Bartels, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
Bartels,Mrs. Bert Assink, Mr. and a bargain. 152 East 16th St.
time and place being hereby apMrs. John Bartels, Jr., Mr. and
pointed for the examinationand
WANTED
Mrs. Gerald Jekel and Mr. and
adjustment of all claims and deLOUIS
PADNOS
Mrs. Ben Bartels.
mands against said deceased.
Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap

-

77 East 8th Street

-

o

this 21at

Si

:

T
THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Maatman, airanged for . signing cont
Oakdale ChrisUan school,
Miss Bernice Zuverink and Gor- which will cover »Tour-year
l four-y
period
don Zuverink visited Agnes Zuver- and dates are set for the payment
ing. student nurse at Jeffersob of checks by William Easton, treas-

LOCAL NEWS

1

J

py

recipient of many choice gifts.
Officers of the auxiliaryof Gilbert D. Karsten post, American Le-

gion, were installed by Miss MarPark
hospital„
in Chicago.
Chi
________
urer of the county association.
Hftrry Watkitu, 60, West Olive,
tha Karsten. They are: President,
Capt and Mrs. Paul Pearson, 164
Wheat
contracts
are based on ter, and Mrs. Grace Pels, also of
was sentenced to 16 days in the West Fourteenthstreet. __ __
Mrs. Bernard Veneklasen; vice
past production.Although of four- the local school, will respond with
county jail by Jostice NicbohM their dinner guests Sunday Judge
president Mrs. But Boonstra; secyear
standing, they may be can- a toast.
Hoffman, Jr., today on a charge of and Mrs. B. A. Shaw of Pentwaretary, Mrs. Nicholas Danhof;
celed at the end of two years. Old
Prof. Johannes Broene of Cal- treasurer,Mrs. J. H. Veneklasen;
being drunk. He was fined $7.05. ter.
signers should bring their con- yin
vin collegewill speak at the open- chaplain.Mrs. William HieftJe.
A. Cook spent Saturday in Ann tracts with them.
Rev.. D. Dykstra, who has been
t,t,9:3(? Rev. John Oasewaarde, 62, died
The applicantmay take a three, which will be followed by divisional
a missionary in Arabia for almost Arbor.
Tuesday at his home on Central
Trw»Annfl>«
Thorn
u/ill
_______ n ______ ___ ____ _ . t i
four
or
five-year
base,
according
80 years, will speak at the East
meetings. There will be severs! avenue.
Joyce Borr, daughter of Mr. and
Surviving are the widow,
to
his
crop
hiitory;
The
base
years
OverJsel (Bentheim) Reformed Mrs. Richard Borr, 264 West Foursectionalmeetings, one of which the former JeanetteZaalken of
are 1928-32 inclusive. New aign- will be under the direction of Miss Coopersvilie;two daughters, Mra.
church Sunday at 7:30 p. m.
teenth street, injured her arm.
Oscar Hoek was in Chicago on ers must establishbases, and Albertha Brat of the Zeeland Henry Bovenkerk,who with her
Mr. and Mrs. John Kronemeyer business over the week-end.
thresher’scertificates will assist in Christian school. Mr. Clarence
husband and childrenreturned last
of Hamilton entertained with a
Pott of the Holland Chriatian High July from Japan where they were
Mr. and Mrs. E. Seaver of 272 showing production.
hallowe’cn party Saturday night
The
following
schedule
has
been
school haa been chosen as chairman missionaries, and Miss Edna, at
West Sixteenth street, moved to
for the Allegan county rural carset for the contract committee: of the senior high section which
238 Washingtonboulevard.
home; two grandchildren,Warren
riers and their wives. Prizes were
Nov. 1, Robinson township hall, will meet in the Calvin seminary Bovenkerk,3, and Adele BovenH. D. Vander Putten of Holland
won by Mrs. Floyd Hitchcock and has been appointedsergeantat 9 to 12 a. m.; Holland township buildings
kerk, 2, and a sister, Mrs. JohanMarvin Koolker.
Rev. Henry Beets, mission secre- nes Pyle of
the University of Michigan R. O. hall. 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
,
Nov.
4,
Smallegan’s
hall.
Fortary of the Christian Reformed Mr. and Mrs. John De Vries, Sr.,
T. C. unit.
est Grove, 9 to 12 a. m.; George- church, and President Wynand
celebrated their forty-eighthwedBorn to Mr. and Mrs. E. Stegink
town township hall, 1:30 to 5 p. m. Wichers of Hope college,will be ding anniversary with a party at
October 19, at Holland hospital,
Nov. 5, Allendale township hall, speakers at the closing session at
their home in Zeeland. Guests
son, Lawrence.
9 to 12 a. m.; Vriesland township 1:30 which will be presided over
o
were Mr. and Mrs. Corey De Vries
hall, 1 to 5 p. m.
by Mr. John A. Swets, president and children,Mr. and Mrs. Harry
COUNTY AGENT SENDS
Nov. 6, Nunica township hall, 1 of the organization.
De Vries and son, Donald; Mr. and
to 4 p. m.; Coopersvilievillage hail,
IN INFORMATION ON
Mrs. Jack De Vries and son, War9
a.
m.
to
5
p.
m.
WHEAT PAYMENTS
ren Jay, Willard De Vries, Miss
Zeeland
Nov. 7, Reno township hall, 9 to
Josephine De Vries, Miss Reka
12 a. m.; Chester township hall, 1
Holland
Goorman, Mr. and Mrs. Arie Hop
Contracts for a new wheat pro- to 5 p. m.
All the societies of the School for
gram and payments for the old The wheat payment schedule in Christian Instructionenjoyed a so- and family, Mr. and Mrs. Bert De
have been received at the office many cases corresponds with sign- cial gatheringat the parlors of Vries and family, Mr. and Mrs.
50c Ipana Tooth Paste 34c
of County Agent L. R. Arnold and up meetings. Following is the Third Christian Reformed church John De Vries. Jr., and family,and
will be distributed to Ottawa coun- schedule:
100 5-gr. Aspirin ............
13c
on last Friday afternoon.There Mr. and Mrs. Otto Brandt and family.
ty farmers, it was announced toCoopersvilieState bank, Oct. 28, are twelve organizations and one
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water an100 Cod Lirer Oil Tabs. 89c
day.
12 to 4 p. m.; Hudson ville Co-op., hundred twenty members were in
A
series of meetingshas been Oct. 299 , 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.; Hol- attendance at this gathering. A nounced Wednesday that there
QL Milk of Magneaia ...... 49c
would be no inouest held in the
land Co-op., Oct. 30, 9 a. m. to 4 fine program was given in which
accident in whicn Mrs. Harry Am). m.; Conklin Creamery,Oct. 31, each society was represented by a
THE SQUIRREL AND
sink, 30, of Zeeland, died of inFOUNTAIN SPECIALS
8 a. m. to 12 a. m.; Vriesland town- number on the program. The proGASOLINE
juries received when the tongue of
ship hall, Nov. 5, 1 to 4 p. m.; gram consisted of dialogues,quara detached trailer, owned by AnAllendale town hall, Nov. 5, 9 to tet singing, readings and a solo.
Peck's Famous Malted
Elsewherein this issue you will 12 a. m.; Nunica township hall, After the program refreshments drew Schut, 61, of Hudsonviile,
crashed through the side of her
Milk _________________
15c
see the picture of a sassy little Nov. 6, 2 to 4 p. m.
were served and a very enjoyable
car and struck her in the head.
I squirrel who gathers his nuts in
time was spent.
Sodas -----------10c
Lyle Schippa, 312 East Sixth
the fall in order that his larder
Nelson Vande Luyster of Ann
HOLLAND AND ZEELAND
street, was found guilty on a
Hot Chocolate A Wafers 10c
may be filled in the winter.
Arbor
spent the week-end here at
WELL REPRESENTED AT
It seems that gasolinealso works
home of his parents, Mr. and charge of double parking SaturHot Ovaltinc & Wafers 15c
CHRISTIAN SCHOOL TEACH- the
day night and was fined $11.95 in
that way, for the Sinclair company
Mrs. John Vande Luyster.
ERS’ MEETING
trial before Justice John Galien.
Hot Fudge Sundae ........ 15c
tells you to provide for the winter
The Ladies’Aid of the School for
At a business meeting of the
and gives you a dozen reasons
Christian Instruction will meet
therefor.
The annual convention of Mich- next Fridav afternoon in the new western district committeeof ReTRY OUR SANDWICHES
Look for the squirrelbefore he igan Christian School Teachers' as- chapel of First Christian Reformed formed Church domestic missions
FOR A REAL TREAT
runs up a tree, and find out the sociationopened Thursday to con- church. Rev. J. Bolt of Niekerk held Tuesday it was voted to raise
reasons.
tinue through Friday at Calvin col- will be the speaker for the after- additional funds for forwardjnB
extension work of the denominalege.
noon.
Prof. Louis Berkhoff, president The Youne Ladies' society of tion. A special committee comof Calvin seminary, will open the First Christian Reformed church posed of the Rev. Seth Vander
session at 10 a. m. today and John held their first meeting of the sea- Werf and the Rev. James Waver
Swets of Holland Christian High son. Monday evening. Officers of this city and the Rev. John Van
Peursem of Zeeland was appointed
school will preside.
elected for the coming year were
During the noon hour, when Mrs. R. Pool, president;Alice Tim- to bring the subject to the attenlunch was served at the Oakdale merman, vice president; Elizabeth tion of the churches in the westChristian school, Mr. John Tuls, Karsten, secretary; LaBertha ern district of the denomination.
The dedicationof the new chapel
coach at the local Christian High Sharpe, assistant secretary; Gerof the First Christian Reformed
Until You Have Compared Ours
school, took charge.
trude De Roo, treasurer, and Kathchurch of Zeeland is taking place
Afternoonspeakers were Dr. ryn Baker, assistanttreasurer.
Guy DeBoer, Mrs. Fred Boersma The Golden Hour society will at the church auditorium on this
SIZES 3 to 20
and John Van Bruggen,principal meet in the parlors of the North Thursday evening, as the News
of Roseland Christian school, Chi- Street Christian Reformed church goes to press. All members of the
church and their families and their
cago. Miss Gertrude Van Hemert
Thursday afternoon, Oct 31.
of the local Christianschools, act- at 2 o’clock. Rev. A. Dusselje of friendshave been invited. The dedicatory program will be opened
ed as chairman of the primary sec- Jenison will be the speaker.
with an organ voluntary, played
tion in the afternoon.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. John Krnai. bv Mrs. Herman Vredeveld, one
At the 6:30 dinner meeting in West Central avenue, a son, Clifof the organistsof the church. Rev.
ford Earl. Monday, Oct. 21.
William Kok, the pastor,will perMrs. Jacob Timmer was most
form the devotions. After the prepleasantly surprised at her home
liminaries the chairman of the
on North Franklin street road last
buildipg committee will make the
Wednesday evening when her chilpresentationspeech and deliver the
dren and grandchildren took poskeys of the structure to the consession of their home to help her
sistory, who, in turn, will make an
celebrate her fifty-thirdbirthday
acceptance speech. Each one of
anniversary. Those comprising the
the supplementary organizations
narty were her husband, Jacob
of the church will present a conTimmer. and children. Mr. and Mrs.
gratulatory speech as will also the
Egbert Boes and five children of
of the other local
Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. S. consistories
ChristianReformed churches. FolMachiela and four children, Mr. and
lowing the program there will be
Mrs. Andy Boes. Mr. and Mrs.
a social hour during which time
Lawrence Shoemaker,all of Zee- there will be refreshments served
land; Mr. and Mrs. William Boes
the members of the church, and an
and two children of Holland: Mr.
inspection of the building made.
and Mrs. Peter J. Lamer and son The chapel is a beautiful brick
of Borculo; Joe Boes and Mias
structure of sufficientdimensions
Florence Zuidema of Spring Lake,
to accommodate the activities of
and onn guest, Leonard Pals of
the supplementaryorganizations
Grand Haven.
and church functions except the
Mrs. Dick Elenbaas, Jr., was
divine senices held on Sunday,
hostess at a miscellaneous shower
which will continue to be held in
at her home on North Fairview the church auditorium.

KROGER STORES

in& Ka

FALL FOOD FAIR
FEATURING COUNTRY CLUB QUALITY PRODUCTS
EATMORE BRAND

Zeeland.

-

-

Peck’s

Children's Sno-Suits

COUNTRY CLUB -

'5

1

CASH

and

CARRY

Miss Kathrvn Margaret Vanden
Bosch, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
T. P. Vanden Bosch, became the
bride of John Wolters. son of Mrs.
G. Wolters of East Saugatnck. at
a double’ ring ceremony Friday
evening, at the parsonageof the
East Saugatuck Christian Reformed church, Rev. Mier«ma performing the ceremony. The bride
wore an ankle length dress of royal
blue sick crepe. The bride and
groom were attended by Mi«s Dena

Fancy Catiup

St

BIG

This

HERE ARE THE THINGS YOUR CAR NEEDS FOR WINTER even
(hough

•TRANSMISSIONAND DIFFERENTIAL drain,
flush and refill. The manufacturerof your car
specifies this service at the turn of the season. Costs
only 25c per pint for Opaline Gear Lubricant used.

'FRONT WHEELS

lubricated. For safe driving,
car manufacturersrecommend this service every
5,000 miles or in the Fall and Spring. We re-pack
with tough Opaline UniversalGrease. 25c per wheel.

CHASSIS LUBRICATED — The right lubricant in
tha right place, in the right way. We follow your
car manufacturer’s instructions,as shown in our
Sinclair Lubrication Index. Costs but 75c.

BATTERY

tested and filled to proper level. That
means longer battery life. Cables inspected. The
service is free, of course.

CRANK -CASE

drain, flush and refill— with either
Sinclair Opaline or Sinclair Pennsylvania Motor Oil.
Both of these oils flow freely in Winter weather.
Opaline 25c a quart. Sinclair Pennsylvania 30c a
quart.

$3.95 and

up. Battery testing, charg-

ing and rentals.

No. 2

SLICES

can

COUNTRY CLUB FANCY QUALITY

COUNTRY CLUB

Grapefruit ^

PEACHES
6
cana 95c

2533«

12

No. 2*4

REMINDER SERVICE—

W

e keep

card records

can*

^NOTE TO MOTORISTS—
overlook. Let

It's

the

first

Mlchlfan Hand Pick*!

Service.

Lux Soap 4 <»• 25c

Country Club Fancy Michigan

WAX BEANS 3^29c
6

No. 2

cana

55C

12

ABC

6

Bartlatta in
Rich Sugar Syrup

No. 2V4 cana

Country

$1.12

APRICOTS
2H c»„»

Country

Gub Fancy

12

cant

$1,23

12

cana

SALMON

RED

cana

tall

Country

Gub

$1.35

Largo No.

6

12

cana

SAVE

Phone

•• •

M. N.

Flour
23c

lXb 89c

Country Gub Pur#
lb.

Pr«f«rv«(

$2.67

j*r

6 jara 99c
12 jara $1.95

FANCY PEAS
6

No. 2 cana

Country

73c

12

««na

Country Gub Fancy

$1.43

Pumpkin 3,;^29c

Gub Fancy

GOLDEN
73c
6

-25c

2

No. 2

can*

Country Gub

2 - 25c
12

«ana

Bran Flakts pw 10c

$1.43

Country Club KIDNEY

Fann Rad

MOTOR OIL 2
100% Pur#

Pannayivania

CAULIFLOWER

cans

< cana J5c

(Plua 8c F#d. Tax)

12 cans 89c

GRAPEFRUIT
GOLDEN

Baam

82c

-

SWEET and
JUICY
FLORIDA

5c
15c

URGE SNOW WHITE HEADS

-RIPE

BANANAS

RIPENED TO
PERFECTION

lb.

5c

BEEF
-

BEEF POT ROAST

»

9c

a.

14c

K

GROUND BEEF
CTFAIfC
1

Lit lid

,

SIRLOIN

ROUND

111/*

or

121/2C

lb.

Shoulder
Cuti

16c

lb.

For
Stuffing

lb.

12e

FRESH

$24.55

Super Service
of Bridge on U. S. 31

Choice

Rib

lb.

HAM

shankhm*

Phone 2943

eeeeeeeeeeee

PUCCI

DOWN

85 Cent! Per

Week

$7.50 Set Portable Laundry Tubs.
kind you have always wanted.

The

RING

Sliced Fresh

Ham

BOLOGNA

lb.

Phon.

2405

Butt Half 22c

ItVgc SLAB

BACON

lb.

PImm

Extra Standard.

GOOD COMPANY

WWwt&hStrwt

t5c
Sib.

TRADE IN YOUR OLD WASHER!

THE JOHN

lb.

18c
17c

Now Only

Overbeek Bros.

Service
St. 2559

KING’S FLAKE

Si#v#

VEAL CHOPS

manufacturerrecommends.

Supar

21c

tall

can

29c

6 No. 2 cana 85c
12 No. 2 cana $1.#7

52.40

Genuine CoM Water Alaska

6

2

P«aa
can

can

Country Gub Sifted

$t.to

No.2V4

No. 2

i No. 2 cana lie
U No. 2 cana $1.86

19c

can

^

Gub Fancy

6

No. 2V4

Country Gub Fancy

Tiny Pcaa

Country Club Fancy Larg#

M?

larg# pkg. 28#

you know.

BEFORE THE RUSH!

Sinclair

.

$1.09

VEAL BREAST

$2.00

Sybesma's

LUX FLAKES,

up. Wind-

WE'LL GLADLY CALL FOR AND DELIVER YOUR CAR. PHONE U8 TODAY

NOW

SMOc

Navy B#ani

No. 2

VEAL ROAST

— Fan Belts — Bulbs — Goodyear

Car Washing 75c

ACT

t5c

Vacuum Packad

$1.89

VEAL

and second items that you are apt to

us serve your car as the

5c

1

Coffaa

GREEN BEANS 2 ™ 29c
6
cana 8|c 12 cana $1.67

V

that save you trouble. When your car

again needs any service, we'll let

Si

Buttar

Country Club Fancy, Who]#, Stringl###

cleaner — to get out
dirt, rust and sludge. Costs but $1.50.

Tubes and

17c

$1.95

Country Gub
Halva# or
SUc#a

RADIATOR CLEANING with

—

Apple

Country Club Cholc*

SPARK PLUGS cleaned and adjusted. Dirty plugs
can waste one gallon of gasoline in ten. Inspection
free. Cleaning and adjusting,5c per plug.

HOT WATER HEATERS-$6.95 and

It

10c

shield Fans, $3.76.

rij

East 8th

CENTER

We’ll put in the right amount to
protect your car this season of the year. Alcohol,
20c per quart. Prestone, $2.70 per gal.

Tires

BATTERIES—

bottka

PINEAPPLE
6

ANTI-FREEZE—

RADIATOR HOSE

Sauce

Chili

CHOCK ROAST gr

is

Breaking all
Records

perfect mechanical condition:

it is in

SALE

99c

3E25c

&Su 10c

WASHER SALE

RAND NEW MODEL 35 THOR

^

“SST

juice
COUNTRY CLUB

99c

brother
reception

After the ceremony a
wns given at their home, where
Buy for Caah and Save Money! fifty relatives and friends were
gathered. They will make their
Sherwin-Williams Paints
home on a farm they recentlypur29 W. 16th
Phone 2114 chased in East Saugatuck.

Flour

COUNTRY CLUB FANCY QUALITY

and

Central Hardware

25c

2 -

RED

RICH,

COUNTRY CLUB

Wolters and Mr. Martin Vanden
Bosch, their sister

17c

3 Zl

TOMATO

BUDGET DRESS SHOP

mad, honoring Miss Emma Jane
Boerman who is soon to be a bride.
Those present wore Mrs. George
Kuipers. Mrs. Dick Velderman,
Mrs. Henry Kuioers. Mrs. Herman
Kuipers and Mrs. Beniamin Kniners. all of Zeeland; Mrs. Rprnie
Vande Water of Holland and Mrs.
Johannes Boerman and Mrs. Marvin Meyanrd of Bentheim. and Mrs.
Henry Van Dam, Jr., of Forogt
Grove. Miss Boerman was the hap-

cmmY

Milk

Cut Rate Drugs

DO NOT BUY

OLEO

NUT

Holl.ndj

OYSTERS

QUART 4f«

PINT

ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO THE MICHIGAN 3% SALES TAX

98c

‘Section

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Two

immminimmi
Volume Number 64

(Grand Haven Tribune)
Four

i

have about filled up the nursery.

VteAT

‘

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Behm, of
Spring Lake, had a daughter born
Saturday afternoon; Mr. and Mrs.

WDNCJMOCH
YeA-w~-,(

Clarence Vladika, R. R. 2, Spring
Lake, are parents of a daughter
born Sunday morning who has been
named Alice Marie; Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Bruhn, Route 1, Grand
Haven, have a daughter, born today, and Mr. and Mrs. Antonio
Manguai, 116 Franklin street, announce the birth of a daughter,
Beverly Charmain, this morning.

Sleep

Number 43
County Board
Hears of Cut

Full-up

Fishers “Lend

were born at Hatton
hospital from Saturday afternoon
until Sunday night, who together
with the number of babies there, Maay
girls

^oc^^°oT-t?oor
V.CJT5 OF

You Holland Ice

Me Your Ears”
Changes

SHIS

Law — Can’t

on Job or Set

Line.

mu

UAIUli

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, October 24, 1935

FOUR GIRLS BORN

^

Three Sectiona

In

Deficit

Deputy Treasurer's Report b
Cheering to Conaty

Less

Lines Too

Supervisors

Lake Macatawa is the winter
mecca for ice fishing for Western
Michigan. When ice is
is
thick
enough a village springs up over
night. There are regular streets
st

3-

The Ottawa county flnaadi
sheet te emerging from the iwti
•We of the ledger to the black ;
side, Fred Den Herder, depn
county treasurer,told the board
superviaors at a recent
deficit in the ce
of $224,267 at the beginning of
fiscal year, Julv 1, 1984, has b
reduced to $89,000 by July 1, It
Further reductionshave been
since so that at the prsaont
the county la in the ted only about ^

and ail is just fixed up by the fishermen, and not .a few women,
.
namely in .an orderly manner.
There is even a boat house all
warmed up and at so much "per”
one cah fish the entire day at small
cost. Hot coffee and food is on
nsesessaRaesKsssssseasas
call and is well served.
Yes, it will not be long before
UNGRATEFUL "HITCHHIKER” GETS HIS "Jack Frost” will have crystalized
$60,000.
the lake so ice fishing will be the
Mr. Den Herder stated that
season’s
sport
again.
Zenas Gras, 18, resident of Zee000 has been paid in 1988
land, pleaded guilty in superior John Vander Sluis, not too old
taxes, that $45,000 has been
court Monday to an armed robbery to fish or direct a chorus,will be
on other back taxes, that
charge and was sentenced by Judge there, and your editor will have to
totaling $9,000 had been coll
Thaddeus B. Taylor to southern put ui
up with those pests “Vaudie”
that between $125,000 _
Michigan prison for three to ten and “Klomp” who take his News
$150,000 have been paid in on ll
years. Gras robbed Miss Elizabeth copy paper away and then “shangand prior taxes in August and S<
Vandenberg,Holland beauty shop hies” him to the fishing field. Practember which will net tha
operator,of her automobile and |50 tically the entire Holland Fish
about $80,000.
in cash after she had given him a Game Club, comprising 700 memHe pointed out that duri
ride to Grand Rapids from Zeeland. bers, are ice-fish-minded,
and that
next ten year* from $100,000
o
brings some gang. When you find
$200,000 in 1982 and prior taxHi
HAMILTON ROAD OPEN FOR cars parked for two miles along
will be collectable aa the lint '
TRAVEL
the shore, both sides, don’t misBtallmente wen paid this ;
The first bridge south of Holland take this collection for an automothis insures the payment of a
on tht new M-40 pike to Hamilton bile grave yard. All of them will
percentage of the balance.
is finished and can lie used by have disappeared by morning.
That much for our Holland “ice
The $224,267 deficit of 1084 1*1
traffic.The second bridge should
eluded all of tha money bornwelf
be completed in the next week if fishinr” — but there is another
from the various funds and repi*i
weather conditions are favorable story thnt comes from the Consersente the county’s put indebtedFootball Tine!
and the entire road will be finished vation Donartmentat Lansing,
ness.
by Monday. The road is already where certain rules must be followed:
open for travel.
He said there wen a few wean
Coal-biyiag Tine!
With one exception, ice fisherPlaces in the financial report,eatJ
DON’T BURN LEAVES ON
men this winter will be restricted
of them being a $18,596 debt fi|
SOUTH AMERICA
44««4*4444444444H$MM«HH<m from various township# for taxes.
to the use of two single lines with Daughter of Local
PAVEMENT,
PLEASE
Whal’s the Play?
TO
ZEELAND
single hook attached to each line
Explains Tax Situation
Newspaper
Passes
WHO KILLED COCK
Local residentshave been asked instead of the five single lines
ROBIN; NO ONE DID He explainedthe Covert
Mr.
and
Mrs. B. Bruxvoort and
(Holland Evening Sentinel)
by the city engineer’s department which were legal last winter.
general county road tax situi_
children of Argentine, South AmerThe exception is that in recognot to bum leaves along the sides
(Allegan News)
showing that there la $417,000
ica, are the guests at the home of
Miss
Lena
Ruth
French,
for
13
, Let's go into a huddle on this coal question! You're
of paved streets as this is very nized smelt waters any number of
Covert road bonds outs!
hooks, attached to a single line, I years librarian of the Albion Pub- their parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
Who killed Cock Robin? This The first installment of
damaging to the pavements. Police
going to win or lose by what you do now. So put
may be used for the taking of he library, died Sunday at the Herman Freyling on South Church time, howevtr, it wasn’t a cock with interest of about $11,.
are urged to notify residents where
st., Zeeland. Mr. Bruxvoorthas
smelt, and that does not Indude home of Her parents,Mr. and Mrs.
in the coal that's practically SOOTLESS and raring
but a hen, an illegal one and no due next year. This amount
such leaf burning is going on. It
Holland’sbay for we have no smelt Charles A. French, 66 West 11th been doing missionarywork in one wanted it, when conservation
is more a matter of thoughtlesscovered by money paid into
to go — the coal with everything ft takes to
South
America
for
the
past
five
" st., Holland, after a two years' illofficersstopped a car load of treasury from the state under
ness and a kind request will stop except what the “city fathers”
years.
It surely is an extended
ness.
Winter's offensive] Call the number and give us
four Allegan citizens. Included Horton Act The first iMUIla
any further violation we are sure. have been confronted with for sevMiss French was bom in Grand trip by water to South America among them was Allegan’s well
eral years.
o
of $97,000 haa been received;
the signal — you're all set to WIN with
and
means
crossing
the
equator,
The restriction was made by the Rapids on Oct. 26, 1882. She was supposedly the hottest point on known sportsman,Henry "Hank"
allocated to tha county i
Forty Birds in Forty
State Conservation Commission at graduated from Grand Rapids High earth. Spring is not far off in Ar- Priebe,and Allegan’t leading pub- fund. The second will be rect
school, attended Albion college, and
lic
official,
Mayor
Joseph
Mosier.
Shots
its October meeting. The Commis- ; j
a, ••
in January, it is expected, wj
gentine just now.
Sion also voted that ice lines this | re“'','d. degree from Simmons
The car was stopped and will more than meet the bond
Boston, Mass After her
searched, and as conservation off! Interest fund next year. He
Starting a covey of blackbirds winter must be held in the hand
FORMER ALLEGAN
cers approachedthe trunk Mavor the sinking fund has been built UH
while tramping through the woods or under immediate control and ?J»du«tion she wn . employed in the
JUMPS
FROM
WINDOW
Illinois State library at SpringMosier said: "The trunk is locked to $264,000,which will be used for
l*eMw*4 0. S. ?<rtmi Offie*
about three miles northwest of may not be left unattended for any field, at the Muskegon library, and
boys, nothing in it," but alas, there future payments u the largestInMonroe, Joe Moraino and Mario length of time. Last winter it was in the library of Iowa State college
(Allegan Gazette)
was, one hen pheasant.
stallments on tha bonds and inter*
• • that
Peraino, 15503 Fourteenthstreet, permissible to leave Ice lines unState papers of Tuesday carried
at Ames, Iowa. From there she
Harold Schuler,pilot of the car, est will fall dne in the next threu J
brought down 40 with four shots attended for ae long as two hours. went to Albion where she remained a story of the suicide of “Mrs.
According to the FisheriesDivifrom two shotguns. Among the lot
Gladys A. Post” who plunged to emphaticallydenied ownershin. years.
until her illness in Sept., 1933.
Preparfy prepared,ta sixes far every loesefceftfuse.
was one bird banded for the United sion evidence is accumulatingto
her
death from a seventh floor Mayor Mosier, whose shooting abil- At the present time there ii
She is survived by her parents;
Atk ft obeet WASHED MaeboHoo for raayet.
States BiologicalSurvey, Washing- indicate that the great northern
room
of a hotel in New Orleans, ity Is reported as being doubtful from $5,000 to $10,000owed te the
two brothers, Wallace of New York
had previously stated there was
ton, D. C., and the band, together pike is becoming more highly
city and Randall of Chicago; two Saturday. One account gave ill nothing in the trunk. Hank, natu state on delinquenttaxes and koe^
prized as a touristattractionand
health as the probable cause for
pitalizatlonjbutthat Is tha
Premium Third Vein Poeohantaa.All Siree. Briqeetee,Royal Range, with details of the circumstances that
Bisters,
Mrs.
Lyle
H.
Miller
of
there is concern in many secunder which the bird was shot,
her act. Although she registered rally, hadn’t shot the bird, and business, whisht * tk* is* anti
tions because the supply of these Alexandria, Va., and Mrs. W. A. in the hotel as "Mrs. A. Stykes,” Shafer after a firm denial, and a will easily ha taken care of.
Semi-Egg, Hard Coal, Coke, Domestic Stoker. Wood and Kindling. have been sent to Washington.
Butler of this citv; two nephews,
The blackbird is not protected fish is not greater. It is believed Bradford Miller of Alexandna and investigationand inspection of her conference,entered his name as the Mr. Den Herder stated that
by the migratorybird law, as it that the reductionin number of ice John Donald French of Holland; effects in her hotel room led to the marksman.
$35,000 impounded in the
constitutes a definite menace to lye lines and restriction in manner of
and
a niece, MargaretAnn French belief she was Mrs. Robert A. H44<MIM4444MW44H4444444<<4444ville State bank had been
and barley,com and fruits, during their use will not only afford of Holland.
Post formerly of Allegan. It was
to the extent of $21,000 and th«|
harvest season. Within the past greater protection for gameflsh, Funeral services were held at the also learned that she and her husremaining $14J)00 is listed on tiMi
Former
Holland
particularly
the
great
northern
four years, Peraino and Moraino
books u a cash balance.
Phone 2679
home at 4:00 p. m. Tuesday with band had resided In South Haven
Columbia Ave.
pike,
but
facilitate
law
enforcehave bagged more than 3,000
Albert Hyma, chairman of the ]
the Rev. Thomas W. Davidson, pas- a short time about a year ago. The
ment.
birds.
couple are said to have separated
finance committee pointed to
tor
of
Hope
church,
officiating.
Automobile
Accident
Holland, Michigan
success of advertising,
Burial was in Grandvillecemetery. some time ago, he going to Kalamazoo and she locatingin Chicago.
county papera, of the 1982
. Her skull fractured,the result of prior tax payments, which re*u
Funeral services were conducted
a peculiar traffic accident, Mrs. in the collection of about $160,
Tuesday for Miss L. Ruth French BALD EAGLE FOUND DEAD
IN ALLEGAN COUNTY Harry Amsink, 30, was rushed to He suggested that the county apat the home of her parents, Mr.
Zeeland hospital Saturdayin such propriate a sum to advertise the!
and Mrs. Charles A. French, 66
A bald eagle with a wing spread critical condition she was given payment of 1983 and 1984
West Eleventh street, at 4 p. m.,
with Dr. T. W. Davidson, pastor of seven feet was found dead near slight chance to recover at the time The board concurred in his
tion and srrangemeats will
of Hope church, officiating.Pall- Glenn, not far from Saugatuck, ana died early Sunday morning.
Mrs. Amsink was injured at 4 made through the county
bearers, alumni and members of Thursday and was turned over to
Gamma Gamma chapter of Sigma Harry Plotts, conservation officer. o’clock Saturday afternoon when urer.
Nu fraternity at Albion college, A bald eagle has been seen at the the car she was drivingwas struck
were Elson Balkema of Minneapo- municipal dam occasionally through by a trailer that had broken loose
Thomson Explains
lis, John Bromley of Battle Creek, the summer and may be the same from the car operated by Andrew
Charles Going of Flint, James one. The eagle when found had Schout, 51, of R. R. 2, Zeeland.
Egg Rulings
Dick and Lorenze Holtz of Albion been dead for some hours and prob- The accidentoccurred 2 miles east
college,and Orlie Bishop of Hol- ably was the victim of some hun- of Zeeland on M-21.
Mrs. Amsink was driving toward
With hundredsof people
land. Intermentwas in Grand- ter.
It was taken to Grand Rapids Grand Rapids and Schout, his for Information regarding tbs
ville cemetery.
Others from out of the city to by Plotts and will be mounted. trailerloaded with feed and pro- egg regulations which becoma ef« I
attend the rites were Randall There is a federal law prohibiting duce, was driving toward Zeeland. fective Nov. 1, Commissionerof f
French, Mr. and Mrs. Beals French the killingof eagles anywhere in As the cars approached, the trailer Agriculture James F. Thomson,exlost a tire. The trailer broke loose plained today that eggs may bo
and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Paulus the United States.
from Schout’s vehicle, caromed sold by the dozen u usual but that
of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. George
across the road and crashed into all retail packages must carry the
Towner and Mr. and Mrs. Edward FENNVILLE WANTS
the side of the Amsinks’ car. The net weight and grade in letten not
A
DEPOT -IS
Quick of Muskegon; Mr. and Mrs.
auto was badly smashed.Mr. Am- leu than one-half indi In height.
Albert Balkema: Miss Theo Jenisink, who was with his wife, was Thomson established four grades
son, Mrs. Fred Blake and Mrs.
Fennville may soon have a new unhurt. Mrs. Amsink after having for eggs.
Fred Taylor of Grandville;Mr. and
The ruling providesthat all
Mrs. Maurice Burns, Mrs. Henry brick or tile depot of the Pere been rushed to Zeeland hospital,
Vinkemulder,Miss Stevenson and Marquette railway, on the north physicians determined she had re- sold to the consumer after Novi'
Mrs. Summer Wells of Grand Rap- side of Main street,opposite the ceived scalp lacerationsand a frac- shall be sold by grade,
Hotel Stevens, as the result of last tured skull as well as a broken exempted, and marked eit
Thursday morning’s fire, which neck. The trailer tongue had "Fancy,” A, B, or C grade,
wiped out the old depot. Harold crashed through the car window are to be graded according to
CANCER LEADS AMONG
latest models, raglan or set-in
TEN PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF Crowner turned in the alarm soon and had crushed her head badlv. conditionand quality rather
DEATHS IN OTTAWA after midnight and our volunteer The accident is being investi- size. The rules, of course,pi
fire departmentdid good work, but gated by Police Chief Fred Bo*ma. for technicalspecifications but
sleeves, hall or lull belt.
by
The annual renort of the Ottawa the fire had such a start that very
Funeral services were held Wed- is only of interest to state inspecCounty Health Unit was given to little could be saved of the con- nesday at 1:30 p. m. at the home tors and dealers. The ruling dis- 1
Kuppenheimer. Clothcralt and
the board of supervisors by Dr. tents. The depot was 40x168 feet in Zeeland and at 2 o’clock in First cusses inedibleeggs which cannot
Ralph Ten Have, head of the de- and the first part was built about Reformed church. The Rev. Rich- be sold legally In the state.
You’ll
surprised
the
partment.
1873, soon after the road wae con- ard J. Vanden Berg officiated at
Dealers who retail only must
He spoke on the establishment structed. The loss is estimated at the home and the Rev. John Van cure a permit from the
wonderful values
Valof a dental clinic through the Chil- $6,000, insured. There is no evi- Peursem at the church, and Prof. of agriculture.The cost Is $8 .
goras. BoucleS; Carucurls, Meltons
dren’s Fund which would be main- dence of the cause of the fire. H. Meeter of Grand Rapids,a rela- year. Dealers who Job or sell'to
tained permanentlyin the county. While the ruins were still smoking, tive, was in change of the rites at retailers or others are required to;
and Fleeces.
Those unable to afford dental care a petitionwas prepared and gen- the grave.
pay an annual license fee of ~
would be treated by a dentist sup- erally signed by patrons of the
The office of the Holland Fur- Egg breaking plants pay a
ported by the Children’s Fund. road and leading citizens, asking nace Co. was closed during the fee of $25 per year. No permit
This required a county dental ad- the general superintendentto build funeral to permit 150 department required of producers of eggs, aim
visory committee to be held re- a fire proof depot here. Such a heads and employeesto attend in they are not required to sell by |
sponsiblefor the success or failure building seems justified, as Fenn- a body. Mrs. Amsink had been grade. All eggs bought from tha;
of the program, he stated.
ville is the best paying stationof with the Holland Furnace Co. for producer must be bought bf!
Cancer leads in the ten principal its size on the road, cash remit- a number of years and was held weight Persons selling to tha ra*';
causes of death in this county for tances from this station running in high esteem by her associates toiler shall furnish an invoice
the past year, he said, with 58 from $5,000 to $8,000 per month, as well as by her employers.
cifving the grade with each
cases; degeneration of heart mus- while the large incomingpassenShe was bom in Holland, the billed separately.
cles claimed 53; cerebral hemor- ger business during the resort sea- daughter of Herman Tien, 229 W.
Later :--It is now un
rhage, 51; angina pectoris, 32; son is very heavy, Saugatuck, 17th st., and residedhere until ten that the egg weighing date
chronic nephritis, 30; other diseases Douglas and Ganges resorts being years ago. Besides her husband been deferred for a time—
of the heart, 28; sugar diabetes, served from Fennville. In talking and father, other survivors are a few months.
28; pneumonia,22; inflammation with one of the Pere Marquette of- four sisters, Mrs. John Heerspink
of the lining of the heart, 21; and ficialsthis week, he stated: "Fenn- of Holland, Mrs. Adrian Speet of HOLLAND MAN WINNER
tuberculosis, all forms, 18.
ville is a good station of our road Laketown, and Mrs. Louis Steketee
OF MANY PRIZES j
The staff has made 8,249 calls and has good reasons for expecting and Mrs. Raymond Schurman, both
during the year. Sanitation has a respectablestation house." The of this city.
James R. Vos. store manager
been a large project made possible big crane came Tuesday and lifted
Coroner Gilbert Van De Water the Atlantic and Pacific Tea
through the employment of a sani- two can on a new track for a tem- decided there would be no inquest nanv store on West Eighth
tary engineersupportedthrough porary depot — Mn. Marda Bas- necessary.
Holland, is a winner of many
sett Arnold in Allegan News.
ly prizes. Within the week Jim
The population of the county Is
pulled down an Eversharp fount ^
58,467. The number of births 947; FISHING OFFERS BALM FOR KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS
nen and pencil aet The prise is
ATTENTION
deaths 561; infant death rate per
THE HARRIED SOUL
beautifulone, artistically mtda 1
1,000 live births, 454. and maternal
coloredamber.
Here’s a free hint to kindergarThe modern man who wishes to
death rate per 1,000 live births
A year ago Mr. Vos won a
do some "real thinking undis- ten teachers. The writer learned Duofold pen and pencil set,
3.17.
turbed” will go fishing- If he fol- his A B C's before he could recog- not so long after that a lai
Peter Hoeksma, local harness lows the advice of Dr. George B. nize any of the letters. It
tional Master toaster set,
maker, reports business on the up- Cutten, president of Colgate Uni- from his mother by way of a little ing a finely carved wi
song
which
ran
thus:
ward trend, with 1935 the banner versity. Speaking before the anFollowingthe toaster _
year in his business career of 52 nual convention of the New York
ceived a shampoo outfit'
HI IK
years. He is the only harness State Divisionof the Izsak Walton
Q R S T U W V,
maker in Holland. He chose that League, recently, Cutten recomX Y Z and O dear me,
- d
trade at the age of 16 on the farm mended this sport as offering“a
because he had a crippled leg. He real escape from the complexities When shall I learn my A B C?
It wu easy and it never can be
located in Holland in 1897 and of modern life," and declared that
since has suffered the loss of his a few hours spent with red and forgotten; never heard of It anyleft arm at the shoulder. Despite rod enables the angler to return
his crippled condition he cuts all to his work refreshed in mind and
bodv.
Us leather.
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in* event* in the history of the were given
_
by Mrs. Paul Hinkamp, ater Alex Van Zanten announced. Publicationof the Student guide ing to 8-1 in favor of the sophs. the fnshman. Captain Mary Good
esrly Dutch settlement st New Mrs. J.
Bosnia, wMo
who said
Froth Lastitt Lament
J. Boshka,
said the
the keykey- The state afTonis several days of formerly
formerly was undertaken
undertaken as
as a
a prinri- just
iuat befor* offldal nka<u>
before officialukase called off claimed a 160-pound heavyweight,
Amsterdam.
note of the convention was “we advance sale for new cars, as genvate project, but during the past the fracaa.
Tearin’ of the Green
but a mere 180-pound avmge. AnFight Liquor” and Mrs. Markham eral plate distribution does not betwo yean it has dime under the
Ottoman ituHpnt .t Mich- . .
meeting of the Hoi- who gave a; short message from the gin until Nov. 1.
Preparation for the event began nouncementof the fact that water
Uttemaa,
— a-*. «noon. address of Mrs. E. Stanley Jones,
tin SS'
RoUry n„K
Club tk
Thursday
direction of Blue Key, national two weeks ago. The green "un- wings and inner tubee were unDid you notice the freshman
Two oil companies have been enk* Tom Walsh, manager of the Grand famous missionary to India. The
honorary fraternity. John Van beatableten” defied the buxom earthed in the dorm rooms of Capin
Rapids airport, addressedthe group tea committee was composed of deavoring to lease farms near Gibgirls during the first two weeks of
on “Aviation.” Walsh stated that Mrs. B. Habing and Mrs. J. Van son, southwest of Holland,the last Wyck and Lester Van Tatenhove maidens of the sophomoresto par- tains Wilma De Young and Kath- school? You should have, for never
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lillard at
few days. The? haven't gone very compiledthis year’s booklet and ticipatein a match of "maidenly
the causes for death in air acci- Weldon.
ryn Eldridge precipitateda flood again will you see the green wore
-* tended the Notre Dame-Pittsburgh
far as yet Monday two farmers solicited its advertising.It contains
dent* were either stunting or unfootball game at South Bend Satmuscles” over the laughing waters of money on the sophs.
•o becomingly and differently.
had
leaded
their
places
for
oil
safe equipment. Mr. Walsh deIsaac Zwykhuizen died Wednes24 pages, and is printed on crash of Black river. The "cooperative
urday.
Their bright ideas for remodeling
scribed the Grand Rapids airport day at his farm home at South boring.
Pool Proceeds for Polish
finish paper, India color.
sophs" accepted the challenge.
which is called the model port of Rlendon in Georgetown township'.
their tarns, however, were nipped
Rudolph Frundt of the Hope ColRev.
John
A.
Dykstra
of
Central
Tee
Mack
Charm
4e
Lose
Noteworthyfor its minimum of
the country. Dick Mills, chairman Surviving are the widow and five
Both the freshman and sopho- in the bud.
lege class of 1934 was invited to
Soph Captain GertrudeMeengi more trainingcamps were flooded
of the committeein charge of the children, Klaas, John, Cornelia, Reformed church, Grand Rapids, errors in spelling, addresses,telepresent a paper at the coming
has been booked for an ex;(position
_
A great wail arose as they were
contributionsto the Ottawa county Jeannette and Paul. Funeral servpromised a Mg time for all, with with applicationsfor the offices of
meeting of the Connecticut Valley
phone
numbers,
and
advertising,
Boy
Scouts, reported a full quota ices were held Saturdayafternoon on Philippians for four successive
commanded
to tear out all sewing
Section of the American Chemical
weekly prayer services in Trinity for its increased size, and for its three of her proteges on the malted "administration of the chocolate
as a result of the donation drive at 1:15 o’clock at the home and at
society.Mr. Frundt studied chemand pinning. So the tearing of the
Reformed
church,
the
first being attractiveness, the 1935 guide has milk side of 160 pounds. The line
within the Rotary club.
bars, lemons and sea-weed water."
2:00 o’clock in the South Blendon
istry at Hope college and now is
this Thursdayevening.
green began. AH the work which
Church wdth Rev. J. Vonderbeek.
been pronounced"the best in the was to average 146 pounds. (It It was agreed that the position
at the
~ State
“
college of Massachu
H. S. Covell, vice-presidentof pastor of Sixth Reformed church
will be recalled that the fray was should go to the highest bidden, the girls had gone to seemed in
history
of
Dr.
Nykerk."
setts where he is doing graduate
Gerrit Meyers of Gibson, southwork in physiologicalchemistry. the Hart A Cooley Manufacturingofficiating.
tabooed for fear that it would with the funds pooled to supply vain, and finally emerged the large
west of Holland, returned from
Co., has been granted a patent for
Holland
hospital, where he had
The
senior
class
Hallowe’en
prove deleterious to the charm, new toe-nail polish and finger floppy tarns, looking as they were
Executive M. P. RussellappointBom, to Mr. and Mrs. Willis J. an improvedfurnace register. He
been confined for some time. He is party will not be held in Carnegie gracefulness, and shapeliness of
originallyintended; terrible!
has
assigned
it to the Hart A ed John Piet as the new cubmaater
waves to the losers. After hurried
Drost of San Pedro, Calif., a son.
being cared for by his sister, Mrs.
Cooley Co.
of Pack 3 of Third Reformed Pratt of Fremont, Mich.
gymnasium, but will be held on the contestants.)Coaches Haig and consultation,Coaches Hinga and
named Willis Dale. Mrs. Drost is
church to succeed Beniamin Du
Oct. 80, according to latest reports Donahue predicted the pull would Schouten decreed that chances of
the former Gertrude Homfeld,
The Women’s Guild of Grace
Notices have been received that Mez, and Elbert De Weerd was
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
be a “push-over.”
from Chairman Olive Wishmeier.
serious injury were slight and that Episcopal church will hold a ruma
dinner meeting in the interests appointed AssistantScoutmaster
Homfeld of W. 13th street.
One member expressed the beLack of heft was an important footballmen would be permitted mage sale in the Parish Hall Satof the Holland Country Club, will of Troop 22 of the Beechwood
urday, Oct 26, starting at 9
be held in the Warm Friend Tav- school.
lief that "you can’t decorate the factor in setting the odds against to apply.
Mrs. Vance Braileyand Mrs. Mae
o’clock.
ern November 1. With the club
gym.” Another thought that the
O’Neil are spending'two weeks in
mortgageunder foreclosure, a plan
Toledo and Cleveland.Ohio.
The members of the Men’s league
mere handful of ninety-threesenfor reorganizationmust be drafted
of Trinity church were addressed
iors couldn’tbegin to fill the vento keen the course open, it was
Mrs. E. Hammond had as her
by Dr. Henrv Beets of Grand Ranpointed out.
erable structure.“The gallery is
guest over the week-end, Mrs. T.
ids Friday night, who talked on the
Siss, boom, ah-h — Homecoming!
too big,” she said.
L Knotts of Milwaukee.
"Dutch Aid to America in the RevThis year’s celebrationwill be a
Mrs. Sears R. Mclean, of Hololution."
The
Dutch
people
loaned
"I suppose we’d have to have
land, retiring presidentof the
John Galien, Justice of the peace,
colonists $14,000,000without secur- “thrillingperformance"from the that hardened kind of ice cream
Michigan
Federation of Women's
was at the court house in Grand
ity. The Dutch built the first war- kick-off,which will Lake place
clubs, was named general federathere, too,” sighed the class treasHaven Friday.
ship for the American navy, the when the parade begins Friday,
tion directorfor Michigan at the
urer.
"Where will the money come
speaker brought out. and cannon Nov. 1, until the last minute of
annual convention in Ann Arbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaudie Vnndenberg
and ammunition for the American
from?” he thought as he began to
have returned from a trip to northsoldiers were nearly all brought play when society entertainments
The followinghunters paid fines from Holland. Nelson Miles, presi- for alumni will terminate festivi- pity himself because he was so
ern Michigan.
for illegal hunting in Allegan dent of the Men’s league, presided ties Saturday night, Nov. 2. The broke. By Thursday,however,he
got some signs reading “50c per
Earl Vande Poe! and Victor County: W. K. Hansen, Holland; at the meeting, j
annual affair is in charge of the
Kronemeyer, students at Michigan Milton Weder, Kalamazoo; John
senior,” which, he thought, were
Student Council and general chairBusinessInstitute, Battle Creek, Mollitor, Chicago, and Walter Robpretty clever. “This will pay for
inson,
Pullman.
Each
paid
a
fine
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hoover, W. man, Renier Papegaay.
spent the week-end in Holland.
more than the party," he chirped
and costs of $32.25 each charged 16th street,had as their guests
"Many new features are being
with having hen pheasants in their over the week-end. Mr. and Mrs.
cheerfully.
Vem De Feyter, Geraldine Rin- possession.
F. A. Shaw and daughter, Mary, added this year," says Mr. Papekus, Marjorie Last, Helen Ripley,
gaay. A "bigger and better” paof Bowling Green, Ohio.
Announcement that the ScotchBetty Marcus and Donna Zwemer
mde will begin in front of Voor- Irish combination, Haig and DonaFive
persons
escaped
injury
in
all attended the game Saturday at
At a dinner meeting for em- hees hall Friday night at 7 o’clock.
Kalaraatoo where they met ____
Miss an accident on M-21 a mile east of
hue, were to lead the Sophomore
Perry, former teacher of Holland Holland Friday night when a truck ployes of the Holland Motor Ex- Cars decorated with streamers will
Amazons into battle sent the betHigh school,and were invitedto driven by Gerald Watson, 191 W. press and their wives, held nt the
follow the society floats. This arting odds on the epochal, historyher apartment for lunch. The fac- 18th st., collided with a car driven Warm Friend Tavern, Charles O.
ulty members, beside the coaches by Miss Helen Rioley, 81 W. 9th Goodwin of Chicago, representative rangement will make the parade making "pull of pulchritude”soarwho attended the Kalamazoo game st. Miss Mollie Olinger,Lester De of an insurance firm, addressed the longer than in former years. A
were: Supt. and Mrs. E. E. Fell, Ridder and William Jesiek, who group and stated that he was more “Beat Hillsdale"sign will be car- «888888888888«888888888g
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. fleeter, Misses were with Miss Ripley, were not afraid of death in an automobile
Hanna and Emma Hoekje, Miss injured.A wheel was broken on a accidentthan he was on the World ried by the freshmenand the Hope
Hazel De Meyer, E. J. Leddick, car driven by Ruth F. MacDonald,War fields in France. The speaker band will march.
Russell Welch, Richard Martin and 52, of Kalamazoo,in an accident pointed out that 35,000 persons
Epicureans to Eat
with a machine operated by Hamid were killed in traffic mishaps last
J. J. Riemersma,the principal.
Coach
Hinga will give the only
— Holland High Her
Herald. Wise, 101 E. 25th st., at Van year, a number in excess of the
Raalte ave. and 13th st., Friday at toll of war dead in 19 months of speech he will make during the
war-making.G. E. Palmer of De- football season at the pep meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boylen of De- 4 p.m.
troit and Mr. Goodwin spoke at the
troit were the guests of Mrs. Mary
which will be held at the Cam4gie
De Graaf, West 15th st., over SunMrs. Jane Cuydan, 92, was hon- safety session and William M. ConOR
gym following the parade. Several
OR
daw.
ored at a birthday party Wednes- nelly, manager of the Chamber of
day when her children, who make Commerce, sooke on highway im- members of the faculty will give a
Bom, to Mr. and Mrs. Tim their home with a daughter, Mrs. provementsin the Holland area. skit, and for those who saw last
Smith, 101 E. 26th st., on October Alice Tinholt, gathered at the Tin- Frank M. Lievense was toastmaster
year’s skit, no other inducement to
14, a son, Tim, Jr.
holt home for a social time. Al- at the dinner.
come to the meeting is needed. The
though Mrs. Cuydan’s birthday
Mrs. Nicodemus Bosch and Mrs. Dimnent cup will be presented to
Miss Dora Schermer, city librar- does not occur until October 28, it
ian, attended the State Library was observed at this time because Randall C. Bosch and sons left the sophomoresand prizes for the
convention in St. Joe Thursday, of the visit of her daughter, Mrs. Monday for New Brunswick, N. J.
floats and for the fraternityhouse
Friday and Saturday.
J. liepley, of Winters, California. to be the guests of the latter’sparents.
Gerald
J. Bosch and Randall decorationswill be awarded. "Lest
Others who attended were Mr. and
Collection Fee of 4 pet.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Marcus have Mrs. William Schelven,of Kalama- C. Bosch will join them in New we forget," ye Epicureans,removed from Holland to their new zoo, son and daughter-in-law,and York to meet their daughterand freshments will be served on this
home at Castle Park.
another daughter, Miss Celia Schel- sister, Mrs. Gunnar Heimburger, occasion!
Interest at Rate of 3 4s of \%
who is arrivingfrom Sweder for an
ven of Grand Rapids.
extended
visit
Mn. H. A. Quickel of Virginia
All Honor Alumni
Park, and Mrs. Emma L HamSpecial maneuvers which will take
Employes of the Holland Motor
The Rey. P. Jonker, Sr., of Grand
mond.
as their Express V/U.
Co. ami
and their
at, 144
-zz E. 9th
j st,
”7’ had
—
weir wives aiplace at the Hillsdalegame, Satgwsts Mr. and Mrs. Gland L. 1 tended a turkey dinner Sunday in Rapids visitedover the week-end urday, still remain a "deep, dark”
— from Hope College Anchor,
at
the
home
of
his
son.
Rev.
P.
Hammond, Jr.# of Ix>s Angeles. tha
Wnrm
Frton/t
Tamm
the Warm Friend Tavern.
Jonker,Jr., pastor of the Sixteenth mystery. They will involve the
MKR TO EDIT
At the_opening meeting of the
At a meeting of the local W.C. Street Christian Reformed church. freshman class and the college
Holland Chapter, Sons
______
Tons of
of the
Revo- T.U. held Friday afternoon at the Dr. Jonker, Sr., conducted the band, but neither Chairman PapeOur friend and last year’s
lotion, held at the iiome of C. C. home of Mrs. E. J. Blekkink re morning service in Central Avenue
1932
1933
Wood Thuraday night, Edward J. ports of the National W.C.T.U. Christian Reformed church last gaay nor Helena Visscher, presieditor, Murray Key Rogers, is
One-Tenth (1st Installment] Must Be Paid
dent of the Student Council, nor
Yeomans read a paper on interest - convention were given. Short talks Sunday.
Must Be Paid in Full, or the Property Will
still his ambitious self. For the
Director Snow will divulge further
or the Property Will Be offered for Sale by
Be Offered for Sale by the Auditor General
Mrs. John Slagh, W. 10th street,
new students, Murray, Eagle
underwent an operation at Holland information.They all say, "Come,
the Auditor General in May oi 1936.
in May of 1936.
see for yourself."Fraternitieswill
hospitalMonday morning.
Scout and reporter supreme, is
hold "open house” following the
lightens household
the youngest son of Mr. and
Frank Lackie, 87 E. 9th street, game and all societies will honor
Mrs. W. W. Rogers of Paduhas returned from his annual fishbdt*11b^*d •« home became MICHIGAN
ing trip to Pentwater.The archi- their alumni at banquets in the
BREAD is Laboratory Controlled for fine*! quality and flavor.
cah, Kentucky. And now, addevening.
tect caught his limit.
ing to his many journalistic
Soy “MICHIGAN*lo your Grocer
See County Treasurer Immediately or Send Full Legal Description by
endeavors, he has purchased
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Klomparens
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The Last Day To Pay
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!

1st

REGULAR

& 1934 TAXES

1933

BIG SAVINGS

SAVE 15%

pet.

SAVE 6%

MORE ON

pet.

MORE ON

1933

1934

Regular Taxes

Regular Taxes
Added

Per Month

~

—

I

•

SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS

AGAIN

and PRIOR

MICHIGAN BREAD

TAXES

TAXES

work

Avoid Last Minute Rush

Now it’s unanimous.The "Vs"
attendedthe Notre Dame-Pittsburgh football game at South Bend have it.
Saturday as the guests of Mr. and
Visscher is Student Council presMrs. Kelly of South Bend.
ident, Van Lente and Vander Meu-

(FORMERLY UOLSVM)
Laboratory Controlled
DELIVERED OVEN-FRESHDAILY TO YOUR INDEPENDENT CROCE1

In the opinion of Attorney General Harry S. Toy, the Holland
municipal light plant must pay a
state sales tax of three per cent.
Payment of the tax becomes effective Oct. 5 and will cost local consumers between $7,000 and $8,000
annually.

Werf Anchor
Veltman Milestone editor,
and now Van Wyck and Van Tatenhove have edited the Student
len orators, Vander
editor,

Guide, to complete the despot dy-

and will edit the McCracken
County Review, a small but
prosperous newspaper of Paducah, catering to the farmers
and laborers of that territory.
Last summer Mr. Rogers

Mail.

All Requests

Must Be

In Office of

County Treasurerby Nov.

1 to Receive Benefits of Big Savings.
Sincerely Yours,

JOHN

edited the “Tattle Tale,” a resort tabloid published in Hol-

H.

DEN HERDER,
Otttawa County Treasurer.

land.

nasty of these invincible “V’s

A Rally Day program was held
Sunday at First Reformed church
during the Sunday school period
with about 640 attending.The
youngestmember present was a
three- weeks-old baby of Mr. and
‘I

r

save

;at least

10%

Mrs. K. Pott and the oldest member
presentwas Mrs. R. Riemersma,80
years old. Dick Boter addressed the
group on the subject "Carry On."

v
...but, after all is said

Cars driven by Henry Van Ry,
street, and Herman
Oonk, South Bend, collided Sunday
on M-40 a mile south of Holland.
No one was injured.

done,

74 E. 21st

eveg
pay day”
!
i

m

self that

the cigarette

it-

counts
.. .the question is,

Henry Steffens.Monday began
work as a bookkeeper at First

does

State bank. Mr. Steffens has had
some banking experience and is a
bright

it’s

it suit

you?

young man.

Application for a permit to reroof his home at the cost of $75
has been filed by Martin Wabeke,
419 Central avenue.

Mi
•

I

The Busy Men’s Athletic club
met in a weeklv volleyball prorram
at the armory Tuesday night. Team
captainsand the executivecommittee gathered at the home of Ray-

mond

Vi

Knooihuizen Wednesday

night.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. William
Appledom, R. R. 1, on Oct. 11, a
daughter. Anna Ruth: to Mr. and

STEADY, BEGULAR SAVING
is still the

most dependable

Mrs. Carl Myrick. 74 E. 8th street,
on Oct. 9, a son, Donald Eugene; to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Knoll, on
Oct. 8, a daughter. Loia Jean; to
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Chrispell,R.
R. 4. on Oct. 11, a son, Martin
Le Vern.

way

to grot the better things oi life.

MAY BE OLD-FASHIONED, but I’ve found that the BEST
WAY to bo SURE of Socurityand Happiness is simply by spendIT

ing a little LESS than I tara and putting a part of U away
antil a time

when I Mod

it

more than

today. Ifa

Id o

really

wot hard when you do it regularly,and It’a made possibleso

say

things that hare brought happiness to

DEPOSIT A PART
STATE BANK.
I

my homo.

of my oarnings, regularly, in the

FIRST

will suit you

Ed Lyon was sentenced to serve
Grand
Haven for refusing to leave the
city. He was arraigned before Justice Raymond L. Smith on a drunk
and disorderly charge. Franklin
Kolk of Zeeland was asaeaaed fine
and costs of $5.60 by Justice Smith
15 days in the county jail at

it's

(Savings and Commercial)ap to

ISAM

Each. Are

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

.

mild, you

.

.

it

comes

you want

want

on a disorderlycharge.

is

no accident

to think

to think

.

.

x

whether

4

about the taste
.taste

better

.

The farmer who grows the tobacco, the

8 o’clock according to the central
or eastern standard time. Live decoys and baiting is prohibited by
state and federal regulation. The
bag limits defined by the state are
ten ducks of any species in possession at any one time, and the
season limit is 60 docks. A number
of Holland hunters left for the
north to get set for the Monday
morning opening.

warehousemanwho

sells

highest bidder, every

V

it

at

auction to the

man who knows about

you that

leaf tobacco will

tell

ripe tobaccos to

make a good cigarette.

it

tabes mild,

In making Chesterfields we use mild ripe

,

License plates for 1986 were
placed on sale Wednesday, Man-

that

to a cigarette

That Chesterfieldsare milder and

The 1936 wildfowl hunting season opened Monday at 7 o’clock or

FIRST
STATE BANK
>

Noay, when

•

I9f>, ISNOT

ft

Nftu Toaacco Go.

and Turkish tobaccos.

v*/

..
.,

for

mildness

for better taste
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ft, entertained with a miscellan- Damson, Varda Hawkins, Takla when a group of Washingtonschool
born in Overiseland Mrs. Boerman
Ths United Rural Teachers dub town for the
ecus shower Wednesday night in Johnson and Ina Lordahl
girls met at the home of Lodle
came here from The Netherlands held Ita October meetlngat 8 p. m.
ALLEGAN
COUNTY
honor
of
Mias
Katharine
Klaver.
----K&rdux.
as an infant They have lived their Monday, Oct 21, at Toothacker
Carolyn Thompson, daughterof
Smdcharei of Mk»
entire wedded career near Drenthe. school west of CoopereviU*. Elec- Chicago. He and his
Mr. and Mrs. Durword Thompson Prises were awarded to Mrs. J. | Members of the Alettieon society
and Richard K. Fairbanks, son of Vender Veer, Mrs. P. Vereeke and of Hope College entertainedmemThe Cosmopolitan society of Bernard Shriekema, ninety-three Mr. and Mrs. Boerman were the tion of officers and the forming ef leave soon. • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Milo I. Fairbanks, Miss Helene Klaver. Guests were: hero of their social group Friday Hope college held open house Fri- years old, passed away in the home parenta of eight children,one of
were united in marriage Thursday Mrs. K. Vereeke, Mrs. N. Kragt, night at a meeting held in the Ale- day evening at the new home, 70 of his stepdaughter. Mrs. John whom, a son, Harm, recently was, the year's program was planned Mr. and Mrt. Wm.
Mrs. P. Vereeke, Mrs. N. Wiersma, theon room. A miscellaneousproat their residence, with Rev. T. W.
Beaverdam afu the giM
guests
W. 13th street A miscellaneous WestveM, Douglas.Funeral serv killed in an automobileaccident
Mrs. B. Scheerhom,Mrs. P. Klav- gram was presented. J
Davidson officiating. Immediate
Rev. E. DeWltt, pastor of tbelttvaa in Omaha, Nebr, for a fortprogram was presented and chap- ices were held from the home Mon near Hamilton. The others are
er,
Misses
Anne
and
Helene
families and friends were present
day afternoon, Rev, Meirsina offl-lpi*of Holland. George of Oak- Second Reformedcnurch of James- night
Klaver, Mrs. M. Westerhof, Mrs.
A meeting of the Dorian literary erones for the evening were Dr. dating. Deceased was born in
at the ceremony. -Kent Thompson
Nick of Bumips, Harry of
G.
Scheerhom,
Miss
Klaver, Mrs. society was held Friday night in and Mr*. Harvey Kleinheksel,Dr.
plaved the wedding march. The
and Mrs. Gerrit Van Zy, and Mrs. Netherlands and came to this Zep,and* Mrs. Henry TerHaar of
J. Grasmeyer, Mrs. J. Vender Veer, Voorhees hall.
miscellaneous
bride wore a gown of blue chiffon
Morris, the fraternity house-mother. country when a young man. For Grand Rapids, Mrs. Bert Verbeck
Mrs. J. Smith, Mrs. W. Coeter, program was presented.
velvet, fashioned with a train, and
The committeesin charge were: the past seventeen years he lived , ot Oakland and Mia. Gerrit SchutMrs. N. Plagcnhoef, Mrs. J. Elencarried an arm bouquet of Brier
in the home of his step-daughter,
Gandville. They have 26
baas, Mrs. fi. Scheerhom and Mrs.
Members of the Sorosis society Program committee, Peter Vander Mrs. Westveld, who with an onlyltf'ndchildren and 6 great grandCliff roses. The couple left on a
Berg,
George
Zeigler
and
Maurice
Ploegsma.
enjoyed a hayride to Hurlbuts at
STATE OF MICHIGAN - ORDER OF THE CONSERVATION
trip to Chicago and upon their
daughter, Miss Core Shriekemaof children.
Central park Friday night Miss Snyder; reception committee. Howturn will make their home at
Grand
Rapids,
and
a
step-son,
P.
COMMISSION - DEER AND BEAR - COUNTIES
Mrs. Adrian Bowman, who be- Ruth Muilenberg had charge of the ard Hartough, Jack Leenhouts, J. Mendell of Maryland, survive.
East Ninth street.
Miss Marjorie Quist was honJohn Stokes, Rowland Koatkamp,
fore her marriagewas Miss Henored
at
a
miscellaneous
shower
SOUTH OF TOWN It NORTH
Andy Vollink and Wayne Wykhuls.
Evangeline Horning was honored rietta Boerman of Holland, enterThe village board has called a Thursday night at the home of
ng
at a birthdayparty Wednesday tained eleven friends Wednesda
At a meeting of the Delphi so- special election for a bond issue of Miss Haxel Schrotenboer on R. R.
dven by her mother, Mrs. night at her home in Muskegon. bocker Fraternity Thursday night,
The Director of Coaaervatioa, having made a theraagh bvaatl$15,000 for the purpose of paving 5. Prises were won by Mrs. J.
ciety
held in the Delphi room in
orning, 424 Central ave. Pnses were won by Mrs. Clara “Ladies night" was celebrated. The
cation of conditionsas regards the haatug ef deer and bear in the
Lincoln road. The electionwill be Quist and Eleanor Wierda. Guests
Voorhees hall Friday night, Prof.
Bridge was played and prises won Molenaar. Miss Bertha Troost and committee in chanre was Comie
Counties of the State aeath of Township 12 North, rersmmmMi a
held October 28.
were: Mrs. J. C. Quist, Mrs. C.
___ were:
_____ De Boer, Lester Van Tatenhove, Clarence Kleis of Hone college
by Mrs. Hanford Wenzel and Miss Miss _____
Neils __
Lick. Guests
cloned its son
Quist, Mrs. James Smeenge, Mrs.
gave
an
interesting
talk
on
the
Charles F. Bingham of Littleton,
Homing. Guests were: Miss Flor- Miss Julia Wiersma, Mrs. H. Dos- J*ck Ridenour and Harold De Pree.
THEREFORE, the Conservation Commission, by aathertty ef Art
"Future of Science." An interest- New Hampshire, paid a visit to' Al- P. Schrotenboer, Misses Annette
ence Oudman, Mrs. Verne Fogerty, ema, Mrs. M. Van Slooten,
oten, Mrs.
Mrs
Schrotenboer, Hazel Schrotenboer, 210, P. A. 1125, hereby orders that for a period of one year from
ing
program
was
given
and
later legan last Wednesday. He in a
Mrs. Edward Dekker, Miss Evelyn Dillenbeck,Miss Ethel McCarthy, Dale Robert Newhouse, who celeNovember 15, 19S5, It shall be nnlnwfnl to panne, hut or kill, or
Marian Warner, Eleanor Wierda.
Heffron, Miss GenevieveDykhuis Miss Lick. Mrs. Molenaar,Mias brated his fifth birthday,was hon- the group attended the Cosmopoli- native of Allegan, son of the late Marguerite Jarvis, Marie Ver
attempt to panne, hut or kill nay deer or hear in tbs district earn*
tan open house.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Bingham, Howe, Gertrude Beltman, Marian prisingthe coutiee of the state eonth of Tun IS North, all ef Sagand Miss Marie Driscoll.
Troost, Miss Dorothy Lick, Miss ored at a party given by Us
and wan a member of the first Umbers and the honored guest.
Josephine Berkel and Miss Hattie mother, Mrs. Robert Newhouse, 288
iaaw County, and the coutiee ef Huron, Tuscola and Sanilac eeet ef
Mrs. Sears R. McLean, retiring graduating class of Allegan high
At a meeting of the P.-T. A. of Wassink.
• • •
E. 11th street. Prises were won by
Saginaw Bay, comprising the Thumb.
>reaident
of
the
Michigan
State
the Christianschoolsheld Wednesschool. He learned the printer’s
Shirley Wiersum, Paul Barkel and
Signed, sealed sad erdered^pitelM^l^thdny ef Jaly* INS,
’’ederation
of
Women’s
Clubs,
Mrs.
Miss
Marian
Lambers
and
Miss
day night. Prof. Clarence De Graaf
trade in the old Journal office and
The Welcome Comer Class of Russel Sybesma. Guests were Melof Hope College spoke on the sub- the First M. E. Church held a Hal-!yjn Dykstra, Ain* Zwiere, Jimmie William J. Olive, eo-chainnanof for some time engaged as a news- Marguerite Jarvis entertainedwith
Director,Department«f Cunrvitiu.
iect, 'The Program of Activities
the program committee, Mrs. paper publisherin Littleton.He is a miscellaneous shower at the Conservation Commlnotoaby:
lowe’en party Friday night at the Hilbrant,Norma Van Dyke, Russel
Charles
K.
Van
Duran
and
Mrs.
home
of
the
former
on
Wednesday
for P.-T. A.” A musical program
now
president
of
Littleton
Savings
W. H. LOUT IT, Chairman.
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Bek- Sybesma. Dale and Donald New- Mayo Hadden, delegates of the
was also presented.
bank. While here he made arrange- evening in honor of Miss Marjorie
house, Elaine Barveld, Norma
ken, 315 W. 13tlf at.
RAY B. COTTON, Secretary.
local
Woman’s
Literary
club.
haVe
Quist.
Guests
were:
Gertrude
Jalvments for perpetual care of his
Pelon, Kathleen and Paul Barkel,
A meeting of the Imperial Grenreturned
from
the
annual
federaparents’ and erandnarents’ graves ing, Marie Ver Howe, Gertrude
At a regular monthly meeting Shirley Wiersum and Dale Moes.
adiers,German Band of Holland,
tion meeting in Ann Arbor. Mrs. in Oakwood. Leland Marr, state Beltman, Mrs. James Smeenge,
was held Tuesday night at the of the Wesleyan Service Guild
McLean presided over the sessions executive committeeman for dis- Miss Quist, Misses Hazel Schrotenhome of Jay Nieboer. Officers Thursday night, Mrs. Carl Har- At a meeting of the Holland which were held In the Lydia Men- abled American veterans, an- boer, Eleanor Wierda, Marian Warrington
was
hostess.
A
program
Guardian's
association
at
the
home
elected are: Jay Nieboer, presidelssohn theatre in the Michigan nounces a meeting of disabled ner, Katherine Fredericks and the
dent; Leon Schaddelee, secretary; was given and refreshments were of Mrs. Lloyd F. Reed on Monday League. Mrs. Hadden was apAmerican veterans in Griswold hostesses.
served
by
Miss
Elvera
Rasmussen
evening, plans were announced for
Osborne Vos, treasurer; Henry
pointed chairman of the resolutions auditorium Wednesday,October 23,
• • *
Windemuller,sergeant at arms; and the hostess.Guests were: tb" All-City Camp Fire party, committee,and with Mrs. Van for the nurpose of organizing a
The followingwere nominated on
Willard Dombos, librarian; and Misses Elvera Rasmussen, Claribel which was held Wednesday at 5:30 Duren arranged the deeorationsfor
Wright, Vera Johnson, Bernice p. m. at the Woman’s Literary the Michigan Centennial dinner. chanter in Allegan;also to ac- the ticket at Hudsonville caucus:
Jacob Menken, vicar.
quaint veterans with the new rul- President,Martin Boldt, Carl OhlWright, Mrs. Neil Van Leeuwen, clubhouse. A new Bluebird group
Mrs. McLean was presented with a ing pertainingto compensation. A man; clerk, Alfred De Weerd,
Mrs. G. Scheerhom, 306 E. 11th JVfae Bender, Martha Bird, Edith was organizedFriday afternoon
wrist watch from the advisorv state rehabilitation officer will be Henry Van Noord; commissioners,
board. Mrs. W. E. Chapman of present to explain his work; and Ray Van Dyke, Dick Klamer, LamIISIIESS
Cheboygan,was elected president the Buck Crosbv chanter famous bert Bloemberg, E. J. Van Bronkfor the coming year and Mrs. M. Hill Billy band will entertain. horst, Ren Hoezee, William Vander
III
R. Keyworth was named vice-presi- Peach trees full of ripened fruit Laan and Henry Schultema.Elecdent.
are a most beautiful sight and a tion will be held Tuesday, Nov. 5th.
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tree bending, with ripe red cherries
is equally so; yet nothing in the
The followingofficers were electclasses of the ChristianHigh school way of fruit exceeds in delightful- ed at the annual business meeting
held their annual party Fridav ness a tree full of ripe red apples: of the Adult Bible class of South
night in the school gymnasium. A and this is just about the right Blendon Reformed church; Presimiscellaneous program was pre- time of year to see one or a hun- dent, Peter Brink; vice president,
sented and the committee in charge dred; and the farmer will make no John Poskey; secretary,Mrs. Henconsisted of Lilith Brower, Ruth charge for the show but is likelv ry Alberda; treasurer,John Kort;
Warner, Harold Staal. John Hiet- to throw into the bargain a neck pianist, Mrs. G. Brink.
brink, Roger Brower, Charles Dyk- or so of his best.— Allegan Gaz• • •
ema aflfl Julia Dornbos. J. Jellema ette.
Gerrit Karsten of Hudsonville
and C. Pott are sponsors of the
and Mies Helen Mackus of Jenison
sophomore class and H. Hietbrink
The Sebeewa Camp Fire Group were united in marriage at the
and M, Baas are sponsors of the of Saugatuck has elected: Presi- bride’s home Thursday evening,
freshman class.
dent, Marian Taylor;vice president, Oct. 10. The young couple will live
Dolores Lovelette;secretary,Jane in Portland,Michigan.
• • •
Mary Ruth Houtman, 255 Wash- Brady; scribe, Henrietta Brackenington boulevard, celebrated her ridge; treasurer,Nita Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Lowing of
fifth birthday anniversarv Saturday
Howard Jay, the three-vear-old Hudsonville announcethe birth of
with a party given by Mrs. Doro- son of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Si^belink
a son bom Friday, Oct. 11.
thy Houtman and Mrs. Austa of East Saugatuck, was rushed to
•
Houtman. Guests were: Carol the Universityhosoital in Ann Ar- Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Rhumake*
Houtman, Merilyn Jean DeCook, bor Saturday night where a kernel who recently celebratedtheir birthGeraldine Achterhof, Jackie Hout- of corn was removed from his lung
day anniversaries,were surprised
man, Catherine Haverman, Joan Sunday afternoon. The cWM was by r» group of friends Wednesday
Houtman. Billie Houtman, Mar- sent to Ann Arbor hosniM from night at their home in West Olive.
garet Moody, Virginia Boeve, Holland hospital.His condition is Those attending were: Mra. ChrisDonna Boeve, Jacqueline Carter, as well as can be exoected.
tina Bosma, Mrs. Fred Bosma and
Drenise Raffenaud, Mary Wooden
Evan Reasegni" and Miss Evelyn Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Dvke of
and PhyllisHertz.
Ganschaw of C'hson were married Holland, Mr. and Mrs. G. Tackaberry. Mrs. Lewis Goodin and
Mrs. P. Klaver, 164 W. 17 street, recently by the Rev. Charles Bolles. daughter,Verna I^is, and Mrs.
entertained with a miscellaneous The ceremony was performed at Frank Goodin of West Olive, Mr.
shower in honor of her daughter the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank and Mrs. William Oonk »nd family
Katharine. Prises were won by Resseguie,Sr.
of Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Mrs. H. Esaenburg and Mrs. H.
The Laketown Gun c'ub held its Evink and family of Grandville
Van Dyke. Those present were: annual meeting for election of offi- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Swagman of
Mrs. H. Essenburgh. Mrs. W. Van- cors and transaction of business. Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
den Berg. Mrs. G. Bonthuis, Mrs. The club is very conservation Bosma of Zeeland.
F. Amoldink, Mrs. Mollema, Misses
minded and aids the state departielen and Ann Klaver, Mrs. J. Vanment wherever possible.
den Elst, Mrs. J. Jansen. Mrs. William Kraal, Mrs. E. Van Dyke,
A cattle pass on the site of the*
Miss Ila De Goed, Mrs. Otto Dres- new US-31, which passes through I
sel, Mrs. G. Scheerhom, Mrs. J. the pasture of Agle Glass, is under!
Otman, Mrs. F. Eby, Mrs. W. Van construction. The new road will
Til. Miss Sadie Kuite, Mrs. A. Bon- pass south of the McClare school
zelaar, Mrs. R. Visscher. Mrs. J. house, south of Holland.
Van Zoeren. Miss Lois Collius. Mrs.
Donald Tuttle,age 14. of HopP. Collius, Mrs. K. Buurma, Mrs. C.
McNaughton, Mrs. R. Newhouse, kins, Allegan countv, died instantly
Mrs. H. Van Dvke, Mrs. H. Mass from a broken neck when he fell
Mrs. William Wolvius, Mrs. Fred 30 feet from a tree attempting to
Meyer, Miss Anna Van Zoeren and retrieve a squirrel which he had
shot yesterday.
the hostess.
The freshman and sophomore
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In almost every going
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new Ford V-8 grew out of

the Ford purpose to

make every feature of the
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car meet the standard of V-8 engine quality.

When

the

-

Ford Motor Company introduced

honored with

*to the low-price field a type of engine that

been used only in the most expensive cars,

had

it set

a
Behind Every Feature

new standard of quality.

of the

Drive a new Ford far enough
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—

to get the
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and value— in

style,

936 Ford

It

the Standard of V’8

V-8 performance. Then check the wealth of

features that reflect this

1

Engine Quality
New modern

same standard of quality

appearance*

styled for today

New

comfort, driving ease, safety.

radiator grille, longer

hood
New, wide-flaring, streamlined
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showers

at

Properly secured commercial loans of
this charseter are

good business for

the bank as well as for the borrower,

and

for the

Such
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community in
which are
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are
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practically

a short tune,
always welauned by this lark

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holland, Michigan
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LOOKS UP

Aaldering, Dorothy Wolbert, Anna
Bolles,Zelpha Gilman, Mary Resseguie, Dolly Volkema. Beatrice
Van Dine, Miss Grace Bolles and
Mrs. Frances and Mrs. Granschaw.

NEWS

general

“seif-paying” within

Ruth Boyce, Kate Boyce, Ruth
Meyers, Hattie Fuder, Genevieve

OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS

bad

in the business usually within 90 daya.

Fourteen women of Gibson were
present at the meeting of the Gibson Mission circle Thursday at the
home pf Mrs. Mabel Boyce. Those
present were Mrs. Mabel Boyce,

Hudsonville,her home. Miss TelJohn Postma, Mrs. Schweirenga,
genhofa marriage to J. Vereeke of Mrs. Minnie Schroeder and Mr.
Holland takes place this fall.
and Mrs. George Aalderink of McClare motored to Dayton, O., to atEntertainments by a radio troupe tend the funeral of an uncle, Will
featuring the “Hoosier Hotshots,” Bush, who was a former McClare
will be given Nov. 21. sponsored by resident.
the V. F. W. Proceeds will go to a
charity fund for the widows and
orphan home and for the Holland
baby clinic. Three preformances
will be given in the armory, one in
the afternoon and two in the eveMr. and Mrs. Albert Olthuis of
Mantello Park celebrated their
ning. *
55th wedding anniversary Friday
evening with a party at their
ZEELAND
home. Both Mr. and Mrs. Olthuis
were bom in Germany and came
Jarrett N. Clark was at the court
to America in 1891. Mr. Olthuis
house in Grand Haven on business
is 85 and Mrs. Olthuis is 76, both
Saturday.
being in good health and very ac•
Followingthe discussion for a tive. They are members of the
Seventh Reformed Church and atmass meeting for sometime in Notend Dutch services, although both
vember, these officers were elected
do speak English very well. Their
at a board meeting of the Zeeland
league of Men’s Federation of the children are: Mrs. Frank Rennick
of Detroit and Mrs. Henry LooChristian Reformed church: Presiman, Mrs. Albert De Maat, Mrs.
dent, Benjamin Smits of Beaverdam; vice president,John Krol of Edward Hasaink, Mrs. H. Hameiink and Gerrit John Olthuis,all of
Hudsonville:secretary, Albert VanHolland. There are 16 grandchilden Brink, Zeeland; treasurer, Herdren.
man Vork of Allendale.

Goods

made, and the proceeds will be

JO

THE BEAUTY

materials.

is

he manufactured;sales will be

will

t

Dr. Seth Vander Werf of Holland
gave a stereo sconic lectureat Second Reformed church at Zeeland
Monday evening. The picture and
lecture were pleasing and instructive, telling of missionarywork
among the Indians. Mr. Vander
Werf came under the auspices of
the League for Service.
o.
Miss Adalaide Telgenhof is being

nets there

bus!
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• Noted

scientists

point out that reading under a lamp

the only light source in the room

which

is
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eyes. While you are totally unconscious of

is

detrimental
it,

such

a situation demands that the eyes constantly adjust and
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Inc.
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Open
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St.

Holland, Mich.

Marjorie Mae Taylor, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nibbelink of
Bass River visited friends in Zee- of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Taylor
of MontelioPark, celebrated her
land recently.
4th birthday anniversary in Grand
« • •
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Jabaay of Rapids at the home of her grandMunster, Ind., visited at the home parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Cook.
of the Rev. and Mrs. A. Jabaay, on Those present were: Alice and
Iplana Van Dyke, Miss Jane De
South State st., the past week.
Groot. Mr. and Mrs. George Van
Zeeland defeated Allegan here Der Kooy, Mrs. C. Pikkart, Marthis afternoon, 13 to 0, scoring jorie Mae Dyke. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
twice in the second quarter and Cook, Mr. and Mrs. William Tayrepulsingan Allegan attack with a lor and Norma June Taylor.

readjust themselves as they

the printed page. The result is eye-strain.

There should be a good general
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Better Sight
contrasts

lamps eliminate sharp

by throwing light up to

aaftaaallsht,
pravaata|lara>

the ceiling

where

it is

redirected

to other parts of the room, as

sturdy pass defense in the last
Mra. Barbara Svihla, patient at
quarter. Zeeland recovered a fumbled nunt in mid-field and succes- Holland hospital,who celebrated
sive long passes from Tenchienk her 79th birthday anniversary Frito Lokers and Brower moved the day, was pleasantly surprised by
visitors into scoring position. A the many
series of line plays placed the hall beautiful __
on the 4-yard line from where Van ceived. Mr*. Svihla Is known to
Valkenburg plunged across for a friends as “Grandma" and has
touchdown. Lokers converted. In spent the last four years in a hosthe same period Zeeland kicked off pital bed. She was greeted early
the morning by a large birthafter the counter. Allegan punted
poorly out of bounds on the 28. A day cake, baked by Miss Bernapass and two cross bucks moved dette Condon, dietitian at the hospital. The cake waa decorated and!
tho ball near\ the goal and
Tenchienk passed to Brovrer for 79 ca
another touchdown. Lokers,
"cjdved many Kift* from
and Tenchienkstood out for
rt
60 card, and
land. Allegan gained more yard- tottersof congratulation.
age through the line and threatened to score in the last period. Mr. and Mrs. Kfeas
Two forward passes were incom- marked the fiftieth anniversary of
ptete SrCTtbe rSdr nullifyingthe their marriageOctober19 at fceir

glance back and forth from

well as directing a diffused light

downward.

ELECTRICAL
ASSOCIATES Jm
OF HOLLAND
MASS
KNOLL
JOHN

BROS.

c

$

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Mias Fannie Woodatra.
nated by the late Mn. H. J. Kol"Be ye also patient; establish len of East 18th st, haa been reyour hearts: for the coming of the decorated and partly refurnished.
Lord draweth nigh."

NOORDKLOOS

Looman, Sunday afternoon.
Enainr on Tuesday even In p.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Der “Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dc*
Mrs. Ben Lemmen, L Lemmen Zwaag and family visitedat the visited Mr. and Mrs. Bterry Baker
and Mr. tnd Mrs. John Vsldheer, home of John Wedeveen Thursday recently.
DEER IN ALLEGAN
P
On Monday, October 7, a number
til of Holland,visited Mr. and Mrs. evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Banks vis- of relativesgather sd et the home
IMMANUAL CHURCH
B. Lemmon recently.
SO TROUBLESOME IT
ited at the home of their son, Mr. of Mr. and Mrs. John Van Hoven
Services in the Armory
iimvi
IS DISPATCHED Mr. and Mrs. Aria Vogel called
and Mrl. Paul Banks in Croton a to help celebrateMrs. Van Hoven’s
Rev. J. Lanting, Pastor
at the home of H. Maatman last
few days last week, j
eightiethbirthday.
THE OPEN BIBLE CHURCH
10:00 a. m. — Morning worship.
A buck deer, a member of Alle- Wednesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Boone of ZeeMisses Ruth and Myrtle Beek of
All Sunday meetings are held in Rev. Geo. Tuinstra of the Grace gan county's herd of wild whiteMany from the local congrega land were supper guests at the Wyoming Park visited their parThe Woman s Literary Club build- chapel, Grandville,Mich., will be in tails, that nad become so tame and tion assistedin the work of clean- home of Jim Knoll Sunday evening. ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Beek,
charge of the services Sunday. aggressive that it was annoying ing the church last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Derf over the week-end.
?0:00 a. m. — Morning worihip. Come and hear him.
and attacking humans, was shot in
Mr. and Mrs. M. Laarman and
and son, Harold, were in
Mr. and Mrs. William Eniinf vis11:30
a.
m.
—
Sunday
school.
A real time of fellowshipwith a
Trowbridge township,Allegan, Fri- family called at the home of B. Grsmf Rapids on business
ssM
Monday. ited Mr. and Mrs. John E. Hop,
2:30
p.
m.
—
Children’s
meetvisiting pastor.
day morning by Conservation Offi- Lemmen last Sunday evening.
tende
Many
from
here attended
the recently.
any fi
...mL^
11:20 a. m. — Bible school. ing.
cer Harry Plotts. The trouble beKuyera
Ku; ers at OtI of Henry
H
Rev. and Mrs. Fopma visited funeral
Mr.; and Mrs. Martin V redeveld
3:00 p. m. — Jail services.
Classes for all ages. Very ingan weeks ago, when men working Mrs. Heslingaand *Mra. Lemmen tawa Saturday Mr. Kuyers
kUyer was and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
7:30 p. m. — Evening worship.
structive.
on the municipal dam on the Kala- who are confined to their homes operated on for appendicitis
ndkit
dlciti
and Tim Beek and aon on Sunday.
4:00 p. m. — Children’s hour. Song service. Rev. Tuinstra will mazoo river coaxed the deer to feed
passed away st the hoep
with illness last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hop visited
speak.
Growing interest among live youngfrom their hands and gave it toMiss Berdins Vinkemulder,the Mr. and Mrs. George Oldenbecken
A meeting of the women of the
Tuesday evening
Country bacco and other tidbits.
sters.
church will meet Wednesday after- daughter of Mrs. Phillip Vinkemul- on Sunday.
' 6:30 p. m.
Young people’s prayer meeting.
The buck speedily lost its normal
The Girls' League for Service
Thursdayevening — Casey Van- shyness and fear of humans, and boon at the parsonage to decide der from Holland,was quietlywed
meeting. Choruses, songs, special
whether or not to hold a Ladies’ to Mr. John Olthoff of Holland. held their annual sale at the Y. M.
der Jagt and family will conduct
apeaker.
soon became troublesome,striking
After the ceremony they motored C. A. building on Friday evening,
7:80 p. m. — Evening evangelis- the midweek prayer meeting in the at the men with its antlers. Three Aid society.
to their brother and sister-in-law's,
armory.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Schilleman Mr. and Mrs. Markus Vinkemulder October 1L Mr. Lewis Zagers was
tic service. Rousing song service
weeks ago Plotts,in the hope of
auctioneer. A fishing pond was
o
before the message by visiting paspreventing further trouble, caught visited their sona last week in De- for a wedding supper. They will enjoyed by the kiddies.
troit
and
Flint
and
returned
to
tor.
MISSIONARIES STILL
the deer and cut off the antlers.
make their home In Holland.
Rev. and Mrs. E. De Witt moRETURNING TO POSTS Further reports of the deer’s peev- their home Monday.
tored to Chicago on Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Brondyk, Alma,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
ishnesswere received, however, and
Dr. William Rues attended the
ZUTPHEN
Mrs. Annie H. Hoekje sailed n Plotts decided to kill the animal Mattie and Mrs. E. Rhodes, all of
medical convention at Detroit.
Services in Warm Friend Tavern
week ago Saturday from Vancouv- lest it injure some one seriously. Holland, visited with Mr. and Mrs.
The quarterly meeting of the Miss Clara Van Omen spent the
10:30 a. ra.— Sunday service.
er for Japan, where she has served
The venison will he given to the H. Bishop.
young people's alliance was held in weekend with her parents at Oak
8:00 p. m. — Wednesday evening
as Reformed missionary since 1908. county farm. Cases of this kind,
An organizational meeting was the local enujeh on Thursday eve- land.
testimonialmeeting.
Her husband, Rev. Willis G. while extremelyrare among wild held Tuesday night in the N. H. ning. • Rev. Yff, pastor of the Friends in this community were
"Probation After Death" will be
Hoekje, is the missionary pastor of deer, are not uncommon among school to discuss whether a band North Blendon Christian Reformed notified of the birth of a daughter,
the subjectof the lesson -sermon in
Hope Reformed church and has bucks kept in an enclosure. Such or an orchestra would be organ- church and president of the alli- bom to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Yntema
all Christian Science churches and
served in Japan since 1907.
animals frequently become aggres- ized.
ance opened with prayer and led in of Holland on October 12. Consocieties throughout the world on
EighteenReformed missionaries sive toward their human keepers,
th esong services. The Snejlersis- gratulations!
Sunday, October 27, 1935.
have returned to their posts in especially with the approach of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Beckafordof
ters of Borculo sang "Have You
OLIVE
CENTER
China, Japan. India and Arabia their mating season in autumn,
Counted the Cost." A reading was Holland called on Mr. and Mrs
BIBLE WITNESS HALL
within the past four months. One and many animal men declare that
given by Mr. John Belfortof Bea- Bert Mensinga.
Zeeland
Mrs. Hulsman’s daughter, Gladys
new short term missionary in a buck deer is a far more dangerverdam. The local mixed quartet, Mrs. Jansma of Grand Rapids
C. Tarvestad, Pastor
John W. Beardslee, formerly of ous and treacherous pet than a of Overisel,spent Tuesday at the comprisedof Misses Alice Peuler visited Mr. and Mrs. William Zee.
home of Mrs. Jack Nieboer.
10:00 a. m. — I Cor. X.
Holland,has been commissioned to bear.
Mrs. Fannie Rymbrandt and
and Lulu Art*, and Messrs. Titus
11:30 — Bible school.
Arabia. Mrs. John VanEss plans
Harry Van Der Zwaag had a Heyboer and Alvin Ringewold, who Mrs. Florence Tigelaar, Mr. T.
2:00 p. m. — School house serv- to sail Oct. 31 from New York for
Rev. J. Lanting, pastor of Im- lathing bee at his house in Crisp
sang “Never Grow Old. The Rives Rymbrandt and Eleanor attended
ices.
Arabia.
manuel church, has left for St. last week.
sisters of Jamestown plaved saxo- the wedding of Kenneth Rym6:15 p. m. — Y. P. meeting.
Meanwhile20 Reformedmission- Louis, Mo., where he will be the
Miss Deane Knoll of Holland was
sts, accompaniec
accompanied- by Miss brandt and Wilma Rity at Dorr on
hone duets,
7:30 p. m. — “Signs of Christ's aries have returned to this coun- speaker at Bible conference meet- a week-end guest at the home of
lizabeth van Nova!. The Overisel Friday.
Coining.” This is the second in a try from foreign fields on fur- ing for the next two weeks. Dur- James Knoll.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mensinga
society
ity was represented by a diaaeries on "Signs of the Times.”
lough. Eight of these have served ing his absence next Sunday the
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Lente log, “Honesty
y Is the Best Policy." called on their parents, Mr. and
7:80 p. m. — Wednesday. Cot- from 26 to 38 years.
pulpit of Immanuel church will be and Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Van Der
The mixed qu
quartet sang "Face to Mrs. Bert Mensinga, on Saturday.
tage prayer meeting at the home of
Rev. and Mrs. Dirk Dykstra, Re- supplied by Rev. George Tuinstra Meulen of Holland called at the
Face” and Rev. S. Vroon closed Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wiers of
Mrs. Blaukamp.
formed missionariesfor nearly 30 of Grace chapel. Grandville,Mich. home of their mother, Mrs. Gerrit
Grandvillevisited Mr. and Mrs.
with prayer.
10:00 a. m. Saturday. — Jewel years in Arabia, now on furlough Next week. Thursday evening. Bartels, Saturday afternoon.
The
Ladies’ Aid society met on John Poortengaand Mr. and Mrs.
in this country, will make their Casey Vander Jagt and family will
class.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Loomarf Thursday afternoon.Rev. S. Vroon Henry Beek on Thursday.
7:30 p. ra. Saturday — Y. P. residence in the foreign mission conduct the midweek prayer meet- and family of Holland called on
Rev. E. De Witt, pastor of the
conducted the Scripture lesson.
prayer meeting at the home of board’shome here. The home, do- ing in the armory.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harm
Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis and Mrs. Second Reformed church, has anRollie Nyenhuis were hostesses. nounced to his congregation that
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height, and the king In Us moat
drunken and irreverentstate, that
the hand that wrote appeared.The
patience of God wu exhausted.
While the Medea and Persians ware
surrounding.the city and maUng
ready to break through ita gates
Belshazzar wu drinking ana carousing.
The three words, the first one

able to toll wkht their significance
wu for the king and his dominion.
It remained for Daniel to reveal
this. Hue nwant numbered.God
gave a number of yun to the empire, and that number
now
filled. Not another could be added.
Tekel meant weighed. God had
placed the vain Ung on scales and
found him light, inferior, counterrepeatedfor emphuis, constitut- feit He did not musure to the
ing the inscriptionsent dread ter- required standard.He had been
ror to the hurt of the king. They charged with a trust, and instead
may have been written up and down of guarding it he wutod it Peru
like Chinese characters, but we meant divided. The kingdom was
cannot be sure. The wise men to be broken to pieces and given to
whom the king first summoned others. That very night the city
could no doubt give the rauning fell to the besiegers and the king
of the words, but they were not wu slain.

—

—

-

-

Rev. S. Vroon has begun his annual house visitation this week.

he has

accepted the call to Mt.
of

Greenwood Reformed church

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Moring Chicago.
Miss Ella Ensing spent Sunday
of Hudsonville are the happy parents of a daughter born Wednes- with Mr. and Mrs. Orrie Tanis
day, Oct. 16. Mrs. Moring was for- of Grand Rapidi.
Mrs. L. De Vries is staying at
merly Miss Lena Roelofs of this
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Hoppen Mensinga for some time.
Henry Van Koevering is confined
were entertained at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Zwiers Sunday to his bed at the home of Mrs. A.
Bosch.
evening.
Mrs. William Roberta and DonMr. and Mrs Leonard Von Ess
called on their aunt, Mrs. J. En- na and Mr. Gerrit Vande Bunte
gelsman, who is staying with her motored to Allegan on Wednesday.
Hiss Emma Zagers, student at
children, Mr. and Mrs. William EnHope college,spent the week-end
gelsman of Oakland.
Mr. Harm Ensing of Drenthe with her pamto, Mr. and Mrs. Alvisited with Mr. and Mrs. William bert Zagers.
Mrs. H. D. Vande Bunte visited
Ensing recently.
Miss Hildreth Ver Hage of Mr. Gerrit Vander Bunte Thursday.
The Christian Endeavor society
Vrieslandwas the guest of her
friend, Miss Hilda Zwiers, Friday of the Second Reformed church
met Sunday evening with Mr. John
evening.
Lammere as the leader. His topic
o
for discussion was “The Effects
JAMESTOWN
Alcohol Hu on Body and Mind."

wmm
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-
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Rev. S. De Witt exchanged pulpits with Rev. Ellerbrook of
Rapids on Sunday, Oct. 13.

at first sip rV

Grand

SUNDAY DINNER

Mr. Nieneker of Buraips visited
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Van Klompen*
berg and children on Sunday.
Rev. B. W. Lammers has returned to his home after attending the fiftieth anniversary of the
Reformed church of Hull, Iowa,
Rev. Lammers was the first min-

\
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ister there.

Goldin Bantam

CORN

COFFEE
PEAS
PINEAPPLE

PEARS

Vacuum Puck
Nc. 2 cun

Mrs. Henry Van Noord recently.
Rev. Ed DeWitt and Mr. Henry
Kronemeyer attended the synodical convention at Wisconsin
Thursday,Oct.

10.
U
wl-feawa watt
_ — c-

*

---- * ---- „

—

,wiBf*

plentiful and cheap. Green bean* are
Wiers of Grand Rapids recently.
th«l last week. Moshreoms
The first meeting of the P.-T. A. an pleatifalaad fairlyekaap la loealwas held Thursday evening, Oct ittea whaw than la • dfamanl far th«u.

dMaur

Maw
Jamestown school. The ful
.
meeting was opened by singing; betha
prayer was offered by Rev. DykBare
jouse. The followingprogram
wu rendered: Selections by the
orchestra;saxophonequartet; cornet solo by Theodore Bowman, accompanied by Mrs. Della Bowman.
Educational pictureswere furnish13, at the

old-fashioned

which Henry Bowman was

ASPARAGUS

“Quickest way to the heart

through the
senses.” So tonight, if you want to make a
hit with the man who pays your bills, set
before him a steaming plate of Heinz Chicken
is

TIPS

SPINACH
APRICOTS

of ribbon-noodlesare added at just the right

moment. Expert seasoning completes a
that will cause

dish

Lav Out

Wmm

How

hell relish that “homey” full-flavored

broth, filled to the brim with choice morsels
of chicken and delicatelycooked noodles! So

m

.

Cak flaw

w yma;

secretary,Mrs. Lillian
Roberts; treasurer, Mrs. Martha

Pi#
Coffre

. .

Grapefruit

nourishingthat

it’s

really a meal in

Heinz lavishes all the care

making

itself.
of the 20

of old-time cooks in

We

simmer down
flavor and aroma are

this favorite soup.

the rich stock until

Chicken Noodle Soup

this

back

Heinz Soups

listed below.

guarantee: Your
if it

Vary Spadal Dinner

you ever tasted.

Chicken Gumbo Creole

20 DELECTABLE SOUPS

Cream

of

Asparagus

Clam Chowder

Consomme

Cream

of

Green Pea

Consommd Madrilene
Bean Soup
Onion Soup

Pepper Pot

‘J

Beef Broth
Scotch Broth

V
AX-

s£du
i°up

Cream of Celery
Cream of Tomato
Com Chowder

HEINZ
homemade
SOUPS
style

MM

JOSEPHINE GIBSON—
on the air with new retipea and

menus,

every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday morning.
Tans in lor

sure

October 27, 1935

BELSHAZZAR’S FEAST
(Daniel 5:17-28)

.

these thin
things were his not beet
of the might that
his own,
because
io the deities
deitiea he
ha worshipped
worshii
gave them to him. They were be-

wu

stowed on hhn by God. Whatever
portion of them had been transmitted to Belshazzar came also from
Belshazzar made a great feut. the same divine hand.
He had u his guests a thousand
King Nebuchednezzer, like most
lords. Wine was served in abundorientalmonarchs, wu erratic, caance. As the feut progressed the
pricious and despotic. He used the
more ha drank, and the more he power given him In a brutal mandrank the more silly and conceited
ner. The nations round about
he became. In his irreverenceand
feared him, not because they loved
)ride he ordered the sacred vessels,
him, but because they trembled for
aken from the temple at Jerusatbeir lives at the mention of his
lem neariy fifty yean, befora, to be
name. This power that wu his exbrought In to enrich the occuion.
tended from the Euphratesto the
While the revelers, men and womMediterranean, and to the lands of
en, drank and did foolishly,the
Egypt. He knew how to exalt his
fingers of a man's hand appeared,
friends and how to crush his enemoved toward the white wall and mies.
wrote several words on it
The king had promised Daniel Now what wu Belshaxiar'ssin?
a purple robe, a chain of gold, and It wu tiiis. He closed his eyes to
the position of the third raler in lessons of history. He wu familHi kingdom if ha could give the iar with the downfall of Nebuchedmeaning of the handwriting. The nexzar and the cause of it And
proffered bribe wu no temptation Daniel's address to the king was
to the prophet He would not give intended to lay on his conscience
the impraasion that ha wu being the solemn truth that he should
actuated by a mercenary spirit He have taken heed to the colossal
declined to have either his own or blunder and awful punishment ef
the king's mind distracted from his grandfather.He had gone on
the importantsubject of knowing deliberatelysinning against light,
the will of God u revealed in the and wantonlyand persistentlydehandwriting.Babylon wu on the fying the God of heaven. To be
are of destruction,and it wu no unable or unwillingto learn
time for the giving or receivingof ample is always a mark of
rewards. It djd not take Daniel new. The height of sacr
long to see in what condition the Daniel on the part of the king
king wu, and therefore he quickly the desecrationof the sacred
perceived what might be the intent sels that had been captured from
of the words on the wall. He no the temple in Jerusalem.
In his
erusaiem. in
ms
drunken state al! ifthings were alike
to the king. He could preiec gold
and silver u well
___the God of
ill u
heaven. The king wu an avowed
2° »t«r. and the senseltssneu of
mm-w ewovu vwwi idolatry is here dwelt upon.
It seems to have been at this

Henry Geerlings

soup

Cream of Oyster

Mock Turtle
Vegetable Soup
Cream of Spinach
Cream of Mushroom

Each carries

money

isn't the finest

of its kind

any

1Is.b.

2

5I‘~U*1**

2

3
5*11*-

Fish

*.«

CRACKERS

19«

..." ;oc

MWJ*«

Beans

Tuna

Sedas er

lh.

Grahams

Pk«.

29c
|0c

|qc

...

17c

Max. House or Condor Coffee ^ “ 25c
Chase A Sinborn Coffee ^ b** 23c
Beechnut
a n. 26c
Hills Bros.
*• 27c

Coffct

Coffee
Every Meal

Apple Butter
Mustard
Keyke Oice

Ma

Iona Peaches

He.

Raisins

«>•

2

28-ee. jar

25c

««* 10c

Bre wa's

^

2
Halve# A
2M

25c
29c

ana

4

44h.phf.27e

**H4h. hag BBe

Rolled Oats

^

White Corn

3

*•'*•'

*-

21c

the.

19c

cans

25c

H-lk

Blue Label

10c

tin

Blue Label
Mb. tb 19.

Krispies

Campfire

85c

i**

4
5

Bulk Rice

5

“ 29c
2 *k<>- 23c

Marshmallows

wu

'

(A:

Butter

Peanut

19c

b°'k f»r

2 Mar 29C

*>it»«

Whitahouse Milk
Macaroni or Spaghetti
Encore Noodles

(.econo.

pk*. Sc

2 pts* 9c
8-os. tea

15c

Aaorlcaa, Ptmeato, Brick lb.

27c

Ch««sc

Ea»y Task

H

^

CHIPi

Soap

5

Canvas
Geld Dust
Sunbrita

Ring

Htini

Cleanser

r»>»

25c

crad# no.

i

3

2

13c

K*

SolldPach Froeb frorethe Soa

Soups I

Hoins Kttchup

Fancy Tomato

Htini Biby Foods
Stoaks
BEEF POT ROAST
BEEF ROAST Ckoke Ckuch

Smokod
3

3

j..p s.., f... .uk i,.. 19c

Cuk.

Bologna

Oysters

29c

®*d‘

Soap
Cleanser
Gloves
.1

Wyandotte

17c

lb Pkf.

c—mh* 4 r»iu 19c
cu>t b... to >>.„ J7C
10 «>u. 41c
2
15c

Northern Tissue *•**

Ajax
Fall Naptha

33c

6t*n cans

Chocolate
Feed Drink
«<*

LeifChmSt

Pabst-.tt

.

'

r.

2

N°-

Since or Cottoiuet

Novy

“

F“c»

Ann Paso Ketchup

Chrere
Milk

IGpasfltt

you finished— ready to heat and serve. Cooked
are tasted— io be sure they’re right. Try

tan

Bread aad Batter

Apple
Tatar

Saturday.
Mrs. T. Van Haitsma visited her lOaaaarola®m?cSnC M^Thed Potatoes
Buttered Spinseh
children,Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit HeyOraajN aad Crepe Sal.d
boer.
Belli tad Batter
Mr. and Mrs. William Albright
"“cSi
of Hudsonville visited Mr. Bert 1

Heinz Soups, Chicken Noodle comes to
home-style soups

2ean

No.

No. 2

1 pkg.CararerfCrackar
Jackie with Ib.pkg. MarshmallowsISe

anyone to exclaim!

in small batches, these truly

r

Other Fall Fattival Bargatmt

Kraft's
all

•qoarocaa25C

10c
J5c
Hd.cc No. 2 H can
J cans 35C
S^Jml .r SA^Ucc JlS.uc.pkp. 2Sc

PEACHES
RAISINS

Wheat

Barf with Onions

Noodle Soup.
Like

27c

cu.

elected

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ten Have
visitedMr. and Mrs. John Wyma
and Dr. and Mrs. William Rues on

perfect. Cubes of chicken and tender strands

2

ptcuic st, i,

resident;vice president,Mr. John

Sneden.

Chicken Noodle Soup

27c

15c
N«. 2H uu 19c
2 cm 21c

TOMATOES

Karo Syrup
Kero Syrup

ed by Dr. Moes.
Business meeting was held at

HEINZ

they taste

when

c.ni

slsed fresh

on

Men's hearts beat faster

25c

In. cun

h.-...

ASPARAGUS

ib.ti.

t

3.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vande Bunte
of Hudsonville visited Mr. and

J

wu

Picnics

BOILING BEEF

GROUND BEEF
Pork Steak
Hresh herring

Cata

19c
3 can. 2S(
Ifo. bottle

v#i

HOLLAJVD CITY

Three

Section

.......

.........

ml
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New Dock Stamp Will
Be Work of Art

Tax Drive
Word received from the offidaU
In Progress
of the U. S. Bureau of
Survey
the new duck
In This County
stamp for
1935-36 hunting

/

• T

*

‘

#i

28th St and Lincoln Ave* Holland, Mich.

BRANCH OFFICE— SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-PHONE

9533

A

News

—telli a ttorg of strength

and

growth in public service.
¥N our prcriona adroHaancBt*e pointed oat
1 tint 53,000,000 deporiton hire eotnuted
**t

billian dollin in

tMr Kudu. Tie bt-

«»*• “»“on*We Spre. show bow

benkt

ve

aoond coneemtiTe loaai and ioTeetaMate:—
real

ew

tate.-alae billian doOere; lonan to indhidniln

end business concerns, twelre

billion

doOers;

jnTestmeatstadirectFedenlfOTcnnneat
loins,
obUjathm of nrioos

eleven billion dollars;in

gorerament recovery corporations,one
dollars; Investments fat state

and

PRIIND OP WILD LIFE— j. N. Din

llnth- “DIhb” to millions who lave hie
cartoon*—Is also director of the U. 6.
Biological Survey and hoed of a groat
program for mtorlng tho wild Ufa ef
tho country.Sportsmen arc supporting
him through thonoWly organ lied

mmm:

$

wild Mia
Institute,
and farmers

are, onllet>

Ing In

hla

BRITISH WAR VKSSELS OUARD SUIXA number of British war voeaols are eeween

orueade

treted at Pert Said, entrance te
of

men end tone

of

corporate securities, ail bffion dollars.

munltlene..

WORKS WNILB

HONKYMOON.
(NO— Seeretty
married Join
Crawford,famoue

areen

•

alar,

broadcastsfrom
New York City
where ehe end her

aeter hueband
Prenehet Tent
are ependlagtheir

honeymoon.

.

bonds, over three billion dollars; bt American

.

a

whole is fully measuring op to tts daties In the
pubSe services it is rendering.

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

-

-

DEPOSITS INSUREDiUPlTOl$5W

CURRENT EVENTS PHOTOGRAPHED POR

—

billion

mm.MH

This bank feels that American banking as

WEEKS NEWS
THE NEWS
mm

In TAe

*•"*

tlw
employing thews depodte through

Beak loan on firm had* and dtp

MINISTER, DIES

Biological

OEIIEI & VMDEN BERG

Bonking

FORMER 8AUOATUCK MAN,

News of the death of Rev. Frederick Westphal, 72, at Union Bay
indicates that
s
near Opntonagocame to Saugatuck
the
friends Wednesday. Mr. Westphal
son will bo another .work of art
served in the Presbyterian minisDuring the summer time with the
appealing to collectors as well as to
try 40 years. He built the Presdeadline
Labor
Day,
the
Ottawa
sportanen and conservationists
debyterian church at Oontonagonin
county
courthouse
was
filled
with
siring to help in the establishment
1910 and was its pastor seven
jA*P*y*™
who
were
materially
of waterfowl refuges.
yfars. His family lived at Saugabenefited
by
paying
their
delinThe new stamp, designed by
tuck. When he was a young man
W. Benson, who has been quent taxes that were accrued be- and here he married Miss Florence
culled the dean of American duck fore and during 1932. Governor Dennis, who with four children
•tchera,depicts three eanvasbacks Frank Fitzgeraldand Auditor Gen- survive.
in their first sweep through the eral John J. O'Hara, have signed
Funeral services were held at
air after taking off from a placid public announcementsthst now the Oontonagon. Burial was in Riversurface interspread with water delinquenttaxes for 1933 and 1934 side cemetery.
plants. The drawing will be for- “n, t* paid at a big saving. The
warded to the postoffice departmentlimit of tune, however, has been set
LUCRE?. I
BOR I, INTER.
where the complete design will be for November 1.
During August the Ottawa coun- NATIONALLY KNOWN SINGER,
made.
_ The second migratory bird hunt- ty treasurer,Mr. Den Herder, took
AT GRAND RAPID*?
mg stamp will follow the precedent n 1110,000,approximately, in, deestablished by the first one, de- linquent taxes, much of It prior to
A talentedprima donna, a versasigned by J. N. Darling, famous 1933. Now the drive is on again
cartoonist“Dina,” who fs chief of and those who owe taxes for 1933 tile artist of the highest ranking,
the survey, and the officials ex- and 1934 can pay these at the coun- the diminutive Lucrezia Bori who
pressed an expectationthat future ty treasurer’soffice if these are will give her costume recital at the
stamps will continue to provide a Ottawa county taxes and in Alle- Grand Rapids Civic Auditorium on
series representing the work of gan county at the Allegan county November 5 is also a genuine
treasurer’soffice, in fact this is Americansports woman of no little
prominent artists.
Like this season’s stamp, which true in every county in the state. prowess.
It is well to call on your treasWhen she first came for the sumpurchased,the one for
the TJ5- 36 season will be on sale urer to see how your property tax mers to Ravinia Park near Chicago
stands.
one could see her on the golf links
at postoffices for $1 and 90 per cent
From a circularsent out by the looking as sombre as an owl, pracof the proceeds from the sales will
be used in acquiring refuge areas state, we get the followinginforma- ticing stroke, swing and all the
tion:
technique of the game as though
in connectionwith the bureau’sproHaving paid many millions of her life depended on it.
gram of waterfowl restoration. The
Not being satisfied with being an
remaining10 per cent is used in dollars in back taxes for 1932 and
administration of the act of con- PJ*a* year8> t*1® Property owners expert golfer the little Bori learned
gress authorizing the stamp and of Michigannow have the chance tennis too. which she always enrequiring that one be in the pos- to save substantialsums on their joyed before an invigoratingswim
at which art she is also an adept.
session of every person over 16 taxes for 1933 and 1934, as well.
Save 15^i per cent
and even
Of course Bori is best known as
years of age who hunts ducks,
m0r^_ on 1933 Regular Taxes!
geese or brant.
the leading soprano of the MetroSave 6H per cent — and even politan Opera Company, and as a
guest artist on many leading radio
The Moody
Institute an- more _ on 1934 Regular Taxes!
oody Bible Institute
Tho Legislaturehas made special programs. Among the numbers
nounces sipecial meetings to be held
October 20-November
L ......
1, 1935, in provisions for the pavment of these
taxes bv waiving all Interestand
the Hudsonville
:ational
Pena'tiea.
(The only extra coat
ev. C.
“•“ferthuis, pastor. The speaker von have to pay is a 4 per cent colwul be Dr. Henry Ostrom of our lection charge.)
NOTE: In the case of 1933 an 4
extension staff.
Services will be held as follows: 1934 Special Assessmentsintere t
both Sundays at 10 a. m., 3:00 p. of 34 per cent per month muit be
added. ‘
m., and 7:15 p. m.; week days, 7:30
The law provides that back taxes
p. m. Tuesday, the 29th, will be
Alumni Day, and Dr. Ostrom will (for all years but 1934) not paid
address an afternoon meeting at in accordance with amended stat3:00 o’clock. That evening there utes shall be offered for tale by
will be a fellowshipsupper before the auditor-generalof the state.
See your county treasurer imthe service.
mediately. Give him the legal deo
The Parent-Teachefassociation scription of your property,and pav
of the Montello Park school will in net amount (plus 4 per cent colpresent a program on “Travel” to- lection charge). Or, better still,
night at 7:30 p. m. Mrs. John jjjy by mail and avoid standing in

J

For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling

•oue 45
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Holland, Michigan, Thursday, October 24, 1935

DIAL | 4651
j'ff
^

.*
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M

Mills is in charge of the program,

which includes other numbers.

• While there is no 10-year plan
for 1933 and 1934 taxes, your county treasurer will credit you with
any portionof these taxes that you
are able to pay. Then you will
only have to pay interestand penalties on the unpaid balance.
There is still time to put
your taxes for 1932 and prior years

NOTE:

on the

ROLLING OVER AT SIXTY
MILIB AN HOUR— "Lucky*
Toter, daredevil driver, cubJcctc the 19S6 Plymouth te a
ear lee ef helnralalngtesta. A
new type girder oteet frame
end eefety-eteel body enables
the ear te wlthotandoueb punIshment The ear waa driven
away after the teat

MILWAUKEE’S SOCI
1ST MAYOR, Daniel Hoan,

that she has promised for her
Grand Rapids program are: “Fan-

10-year plan by paying toches” and “Clair de lune" by Dethe first installment,plus a
bussy. “Gavotte" from the opera
small interestcharge.
“Manon" by Massenet.A group of
By order of the Administrative American songs to include “PierBoard.
rot,” “I hear a Piper Piping,”
This informationis signed by “Lullaby” and “Love I Have Won
Gov. Frank Fitzgerald and Auditor You.”
General John J. O’Hara. The savIn Spanish costumes of Goya she
ing will be tremendous if delinquent will sing “La Niesta de Carman, “
texpayert make arrangementsfor “El Majo discreto”and "Cruz de
the paying of these back taxes. Mayo” by Granados and Font.
Not only will the taxpayer benefit
Alter the Metropolitan’sfavorite
but the counties and cities, includ- soprano introducesthe East Church
ing Holland, will be strengthened Concert Course, she will be folfinanciallyby these much needed lowed by such outstanding artists
funds largely used during past as Albert Spalding, America’s own
years to alleviate poverty and help violinist on December 3, Josef
those out of work.
Hofmann, the boy prodigy who
Remember, in this county you grew up to be the ace of contemmust see John Den Herder at Grand porary pianistson Januaiy 24, the
Haven in the courthouse.In Al- MinneapolisSymphony Orchestra
legan county the treasurer will be with Eugene Ormandy conducting
found at the courthouse in Alle- on February 13, and last but not
gan. Remember the deadline is least, the latest Hollywood idol,
Friday, Nov. 1.
the young American baritone Nelson Eddy on March 13.
Season seats are selling at $3.00,
WELFARE OFFICE IS
$4.00 and $5.00 and reservations
ENTERED EARLY AT
may be made either at the East
GRAND HAVEN Church office 5-1117 or the Civic

my

loft, who hat hold office20
{twenty) years, InspectsIrradiated Vitamin O exhibit
at American Publie Health
Asm. convention, Milwaukee. Scientist from Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation shows the mayor how
tost* are made proving
rickets-prevention
power of
Vitamin D In milks, foods,
end medicine*.

GREETB NOTHIN WITH

toa

KIBS— MandevllleW.
embrace# ble mother before
the feeumptlen ef hie trial fn
Chicago for the mutilation
murder of Dr. Bauer, wh* Married hla childhood eweethoart.
Hie father le shown with them

Auditoriumoffice 9-6955.
The welfare office at Grand Haven was broken into some time
early this morning and two cases
of canned beef were stolen. Each
can weighed about a pound and
half and there are 24 cans to a
case. Entrance was made through
a side window. Fingerprints were
taken this morning but other than
that there were no clew as to who
the robber might be. The loss was
reported to the city police early
this morning when the office wa«

Owned by Those

Serves

it

ZUTPHEN

is the last day to pay

The Young People’s Alliance of
classis Zeeland will hold its quarterly meeting at the local church
Thursday evening at 8 o’clock.

regular taxes for 1933

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brower and
Mrs. M. Klamer are the grandnarents of a son, born to Mr. and Mrs,
Lewis Klamer of Beaverdam.
opened.
Miss Dorothy Postma. teacherof
the primary room is mourning the
Miss BerdienaC. Vinkemulder, loss of her father, Mr. William
daughter of Mrs. Philip Vinkemul- Postma of Wyoming Park, who
der of Holland, and John Olthoff, waa
" accidentallykilled in a gravel
son of John R. Olthoff of Holland, f. it last Monday. Funeral services were held Thursday. Miss
were united in marriage Wednes- ds^nifbtat the parsonage of the Helen Kemp, a teacher from Petoskey, taught in the absence of
^.^^LurerofSiating* Mias Postma. No school was held
Miss Margaret Olthoff, Marcus on Thursday and Friday for the
Vinkemulder and Mrs. P. Vinke- primary grades.
The families of Mr. and Mrs.
raulder were present. Following
the ceremony a wedding supper George Timmer and Mr. and Mrs.
waa served at the home of Mr. and Nick Meyer were notifiedof the
Mrs. M. Vinkemulderin Olive Cen- death of their sister-in-law, Mrs.
ter. The couple left on a wedding John Kuiper, who passed away at
trip to northern Michigan and up- the age of 40 years at her home
on their return will make their near Zeeland.
hpma at 119 East Sixteenth street Miss Annie Heyboer attended a
Mr. OltiioffIs employe dat the Pjrtv *t Hudsonville at the home
West Michigan Furniture Co., and of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander BunMrs. Olthoff has been employed as te, when they entertainedthe facbookkeeper of the Holland Crystal ulty of the HudsonvilleHigh school
•nd grade teacher.
Creamery.
The local Young People'ssociety
has accepted an invitation to meet
Henry H. Envers, 67, of Ottawa with the Vriesland Christian Endeavor Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack De Boe and
widow and six children, Charles of Sylvia, and Mr. and Mrs. James
Holland, Peter and Albert of Dykstra and children of Holland
Grandyille, Mrs. Joe Bekius of Holof their parents, Mr.
land, Alice of Holland and Emma •nd Mrs. Ralph Brinks.
at home. Three brothers,John of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vander MoHolland, Peter of North Holland, len and Evelyn of Grand Rapids
Richard of Robinson,and three were callers at the home of Mr.
sisters, Mrs. Peter Bronkema of and Mw. R. Vander Molen. '

and 1934 at big savings
Having ^paid

many

Telephone Company,
Bell System, is shared

BeH

as a part of

850,000

among

people in aU sectionsof the

era bnaineaa and social life. Such
public confidence is a tribote to the

country. policiesof

More than half the stockholders

women.

the

are

house-

Of these, 210,000 are

mod-

telephone as a neceasityvital to

the management;

possible the development

it

made

and

ex-

pension of the service through •

wives. There are 115,000 employees kalf-oentiiryof nnhnlting progress,
of the Bell System

shares.

who own

Without

that

money, without that

The other owners include thousands confidence, telephoneservice could

doc

of clerks,salesmen, mechanics,
tors, teachers, farmers,

people in

all

walks of

laborers- State and

life.

The average holding per
is

us

owns

os one per coni of tho

stock,

know

it

today in this

Nation. It could not have

attained the degree of perfection

person which makes

only 28 shares. And nobody

much

not exist as we

moat

finest,

indisputably the

it

efficient

telephone sec

*««*»

viee in the world.

Thus, the tremendously valuable Such widespread ownership

equipmentbehind your telephone measure
was built by the savings of

\

many

is

a

of public confidence in the

telephonein this State and Nation.

thousandsof smaU investors.

H

That money was invested be-

estimate of the solid, endur-

cause people believed in the

ing worth of the service.

fe •

gauge of tho people’s

COMPANY
a V:
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msWS
m
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liiyip

save anbetential

of

sums on

34

%

per month most be added.

The law providesthat back taxes

their

(for all years but 1934) not paid ia

taxes for 1933 end 1934. ee well.

accordance with amended atatatea,

hall be offered for sale by the

Save 153/4%
—end

even

Auditor-Generalof the State.

See your County Treasurer im-

more—

mediately. Give him the legal de-

on 1933 Regular

scription of your property,aad pay

Taxes

4% coDacthu
charge. Or, better stiU, pay by
mail and avoid standing in line.
in net amount plus

Save 63/4%

The Legislaturehas made special

While there ia ne 10-year plan
for 1933 and 1934 taxes, your County Treasurer will credit you with
any portion of these taxes that you
are able to pay. Then you will
onlv have to pay interest and penalties on the unpaid balance.

provisionsfor the payment of these
taxes, by waiving all Interestand

NOTE: There Is still time te put
your taxes for 1932 and prior years

Penalties.(The only extra coat
you have to pay ia a A% collection

on the 19-year plan by paying the

charge.)

interest charge.

—end even more—

on 1934 Regular

Taxes

first installment,plus a very small

IV ORDER OF THE

75®

UMHUSTMTIVE ROIRfc

-

.•
a

•
,

£r"=rr-.™c-sa..

In the case of 1933 and

1934 Special Assessmentsinterest

Michigan now hare the chance to

North Holland, Mrs. John Van i
People's society was
Duine of Zeeland, and Mrs. Joe led by Rev. 8. Vroon Sunday evetmtgerink of Ebeneser, also sur- ning. Special muaic waa furnishvive. Funeral serviceswill be held ed by the Melody Girls ouartet,
Saturdayat 1:30 p. m. from the comprised of Miss Adelaide Telhome in Ottawa and at 2 p. m. from renhof and Jeanette De Weerd of
ttie Ottawa Reformed church. The Hudsonville and Marie Bos of ForRev. William Goulooze of Grand est Grove, and Miss Anne Heyboer.
Rapids and the Rev. James Wayer
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ensing of
of Holland will officiate. Burial Forest Grove visited their brother
wfll be in Pilgrim Home cemetery. and slater. Mr. and Mra. Leonard
Zenas Gros, 18-year-oldZeeland Van Ess Sunday evening.
boy who robbed Miss Elizabeth
yfoaB-CMW-rt Wahft .trwt. The ChristianVeterans’dub held

Wait
«d

:

NOTE:

and

prior years, the property owners of

.

Thb ownership of the Michigan

millions of

dollars in back taxes for 1932
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OF

regular meeting of the Council on it for Rosldaitial
ildential purposes, and it
Expires Nov. 9-11682
Nov. 20, 1935.
was hit contention that ino one
STATE OF MICHIGAN
publication
Adopted.
would buy it for this purpose,
Sewer Committereported for the further, that it was only suitable
STATE OF MICHIGAN
information of the Council that 19 for "Comercial” property since it
The Probata Court for flhe
Holland, Mich., Oct 16, 1986. property owners have complied ia now on a main trunk line.
PM ___ ___ Off ring*, health
County of Ottawa.
The Common Council met in with the wishes of the Council to Clarence Jahring spoke on behalf
officer for the Dutch East
At a sessionof said Court, bsld
regular
session
and
was
called
to
have
their
properties
connected
With a jpopulati
of one block of property on Mich.Jon of 60,000^)00,
at the Probate Office to the dty of
order
b
.
by
the
Mayor.
with the sanitary sewer. The Com- igan ave. owned by the Peoples
wu in Grand Haven yesterday,the
Grand Haven to said County, on
Present: Mayor Bosch, Aider- mittee further reported that the State Bank. He also contended
1935.
. toast of Dr. Ralph Ten Hava,
tha 10th day of October, A.D. 1985.
Pressnt,Hon. Cora Vande Water,
county health commissioner. Dr. men Prina, Vande Lune, Drink- residencesat 86 W. 27th st. and that this districtshould be reit
Hi
, _on.
Cora Van De
Offrinfa was here to inspect the
.... water, Kalkman, DeCook, Steffens, 40 River ave. have not yet com- soned on Michigan ave. since no
Judge of Probate.
Water, Judge of Prebate,
Toilet
In the Matter of tho Estate of
Ottawa county health unit which Damson, Huyser, Bultman. Van plied with the Council’s request; one wanted to purchase It for
to the matter of the estate of
forth
Gerrotje Vllem, Deceased.
urther, that the owner of the prop- “EesidentlaT purposes, but that It
has attracted considerable atten Lente, Vogelsang, and the Clerk.
Joha J. Capps*
Devotibnn
Alderman
Steffens.
It appearingto tho court that
tion since It was establishedfive
erty at 186 E. 26th st. plans on could be used for “Commercial”
Minutes
read
*nd
approved.
moving this building off the prem- purposes.
the time for presentationof claims
wears ato. Dr. Ten Have frequentThe Michigan
PetHionp and AcronnU
against said estate should bo limly receives visits from foreign
ises and out into the country. Sewer
Corner 8th and College
Mr. De Neut again spoke in ophavtoa filed in said court its
health authorities on inspection Cleric presented several applica- Committee further reported that position to re-xoning and pleaded
ited, and that a time and place bo
annual
ace*
______ account
as Trustee,
Holland, Mkh.
tourh.
appointed to receive, examine and
tions for building permits.
the Bay View Furniture Co. is now with the Aldermen' not to make
the will of said estate, aad
adjust all claims and demands
Granted, subject to approval of asking for bids for the necessary the change.
Dr. Offringacame to Western
petition praying for the allowance
against said deceased by and before
plumbing to be installedin their
Michigan to visit a sister. Mrs Citj Engineer and Fire Cnief.
Mayor Bosch felt that the Aidersaid court:
lerk presented request from S. factory and it is expected that this men should take a brief recess to
Anthony Vroon, of Grand Rapids.
Attontyi+t-Liw
It ia’ ordered, that the
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
_ _____ .for permission to will be completed at an early date. talk the matter over before any
B. Habing
He sails October 12 from New York and _.
OF HOLLAND
Ittk day of November, A.D. 1195.
.
Adopted.
said
deceased
are
required
to
preblock
off
sidewalk
___
______
k
sidewalk
and
also
use
6
or
further discussionwas made.
for Batavia, Doth East Indies, his
at ten o’dock in the forenoon, at
NOTICE OF SPECIAL
Um Fine 8tat
sent their claims to said court at
headquarters.Dr. Offringa’s of- 8 feet of street on which to store
After recess, it waa moved by
Reports of Select Committees
aid Probate Office, be and' is hereASSESSMENT
said
Probate
Office
on
or
before
the
ficial title is director of public buildingmaterials while construct- Mayor Bosch reported that since Alderman Steffens,2nd by Vogel
bv ‘appointed for __
and
19th Day of February, A.D. 1186,
Delinquent Light, Power and
health, a position comparableto ing a building at 136 E. 8th st. the matter had been referred to sang
Holland. Mich.
allowing said account
at
ten
o’clock
in
the
forenoon,
said
for J. Klaaaen Printing Co.
Water
Bills
That the action be deferred until
him in regard to the odors at the
It is further ordered, that pub"dTtate. f*n*ral ot th* Unit'
time and place being hereby apReferred to Street Committee Holland Crystal Creamery,he had the next regular meeting of the To:
lic notice thereof be
*
pointed
for
tho
examination
and
with
power
to
act.
Mias Dora Haight of Holland
again contacted these people and Council.
ORDBR FOR PUBLICATION llcation of a copy of Si* orderjior
J. Magee, F. SUnsbury, John adjustmentof all claims and destayed at beautifulDearborn Inn.
Clerk presented bond and appli- he was satisfied that they have
three successiveweeks
ks previousto
In making the motion, Alderman
14SS4
Dearborn, Michigan,and enjoyed cation of Chas. J. Cunningham for done everything they agreed to do, Steffens stated that there seemed Owen, Mary Lyons. Fred Woodruff, mands against said deceased.
aid dajy qf^ hearing, in the HUSTATE OF MICHIGAN
the beauties that Henry Ford has license to operate a pool and bil- and the complaintswhich have
land City 'Newt, a newspaper
^ h* * ‘Jifferenc€of opinion among Chas, DrSwO. De Koeyer, Fred li/notic^toerrof
liard room at 74 E. 8th st, former- been presented evidentlywere with
The Probate Court for the printed and circulated in Mid
ly operated by H. E. Harrington. out foundation.
County of Ottawa.
this territory should be re-xoned.
Referred to License Committee City Engineer reportedin re- Mr. Steffensstated that it was his
7‘ CO^A VAN DE WATER,
At a session of said Court, held
FIREMAN-LABORER
with power to act
Judge of Probate.
gard to the tabulationof the vote opinion that they were Just going
at the Probate Offito islhe dty of
— $1,260 A YEAR
Clerk presented communication receivedfrom the property owners to ask for the re-xoning of the
Grand Haven in rthJd' County, on A tree copy:
HARRIET SWART,
from L F. Chamberlinrequesting on Van Raalte ave. relative to their property abutting on Michigan ave
the 9th day of October, AJ). 1986.
CORA
Register of Probate.
r*
B oyn gc’
C0RA VAN
VAN DE
DE WATER^
WATERC. LuYdema ,”A;*
Castedical Service, Post Oflke De- that the City of Holland invest in desires on paving said street. This However, since thix waa not the Johnson,
Holland
Preeeat,
Hen.
Cora'
Van
'-De
Judge of Probate.
two pages of cuts for his History tabulationshowed that people own- case, he did not believe that the Clean.
Hulst. Mrs. J. H.
, Ben
I
partment, Zeeland, Mkh.
Water, Judge of Probate.
and Sen-ice Book. This book covers ing 2,362 feet of frontage were in Council could come to an agree- Purchase, Main Oil Co., National A true copy:
Expires Dec. 28
Harriet Swart,
Holland and vicinity and will be
In the* matter of tty estate of
ment at this time.
BiscuitCo.,. -M. ---- trup Est., Mrs.
MORTGAGB SALE
Register of Probate.
The United States Civil Service distributedto all the homes in the
City Attorney Parsons gave as
Nibbelink,J. Schouten, H.
Eraeet L. Meete,
Commission announces an open City without cost. The communiWHEREAS, default has been
his opinion that unless the entire Meengs, Bert Slagh Est., Sam Ca
deceased.
made in the payment of moneys
competitiveexamination for the cation further states that the cost Board of Education own 1,302 feet district that was recommended for ruso. Lee Cummings, E. P. HUer,
ORDER APPOINTING TIME
position named above.
George E. Hemaley having filed ••cured by a mortgage dated the
of prints and engravings will be which Mr. Zuidema had tabulated re-zoning be changed, that a new Hadley Buss, M. C. Bazaan, Vem
FOR HEARING CLAIMS
7th day of July A. D., 1938, exein said court* his
Apnlicationamust be on file with approximately $62.00, these prints aa neutral. In addition,there were request should be made setting Guy, Joseph Hume, R. M. Bosworth,
15743
cuted and given by Cornelia*
for licenee to
the Manager. Seventh U. S. Civil to become the property of the City 310 feet not heard from owned by forth exactly what they desire to R. P. Leetsma, Mrs. C. Burgh, Pe
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Service District, Post Office Build- after the job is completed ; farther, property owners living outsidethe reclassify.
aid estate in certain real estate Brewer and Henrietta Brewer, as
ter Brusse, W. H. Topp, Walter
husband and wife, of the City of
The Probate Court for the therein fleecrlbed.
ing, Chicago,HI., not later than Oc- that the City will be given free City. Upon a question from the
Mr. Joe Geerds, on behalf of the Ridder, Geo. Bosman, Mrs. G. Huh County of Ottawa.
Holland, County of Ottawa, State
tober 26, 1986.
space to the extent of
in Mayor, the City Engineer stated
of ^128.00
$1
Appeal Board, stated that It was zenga, A. C. Rinck Est., Wm. VanIt Is ofdered, that the
of Michigan, as mortgagors, to
At a sesaion of said Court, held
Applicants must have reached return for furnishingthe cuts.
that the majority of the people the thought of the Appeal Board der Veere, Andrew Rutgers, A. Van
12th day of iN«va*ber,iA.D. 1985, Charles Koenig and Rose Koenig.
Referredto Ways and Means owning homes and living on the that the matter of decidingon how Heuvelen, P. Steggerda, C. Tubber- at the Probate Office in the dty of
their twentieth but not their fiftyGrand
Haven
in the said County, at ten o’clock to tha forenoon, at m husband and wife, to either or
gan,
E.
Nienhuis.
Mrs.
P.
Hovenga,
fifth birthday on the date of the Committee.
street were in favor of the paving, much should be re-xoned would be
said probate Office, be and ia here- survhror,of the Tewnship of
close of receipt of applications. Reports of Standing Committees and those who were opposed were left to the decisionof the Council Ottawa Co. Bldg. & Loan, Nick on the 9th day of October, A.D. by eppototed for hearing said peti
County of Ottawa,
---- _.y..
State of
/ MtehU
*
1935.
Street Committee, to whom had largely owners of vacant property. members.
Lanning, EssenburgRealty Co.,
These age limits do not apply to
tion, and that all penons interPresent, Hon. Cora Van D
Hale
P.
Bartlett,
John
A.
Wolters,
persons granted preferencebecause been referredthe petition of prop- In view of this fact, it was moved
Mr. Geerds further stated that
ested in said estate appear before
of militaryor naval service except erty owners living near College by Alderman Damon, 2nd by Drink- the Appeal Board did not
H. E. Van Kampen, Hannah Ste- Water Judge of Probate.
said court, at said time and plan, Deeds for the County of Ottawa,
In the matter of the estate of
%w t •
• ^ •
> _ .
that such applicantsmust not have ave. and 6th st. for the construc- water, that the City Engineer be
genga,
L.
De
Loof,
First
State
sarily feel that it was necessary
to sell
Pauline
Damson.
nached the retirementage.
tion of a catch basin and storm instructed to prepare necessary
to re-xone all of the territoryon Bank, J. Zoerman,J. Wolfert Est,
and estimate Maple ave. However,by a discus- Chas. Wabeke, J. Van Langeveld, deceased.
The necessary forms may be ob- sewer to take care of the surface plans, specifications
real estate should not be granted. gages on Page 611, on which morttained from the secretary, Board of water near their property,reported of cost of having this street paved, sion as was had tonight, the wishes Tom Efting, K. Kalkman, Louis
It appearingto the court that
It is farther
orierid, that public nge there it claimed to be do* at
r ordered,
U. S. Civil Service Examiners, at through the City Attorney that the and submit same to the P. W. A. of the majorityof the property Trevan, Harold Gemmill, J. Moeke, the time for presentationof claims
this time the sum of Two thousand
notice thereof be ‘
D.
Ras,
Henry
Nienhuis,
A.
Michmatter
had
been
thoroughly
investhe post office named above, or
for approval.
seventy-threeand ninety one- hunowners directly interest
sted in the
against said estate should be limtion
of
a
copy
ofthfs^orSer,
for
mershuizen,
Dick
Arens,
J.
P.
Luithe manager. Seventh U. S. Civil tigated. Due to the fact that this
Adopted unanimously.
dredths ($2,078.90) Delian ior
proposition, could be obtained,and
ited, and that a time and place be
suoceaah
three
successive
weeks
previous
to
Service District, Post Offlce find- is private property, and also in Communicationsfrom Boards and he felt that after the discussion dens, Jas. Piers, Ben Scheerhorn, appointed to receive, examine and
principaland interest, the sum of.
ipen, ------ ------- _
Mid dav of hearing,to the HoUand On# hundred ninety-oneand ninety-’
order to drain this locality, it will
ing, Chicago, HI.
which had gone on this evening, Ben Lamoen. Henry Robbert, Les- adjust all claims and demands
City Officers
ter Essenburg, Jas. Spruit E. Pombe necessary to cross the private
seven one-hundredths($191.97)
that the Board waa in a better
against said deceased by and bemerening, Szekely Aircraft A Eng.
right-of-wayof the Pere Marquette The claims approvedby the LiDollars, for past due taxes, payposition
to
know
just
how
the
propfore said court.
brary
Board
in the sum of $270.61 ;
Co.,
Jac.
Van
Bragt,
Fred
Cook,
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER,
.
—
..
ATER,
Ry., the Committee recommended
ment of
default and
- which
_____ are in defenh
erty owners feel.
It is ordered, that creditorsof
Park
and
Cemetery
Board
Geo. Lake, M. F. Short, Mrs. G. Ter
that the matter be dropped.
Judge of Probate. the further eum of Thirty-flve
motion of Alderman Huyser,
said deceased are required to pre- A true co
$1,823.32;
Police
and
Fire
Board
copy:
Vree, Nettie Coburn, Geo. StegAdopted.
sent their claims to said court at
$2,477.93; B. P. W.
$10,- 2nd by Bultman,
HARRIET SWART,
gerda, S. Scheerhorn, Bert Vander
Claims and Accounts Committee
Ottawa lirestaent
Clerk
waa
instructed
to
request
said
Probate
Office
on
or
before
the
423.46, were ordered certified to
Register of Probate.
Ploeg, J. Vander Wege, Henry
reported having examined claims
the Council for payment (Said the Appeal Board to present a re- Meengs, Mrs. G. Interbitxen,Hol- Uth day of February, A.D. 1186.
xp.Nov.2.
in the sum of $4,737.88.
Bunk Certificates
vised plan for re- zoning just such
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
claims on file in Clerk’s office
City Dep. Corp., Mrs. W.
Allowed.
_ ^ land
aa they now ___
feel may
public inspection.)
Bonds
Poppe, M. Dunning, Wm. Smith, time and place being hereby apvwv. VI muy yai i. uicirui setUCTU
Expires October 19
meet with thei widi
wish of the majority
Alderman DeCook reported on
Allowed.
Van Voorst Bros., Community Oil pointed for the examinationand
by said mortgage whereby the powPI»m4234
behalf of the Building Committee B. P. W. reported collection of of the property owners and Council Co., Thos. Lanning Eat, H. Pott, adjustmentof all claims and deMORTGAGB BALE
er of sale contained in said mortmembers.
mands
against
said
deceased.
Peoples Bank Bldg, Holland.Mich. having receivedan offer of $425.00 $6,663.34; City Treasurer— $2,A. Ploegsma, J. Klaaaen Est, Mrs.
gage hu become operative.
Adjourned.
It it further ordered, that pubfor the property at 218 E. 16th st., 220.42 for miscellaneouacollections,
Notice
is
hereby
gj
D. Bomers, G. Ramaker, L. Smith
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
now occupied by the Van Munster and $1,715.09for City Taxes.
mortgage > dated Marcff
1927, giv
March 8,
I
OSCAR PETERSON, Est, C. A.
‘ ’
---hereby given that by virtue of Mid
family. Committee further recomen
by
William
A.
Lovelace
and
Accepted.
City Clerk.
Mary J. Lovelace of Conklin, Ot- power of mle and in pursuance of
mending that the offer be accepted
Clerk presented Annual Report
H«nry_Bor,_ M. Nyboer!
tho statute in such case made and
tawa County, Michigan, to ti “
and the Clerk instructedto adver- from Ottawa County Emergency
John Caauwe, B. Maatman, D!
provided, the said mortgage will
City
News,
a
newspaper
printed
tise the sale of this property at the Relief Commission covering their
:pire . _ ____
Oosterbaan, Levi Kouw, P. Lugten,
be foreclosedby the sale of tty
and
circulated
in
said
com
activities during the past twelve
H. B. Garveiink,D. Piersma, H. D.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
premises therein described to-wit:
the
office
of
the'Recjster
of
Deeds
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER,
Eye, Ear, Neao tad Throat
months.
PROBATE COURT FOR Kosters,Mrs. A. Niesink, A. HilleJudge of Probate. for Ottawa County, State of
« Michi
tiler van landegend
Accepted and filed.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA brand, G. S. Boutell,’Jas. Lyons,
A true copy:
Mrs.
R.
Overway,
B.
Kammeraad,
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
Mill supplies,electric pumps,
Unfinished Business
HARRIET SWART,
(Dm Model Drag Store)
tey^ErtK
H‘indh«,C0Qn£
at the Probate Office in the City J. Van Appledorn, G. J. Olthuis,
*22 of
Michigan, vis: '
Oflke Hours: 9-7 a.
*6p.m. plumbing and heating;tin and Clerk reported that pursuant to of Grand Haven in said County, on Joe Nvho
Nyhofi, John
Joh_ Prins, R. Rater- Register of Probate.
instructions,
he
had
given
notice
The West Thirty Seven and
sheet metal work.
ia due and anpald on the date hereink,
, E.
_. Gerritsen,
--.ritsen, Margaret Gor7sM to 9*0 0 W. 8th St, HOLLAND, MICH. relativeto the proposedre-xoning the 14th day of October A. D. 1935. —
one-half (37*)
----- feet
feet of lot
of for prindpal, interest end attorPresent: Hon. Cora Vande Wa- don, Wm. Welling,John Lampen, J. Exp. Nor. 2.
Bos. 2776
of a district on south Michigan ave.
Numbered Thirty (80) a
aad tha
- Phone 3204
o*r free provided for in mid mortter,
Judge
of
Probate.
L.
Mokma,
P.
Lievense,
M.
Brower,
ORD1
JER
APPOINTING
TDIE
between 29th and 32nd sts.,
East Two and One-half
gage, the sukn of $2,452*4, together
John
Lokker,
G.
Lemmen.
H.
BonIn the Matter of the Estate of
FOR HEARING CLAIMS
bounded on the east by Maple ave.,
feet ef lot numbered
with the statutoryeoete of tonand on the west by Washington Jennie Ingraham Walah, Deceased. tekoe, L M. Ludwig, A. Van Dort,
one (81) of Addition No. 1 to
closure, will he foreclosed by a statHenry Winter, having filed in John Oonk, A. Postma. D. D. WierSTATE OF MICHIGAN
ave. In this connection,the Clerk
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